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FOREWORD

.7his self-instructional'manual is being reprinted by the Materials Development
Center-to assist profeWonals in vocational rehabilitation in the effective
use of the fourth edition of the Dictionary of Occupational-Titles and closely
related materials. This manual has two strong features: First, it is prac-
tical in format and uses many examplessdrawn.from rehabilitation--practive-.

second, the manual takes a well-rounded view of the DOT by pointing out
possiole problems as well as appropriate uses of the materials discussed.

To complete the' manual, the reader will need access to all of the following
publications:

1. J.S., Department of Labor, Dictionary of Occu ational Titles, Fourth -

Edition. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1977. To order,
use Stock Number 029-013-00079-9. Cost is $12.00.

2, Department of Labor, Guide for Occupational Exploration. Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing.Office, 1979. To order, use ttock Number
029-013-00080-2. Price is $11.00.

3. Appalachia Educational Laboratory, Inc:, Worker Trait Group Guide. Bloom-
ington, Illinois: McKnight Publishlng Co., 1978.

I. Appalachia Educational.Laboratory, Inc., Career Information System Guide.
8loomington, Illinois: McKnight Publishing Co., 1978.

manpower Administration, Handbook for Analizing albs. Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1912. Availab e from the Materials Development
Center as Reprint 13r Cost is $3.00.,

The first two publications may be crdered from Government Printing Office
bookstores, Sae the inside back cover fdr addresses. The two Appalachia
Educat:onal Laboratory publications may be ordered from the McKnight Pub-

Co., Bloomington, Tl11nis 61701. The Handbook for_Analyzing Jobs
is available only from.MDC.

Karl F. Botterbusch, Ph.D.
Development Specialist
,January, 1980



PREFACE

This preface has been written to help you answer three questions about this

self-study manual:

I. How will the manual help me in my job? #

2., Howis the manual organized?

3. What materials will I lneed?

I. HOW,WILL THIS MANUAL HELP ME IN MY ,JOB?

to sharpen your clinical skills;

to decide whether more diagnostic information,is ileeded and if so,

what;

to provide vocational counseling toTersons who are unable to state
any job goals;

to prepare a vocational assessment plan which'will meet the needs
of the client;

to decide whether you are ready to write a rehabilitation plan;

to increase client involvement in the rehabilitation process;

to decide whtm the client is "job ready";

to develop job leads and prepare for contacts with employers;

to carry out supervisory responsibilities for case monitoring;

to develop good referral questions and respond to those asked of you;

to assist in staff development; and

to facilitate communication with fellow professionals.

It is likely that several of the above activities'are included in your job
description and you probably noted at least one in which you would like to
improve your skill. You will.also note that the activities mentioned could
be classified into three general groups: vocational diagnosis, planning, and
placement. If you have responsibilities in any of these areas, you will find

the manual helpful. Completion of the entire manual requires a commitment of
time and energy HoWever, people who have completed this type of manual agree
that the investment bas paid handsome dividends in their work in three major
areas:

4

- obtaining accurate occupational informition quickly,
- applying occupational information to case problems,
- combining personal occupational experience with more structured

information to manage their caseloads more effectively.

Read the list at the tovof the page once again and consider each item in light
of the things you do on your job. Make a check next to the ones in which you
could better develop your skill.

4
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2. HOW IS THE MANUAL ORGANIZED

related to, and,yery
discusses how to tell
different yardsticks

Unit I will help you see how occupational information is
important in, vocational rehabilitation. ,This unit also
when rehabilitation services,have been completed and the
that can be usedto compare clients with jobs.

Units II through VIII will give you a complete understanding in the uses of
the Dictionary of Occvational Titles (DOT), 4th Edition, 1977.. When you
complete the exercises in each unit, you will be able to apply this valuable
resou-ce to your case practice.

Units IX through XX will teach you how to use materials'which supplement the
DOT to compare'dight very important characteristics in your clients with those
required for various otcupations.

In each unit, you will be given instructions to read'various sections of the
DOT and related.matirial. Each set of such instructions will be easily iden-'
tifiable in boxes You will also be asked to complete a series of exercises
to help you remember what you have learned. In addition to being in 'boxes (o
the activities are identified with unit and exercise numbers, e.g., UNIT V,
EXERCISE III. These numbers will be useful when you check your ansNers.

The four appendices contain information which will be useful in completing the
manual and in application of occupational information in your case practice.

Appendix A contains: .

- materials which describe ways of comparing the vocational behavior and job
satisfaGtion needs of clients with the requirements of jobs (pages 119-
123).

- a sample of the type of job analysis on which the DOT is based (pa4es
124-126).

an index wnich makes it easier to locate information in the DOT ind
related publications (page 127).

- a variety of forms for organizing and comparing*information about clients
and jobs (pages 128-158).

Appendix Et contains:

- answers to all the exercises in the manual (pages 159-179).

Appendix C contains:

- self-assessment activities which you will uSe to complete a vocational
assessment on your own person/job match (pages 180-190). (These are also
very useful.when adapted for client use.)

Appendix D contains:

- suggested models for applying the skills taught in this manual in two
different rehabilitation settings (pages 191-193).

Appendix E contains:

explanationis of-differences in terminblogy between various DOT related
publications.

a
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3. WHAT MATERIALS' WILL I NEED?

This manual teaches the use of a variety of occupational information resources,
all of which have grown out of occupational retearch Conducted by the U.S.
Department of Labor (DOL). Each of the five ,Iblications mentioned on this

page must be available to yoUWRile you work on the ftnual. Further, we be-
lieve IEit they 'should be a part of your professional library as.you work with.
clients or .supervise those who do.

1. U.S. Department of Labor, Dictionary of Occupational Titles, F9urth
Edition. Washington, D.C.: -Government Printing Office, 1977. To

order, use Stock Number 029-013-00079-9. Cost is $12.00.

2. U.S. Department'of Labor, Guide for Occupational Exploration.
Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1979. To*order, use
Stock Number 0Z9-013-00080-2; Ri'ice is $11.00.

3. Appalachia Educational Laboratory, Inc., Worker Trait Group Guiae.
Bloomington, Illinois: McKnight Publishing Co., 1978.

4. Appalachia Educational Laboratory, Inc., Career Information S stem
Guide. Bloomington, Illinois: McKni.ght Pb11i1iing Co., 1978.

5. Manpower Admiriistration, Handbook for Analyzin9 Jobs'. Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing OCice, 1972. Available from the Materials
Development Center as Reprint #13. Cost is $3.00.

Of course, you will alsd need a complete.copy.lf this manual and several sharp
pencils.

a
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INTRODUCTION

WHO NEEDS OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION? WE ALL DO BUT SPECIFICALLY:

V.R. COUNSELORS: ,

- to complete the legally required vocational
diagnostic process, .

- to involve the client in the rehabilitation
planning process,

- to request and approve appropriate vendor
services which can be directly related to the
vocational objective,

- to determine job readiness and coordinate
placement activity.

.
1

VOCATIONAL EVALUATOPS:
- to develop useful vocational assessment plans,
and select appropriate measures,

- to assist in report writivg 4

to decide which assessment devices to purchase
or develop.

, I

REHABILITATION SUPERVISORt.:, -

- to monitor the quality of rehabilitation
services rendered under the'r supeliision

- to conduct program evaluation activities, and
relate results'to.staff training needs.

___ .' r-- ....

OTHER PROVIDERS OF REHABILITATION SERVICES:g.
- to relate diagnostic andfor treatment objec-

tives.to'a vocational outcoine, ,

- to prepare repo-ts of case finding in which
the vocational implications can be readily

. determined. ,
. /

THE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION CLIENT:

- to become a meaningfv. .articipant'in the
rehabilitation.procesl.

- to examine personal tra:ts and alpirations in a
vocational context,

- to learn (or confirm knowledge) about the
demands and rewards.of work,

- to deielop self-analnis and decision-making
skills useful in future cureer decisions.



UNIT I OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION IN VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

Unit Objectives: I. To summarize the uses of Occupational informal:ton
in relation to the goals of vocational rehabilitation-.

2. To introduce and explain the person/job match.

.3. To present the content of the "Occupationl Yardstick."

INTRODUCTION

As used in this manual, occupational inforiration is defined as:

1. Data describing the characteristict OFf occupations amt.

2. Data describing a person's vocationally significant characteristics.

This fairly broad definition includes both personal traits.and occupational
factors; it also draws attention to the need for a comparison of both types of
occupational informption at four.major decision points in the vocational
rehabilitation process:

First, a general comparison of data about occupational and personal
characteristics is used during eligibility determination. Disabled
persons are not eligible for services from pubPic vocational rehabili-
tatiLI programs, fdr example, unless there ts a reasonable expectation
that they will benefit from services in terms of increased employability.
This expectation is established by comparing the client's employment
limitations with the potential for their reduction.

Second, the Individualized Written Rehabilitation Progrbm (IWRP)* is based
od ah agreement by all concerned parties that the client has or can
develop the.abilities and skills needed for success in an occupational
group dr .a speOfic'occupation. This agreement requires a comparison of
the characteristics of the occupation(s) and the person. Further, the
IWO must indicate specific steps by which personal characteristics not
presently considered appropriate to occupational demands will be
developed or modified.

Third, placement .of the client in competitive employment requires that the
demands ind rewards of the job be compared with the present abilities and
needs of the client. If a "Sob/person" match is not considered satisfac-
tory, the placement is either rejected or efforts are directed toward im-
proving the match by changing both--either the client's behavior, ability,
or attitudes or by making physical and/or social modifications .111 the job.

Fourth, termination of case services tomes only after a final comparison
of personal characteristics as displayed on the job with those demanded
by the specific job tasks.

Thus, a comparison of worker characteristics with those of the work itself is
at the heart of the vocational rehabilitation proces. This type of person/job

*Remember, words followed by asterisks are defined on pages 116-118.

11



matching requires that professional staff have specific skills in gathering
and synthesizing information about both people and occupations. Comparison ,

of these two types of occupational information necessitates the availability
.ot a standard against which each information base can be measured. .

WHAT IS JOB SUCCESS

In the state-federal vocational rehabilitation program, client success is
usually measured by achieving paid employment lasting at least 60 days. Hope-
fully, thisjs the placement of a client in a job that matchee his/her. char-
acteristics with the demands and rewards of a positidn. This concept is
perhaps put forth best in the Minnesota Theory of Work Adjustment, which can
be diagrammed as follows: \

Person Job1

Worker I Abilities Requirements Employer
Satisfaction Work Needs Satisfiers Satisfaction

In this model, job success or adjustment is defined as a. point where both the
worker and the employer are satisfied. In tperpublic vocational rehabilitation
program, the rehabilitation case manager.uses information from both the worker
and the employer as well as diPect observation to make the final decision that
the "match" is satisfactory and that the case 7y be successfully Closed.

Actually, a satisfactory work adjustment means a "good" person/job match in
at least three areas:

- the occupat.ional characteristics of the client (ability to perform the
actual work) must be sufficient for the tasks assigned,

- the client's work behavior must be acceptable to 1.,e employer, and

- the rAwards of the job must satisfy the needs of the worker.

Vocational rehabilitation servims should be directly related to the improve-
ment of the person/job match. Therefore, those who provide such services (and
those who approve them) should be able to see how they relate to vocational
outcome. One maior use of occupational information is to identify the deed
for client chan;e in a specific,area and the probable effect of rehabilitation
services on vocational outcome. .

For example we might use occupational information to .defermine that the
position being considered for a client ("Henry") requires four hours of stand-
ing and walking a day, and also to determine that presently "Henry" can stand
only one hour a day. If physical therapy can.be expected to increase.his

4

1Note: Words such as "positioR," "job, and "occupation" are used interchange-
ably in ordinary conversation, even though they have technical meanings which
are important. Please read the definitions for element, task, position, job,
and occupation on page 116 to clarify their precise meanjngs.

12



standing'toleronce, it is clearly a desirable--justifiable--seryice for him.
If, however, no service is likely to increase his tolerance substantially, we
can !Iredict a work adjustment problem in this area. Obviomsly, we would con-
sider job modification.or specialized placement as other ways to.tmprove the
person/job match before deciding on the "feasibility" of this particular
position for this particular Client.

The ibportant point, however, is that we use occupational informgtion to
look both at the Abilities of the person and the required charatteristics of
the job so that we can make decisions as to the chances for success and what
must be done to ensure it. Vocational rehabilitation workers are obliged to
assess the ways in which their services will improve the person/job match.
To be reasonably accurate, however, we need 0 compare the client and job in
each of these three areas:

- -occupational characteristics
- .work behavior .

- job satisfaction needs/occupational reinforcers

This manual focuses on the application of occupational information in the
first area: to compare the occupational characteristics (abilities, etc.) of
persons to those of positions, jobs, and occupations.'

Before we move on, let's stop and try some exercises,to help you remember
the things learned thus far.

UNIT I, EXERCISE I

. 1.- The most accurate term for the total work assignment of a single worker
i s

2. The job/person match is said to be successful when the
of the worker fulfill the o the job and
the of the job satisfy the
of the worker.

3. In the State-Federal Program of Vocational Rehabilitation, the
decision that a job/person match is "satisfactory" is made by the

4. Rehabilitation services provided to eligible V.R. clients must be justi-
-Lied on the basis that they will the job/person
match.

5. To issure.a satisfactory job/person
in three areas:

behavior, and job satisfaction

match, comparison should be possible
characteristics,

joccupationa

410te: For those interested in additional information about the two other
areas in which job/person matching is important, see.Appendix A. Pages 119-
120 describe the 20 job satisfaction factors in the Minnesota Theory of Work
Aljustment; Gordon Krantz's article on Critical Vocational Behaviors is

. reprinted on pages 121-123.

3
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Are the following examples of elements, tasks, iv;itions, jobs, or occu-
pations

(a) Machine operator
(b) Cashier at McDonalds

(c) CaShier
(d) George Johnson's duties as cashier at blcDonalds
(e) Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor
(f) Totaling customer's bills at McDonalds
(g) Dropping uncooked potatoes into a basket for frying

Now that you have finished, check yOur responses with the answers in
Appendix B, page 159.



THE OCCUPATIONAL YARDSTICK

When we'want to compare two or more things, we use a measUring device as
a standard of comparison:

- to.compare the weights of two people, we use a scale.
-- to compare the lengths of two cars, we use a yardstick.

If we are to compare a person's characteristics with those of an occupation,
we also need a standard of comparison that will apply equally well to both--we
need an "occupational yardstick."

The DOT provides two useful stpdards which we can combine to construct
our yardstick:

- a work profile--a description of the-work involved in an actual position
or the type of duties a person wants.

- a qualifications profile.--thp significant traits required for a
position or the trait, of a worker.

f

On the next page, we have provided an example of this yardstick as it can
be applied to a client ("Henry") and a position in which he is interested
(host at,Drakes Restaurant). Henry's counselor developed a work and quali-
fications profile of Henry and it appears in Column I. Notice that you can
get a fairly complete vocational picture .of what Henry wants to do and can

. do, by reading down Column I.

Henry's counselor used the DOT and an interviewsith the restaurant owner
to develop the work and qualifications profile for the opening at Drakes. By
reading down Column 3, you get a clear picture of.what the job is and its
demands.

The counselor used the Occupational Yardstick (Column 2) to organize the
available information about the client and the opening. By readinvacross
the page, you can .compare the job characteristics with Henry's work traits.
Look at page 6 again and study the client and the position. Note that there
are several parts of the job which seem well suited to Henry. In other
areas, however, he is likely to have,difficulty meeting the demands of the
job, or find that the job doesn't fit his needs.

"Review" the page'as if you were responsible for helping Henry make a
decision about this opening.

Draw circles around areas in Column I where.you think Henry may have dif-
ficulty meeting the demands of the job.

Then, draw circles around areas in Column. 3 where the job may not be able to
satisfy Henry's needs.

Check on page 1 n the Appendix to see which areas we circled. You may
not agree completel with our conclusions. But we think you will agree that
this would give vs a od start on discussing the critical areas. It would
also give clues as to the types of diagnostic information and rehabilitation
services that might be needed. This comparison of the client and the job is
a major focus of the VR process.

15
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Henry's Characteristics
& Needs

Supervise, Coordinate,
Train, Prepare

Dining Room & Kitchen
Staff

To Provide

A luxurious eating
J'-experience for people

Help others, Business
contact, Communication
of ideas & information

Variety, Directing
others, Precise
decision-making

Interpret data, Read
'reports & Journals

TAE OCCUPATIONAL YARDSTICK

//

WORKER ACTIONS
(sDoes what)

IMMEDIATE OBJECT
H- (To what/whom)

INFINITIVE
- (In order to)

:7 GOAL
1- (To accomplish
- what)

- WORK ACTIVITIES
2. (preferences for)

.Demands & Rewards, Host at
Drakes Restaurant

IM1.1

.0011/
14

I

11

"--WORK SITUATIONS --:

(Ability to adapt --I

to)

r-

6- (Reasoning, math,
& language)

GENERAL EDUCATIONAL "
DEVELOPMENT

1-

Doesn't want more school-- SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL
ing. Will spend up to :7-PREPARATION
one year as trainee - (Type & duratton)

One ,hr. standing/walk- :7 PHYSICAL DEMANDS- 7:

ing', Maximal^ lifting: - (Capacities)
20 lbs., Seeing,
talking, hearing

Inside

I

WORKING CONDITIONS
(Physical surround-
ings)

Above average in intelli---- APTITUDES
gence, verbal, low aver- .... (Ability to 16"arn

age in clerical; Below to)

aVerage in numerical

High people, average DATA/PEOPLE/THINGS
data, low things (Relationship to)

Supervises, Coordinates

Dining Room Staff

To Provide

Fast & Courteous service
to patrons

Business contact, Recog-
. nition or appreciation
from others, Communica-
tion of ideas & info ,

Frequent duty change,
Planning & Directing an
entire activity, Decision-
making on judgement

Interpret data with limit-
ed standardization, Pre-
lolare business letters,
Compute payroll, Records
receipts & credits

On-the-job training, 6-12
months to learn job and
clientele

Four -1-11rs. standing/

walking, Twenty lbs.
lifting regularly, See-,
ing, talking, hearing

Inside

Average verbal, numerical,
and clerical

High data, average people,
low things



INFORMATION ANb YOU

ro do all this. you will need direct..accurate occupational information.
Let.',, ;tart by defining that term:

91reLt Occupdtional.I6fomation is data about work requirements
which is obtained by formal job analysis* or is based thereon'.

All oth)!r information about occupations'is called indirect including bro-._
mew., artit,les, interviews, and personal experieliFE-7ATthough indirect
!,,f'()rmation isn't usually obtained in a scientific way, we need both direct
an.1 indirect occupational information to do our jobs. Indeed, we shouldn't
leu..nd on either one alonO

HerP aro ,mme more questions on the materia0 covered thus far:

To (ompare peopl With positions, jobs, and occupations, we use the

g which has two parts, a
of the work itc.elf and a profile.

upattoo41 infurrTation which is derived from formal job analysis is
(Ailed

of.. eat It of the following examples of occupational information, indicate

whether it is moct likely dieect or indirect:

(I) A brothure describing the ABC SchOol's course in auto mechanics.

(h) Asrpoort on th4 requirements for auto parts clerks, as prepared
by the U.S. "eoartment of Labor.

(c) Your knowledge of the duties qf musicians based'on five years ex-
perience with the house band at Bobo's Roadhouse.

(d) An analysis of secretarial positions in a large manufacturing plant
as prepared by their position analyst.

(e) Your observation of clerical workers based on a plant tour.

How Do We_Select an Occupational Information System?

If we are going to take the time to learnia system to help us with the person/
job match, it should have the following characterispcs:

it should be based on the most direct, objectively obtained information.
- it should be inclusive of all major occupations.
- it -should be usable by stafrand clients alike.
- it should be applicable tO both'jobs and-people.
- it should classify all occupations without overlap.
- it should be cross-referenced for easy usage.
- it should have widespread acceptance.
- it should help us use occupational information from other sources.
- if should provide common language for all rehabilitation professionals.

Only one occupational information system has all these characteristics, It is
the Fourth Edition of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOM*.
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. UNIT II INTRODUCTION TO THE DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES

Unit Objectives: 1. To review,the history and development of the DDT through
the first three editions.

2. To describe ttie two major functions of the DOT, Fourth
Edition as applied to vocational rehabilitation.

3. To review the relaLionshIp between job analysis and DOT.

History and DeVelopment of the DOT

The first public program of occupational research began in 1933. Its purpose
was to provide.to public employment, offices information that coujd be used
in the placement of large numbers of unemployed workers. This early research
was originally published in separate volumes according to industries in which
the occupations were found. It soon became apparent, however, that this
approach was resulting in too many volumes to be useful in day-to-day activity.

In 1939, the first single volume of the dictionary of Occupational fitles
appear'ed. It summarized the information from earlier works, added data on
occupations not previously studied, and,used a system of numbers as an "occu-
pational code." The system was not easily used without considerable practfce
and reflected 1e fact that the DOT was primarily for use,by public employment
office staff. "The second edition of the DOT appeared in 1949. It included .

much of the information on occupations derived from.World War II manpower re-
search. For example, occupations in the new plastics industry were included
for the first tithe. Continued expansion of occupations and increased complex-
ity thereof during the postwar era forced publication of several.updates and
supplements. Ih 1955, for example, one appeared which contained 2,200 new
and revised definitions.

In 1965, a considerably expanded and revised third edition was published.
Besides offering definitions for over 20,000 titles, the DOT introduced a
system of "worker functions" which facilitated use of the DOT for person/job
matching. The occupational code was revised and made more readily uhaer-
standable. By adding a new system of classifying occupations, called worker
trait arrangement, it was possible to determine the degree to which aptitudes,
interests,_educatio6, physical capacities, etc., were required for average
successful job performance. It should be noted that like its predecessors,
the third edition had to be supplemented and it was three years after ori§inal
publication before the third edition was complete.

Both tRe second and third editions were more useful outside the public employ-
ment program than their predecessors. This was especially true of the third
edition which became widely used in a variety of settings. Of particular in-
terest were two uses which relate to the disabled. First,'DOT materials were
adapted for use by vocational rehabilitation personnel in all of the areas
mentioned in the preface. The extensive expdrience derived from these uses
is the basis for this manual on the fourth edition.

Second, the third edition was also extensivelY modified as the basis for a
course in occupational exploration and career decision making for high school
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students. Although this program did not get. wide usage in its third.edition
version, it was extensively field tested idcluding use with groups of disabled
persons. Adapted.again for use with the fourth edition of the DOT, it is how
commercially available. You will be using these materials as you-complete
Units IX4X of this manualr

Structure of the Fourth Edition of the DOT

The DOT is a single volume publication which contains a great quantity of
occupational information within its 1,371 pages. You will also be using a
companion volume called the Guide for Occupational Exploration in Units IX-
xIX.

For now, you need only to remember that the DOT has two major functions:

I. The identification of occupational titles and their definitions.

2. The classification-of occupations in four major ways so that job
requirmeRts and worker characteristics can be coqpared:

a. Occupational Group Arrangement (OGA)*
b. Industrial Designation (Ind. Des.)*
c. Data, People, Things (DPT)*
d. Worker Trait Groups (WTG)*

Units III and IV will show how to use the DOT titles and definitions; Units V,
VI, VII, and X will detail the four major classification systems and their
uses in vocational rehabilitation.

Job Analysis: The Foundation 'for the DOT

The data used for developing the occupational definitions and classification
systems was derive4 from 75,000 job analyses.* Job analysis is a separate
subject-in itself.i Our current needs are primarily to know that it is an
organized system that involves direct observation of the work performed on a
specific job plus interviews with the worker(s) and often iupervisor(s). A
job analysis contains two broad types of information: the work performed and
the worker requirements. Under these broad headings, five specific types of
information are recorded:

I. what the worker does in relation to data, people and things (called
Worker Functions)

2. the methodologies and techniques employed (called Work Fields)

3. the machines, tools, equipment and work aids used labbreviated as
MTEWA)

IA self-study manual entitled Job Analysis Self-Study Manual is available from
the Research & Training Center, University of Wisconsin-Stout, Menomonie,
Wisconsin 54751 for $4.00.
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4. the materials, products, subject matter or services which result
(abbreviated as MPSMS)

5.. the characteristics required of the worker for average, successful
performance (called Worker Traits)

From this kformation, task statements are written and from those, a job sum-
mary is w0Iften which serves as a mini-job description. A completed job
analysis has been included on pages 124-126 as an example. Please review

it briefly.

There are two final notes about job analysis which are significant:'

1. .Job.analysis is conducted by observation and interview, but the
report is on the work. Every effort is made to.record the charac-
teristics of the TaiTtion, not of the particulii- worker.

2. Since each definition in the DOT was developed from several job
analyses from around the country, the definitions must now be con-
sidered as occupational analyses. This means that their usefulness
is in providing direct occupational information of a general nature.
You cannot expect that a specific position will be exactly the same
as -eported in-the DOT. ,

THE MAJOR IMPLICATION OF THESE POINTS IS THAT
PROFESSIONAL JUDGEMENT AND ACTIVITY BY REHA-
BIL1TATIN PERSONNa WILL BE NEEDID TO APPLY
DOT DATA TO SPECIFIC CLIENTS AND POSITIONS IN
ORDER TO ASSURE A SUCCESSFUL MATCH. .......



Here are some more exercises to help you remember the most important
segments of this unit.

UNIT II, EXERCISE I

I. The DOT has evolved over the four editions from a complex document

intended primarily for use by to a broad,source of

occupational information of use to both and

2. Information in the DOT is based on direct occupational information

derived from

3. Job analysis consists of direct observation of the work performed and

with workers and supervisors.

4. Job analysis describes -

what the worker does In relation to data,

and is called

and

the methologies and techniques employed, called

the machines, tools, equipment and work aids, abbreviated as

the materials, products, subject matter, or service which result,

abbreviated as

sthe specific charicteristics required of workers, called

5. The two major functions of the DOT are (I)

cation of occupational titles and (2)

four main systems.

and identifi-

of occupations into

6. In the DOT and accompanying materials, occupations are classified

according to arrangement,

designation, and

groups.

7. Although the data in the DOT is based on 75,000 direct

analyses, it has been combined and summarized to the extent that it now

reflects analysis.

8. Job analysis seeks to record the

and not the characteristics of a

Be sure to check your responses in Appendix B.

involved in a Position



UNIT III THE OCCUPATIONAL DEFINITION AND ITS USES

Unit Objectives: I.. To introduce and explain the parts of the Occupational
Definition.

2. To explain how to develop a Work Profile from the'
occupational definition. s

3. To provide practice in deriving a Work Profile from a
description of a job or a work history.

PARTS OF THE OCCUPATIONAL DEFINITION

Each of the more than twelve thousand occupational definitions contained in
the DOT has six parts. They are arranged in a standard order so that once
you learn where to look, you will be able to find specific information
quickly. Let's go through them in the Oder in which they appear in the
DOT.

A. The Occupational Code Number

each occupation defined in the DOT has a nine digit number which is
different from all the rest of the occupations. Definitions are
organized according to this number beginning on page 15, 001.061-010
which is Architect and ending on page 946 with 979;687-022, Screen
Printer Helper.

There are some M:her things you will want to know about that occupa-
tional code--the first three digits identify the "job family" or
Occupational Group Arrangement. (We will study OGA in detail in
Unit V.)

The second three digits identify the worker function level of the
occupation and is usually called DPT. (More about this in Unit VI.)

Because some occupations are found in the .same job family and have
the same worker function levels, a third set of digits has been added
so that each occupation will have its own uni,gue occupational code
number. The use of computers to store and make occupational inf&-
riiErliF available will make this increasingly useful.

Note on page 694 that there are two occupations with the code
722.381. Without the last three digits, we couldn't use the
occupational code to-indicate which one we wanted. By adding the
last three digits, however, we can differentiate between ASSEMBLER
(tel. & tel.) and INSTRUMENT INSPECTOR (aircraft-aerospace menu-
facturing).

B. The Base Title

Occupations are known py many titles and we need to know which is the
cof.rect or proper one. We will study the different types of titles
in Unit IV. For now, just remember that the base title is:
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- the title by which the occupation is known ir most places,
- always shown in upper case, boldfaced type, e.g., COIL CONNECTOR,
- always the second item in the Occupational DeFinition, immediately

following the occupational code.

C. The Industrial Designation

Although we will learn much more about industry designations in
Unit VII, for now, you need to know that they:

- are listed immediately after the base title to help differentiate
between two identical titles, e.g., ASSEMBLER (jewelry) and
ASSEMBLER (elec. equip.),

- are shown as abbreviations and in parentheses.

C. Alternate Titles

These are simply other names for the base title and are listed be-
cause they are commonly used instead of the base title in some parts
of the country. They are in darker print but lower case letters.
For example, "connectorl is another title for COIL CONNECTOR.

E. The Body of the Definition

1. This part of the definition may have from..two to eight parts.
Always included are:

a. The Lead Statement. This is the first sentence in an occupa-
tional definition and ends with a colon (:). It summarizes
the entire description by including:

- the worker's actions,
- the object of that action,
- the machines, tools, equipment and work aids used by the
worker,

- the purpose of the occupation, e.g., materials processed,
products made, subject matter dealt with, or services
rendered.

The Lead Statement always describes the worker's action and
the object of the action. The purpose and materials, tools,
equipment, and work aids may have to be assumed. For ex-
ample, a SPIDER ASSEMBLER (721.684-026)

- assembles (worker actiort).
- coils, poles and fastening devices (object),
- to build rotating field for motors and alternators (the

purpose of the occupation, in this case, a product),
- the materials, tools, etc., used are found elsewhere in

this definition.

b. Task Element Statements. These are the major tasks which
make uptthe occupation. These statements have many of the
same components as the Lead Statements. They always:

- begin with a verb that describes the worker's action;
- give the object of the verb.
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2. The definition sometiTes has up to eight parts. Pets which
appear in some definitijiit, but not all, are:

. .

a. "May".i-tems. 'These statements.are task statements whiel
appear in some jobs and positions within the occupation but
nqt others. The word "may' means that in.some instances,the
task will be eregular part of a worker's responsibility.
When we adapt a general occupational description to specific
employment for a client, it will be important to find out if
."mayn statements apply to that position!

For example, some SPIDER ASSEMBLERS "may" prepare the leads
and clamps.

b. Italicized Words. Sometimes a word is used which has a
specific vocafToinal meaning which is not ordinarfly found in
a standard dictionary. When this happens, the word will be
printed in Ita7lca. You can look up the meaning for an .

italicized word in a glossary foudd on Page 947-963 of the DOT.

liust to try it out, look up the words doctor and fixture.

c. Bracketed Titles. In some instances, a worker in one occupa-
tion 01 be required to perform.duties which are usually part
of those found in another occupation. When this happens 7gu-
larly:, the task will.be mentioned along with the base tit e
where it is usually found, in brackets. 'When an occupational
title appears-in brackets in the definition of another occupa-
tion you are codsidering for a client, you should look at both
definitions to be sure you have all the necessary informatTFIT

For example, a COIL CONNECTOR is regularly expected to lace
and4tie cbiT leads, which is usually the type of work done by
a LACER AND TIER.

d. Unbracketed Titles. The.se are also base titles wtlich appear-
-in the definition of another. This time, the reason is to
show a clbse, working relationship, such as that one.worker
supervises the other. When an unbracketed title appears in a
definition, you wili be able to decide the nature of that
close telationship.

FOr example, an'ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE REPAIRER may assist an
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICER in repairing certain items.
And,'a VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION COUNSELOR may refer clients
to a BUSINESS-EhTERPRISE.OFFICER for specialized placement.in

`"""----i-business enterprise.

e. Roman Numerals. Sometimes different occupations are known by
We same basetitle. When this happens to occupations in the
same industr , Roman Numerals ate assigned after the inatTifi5
es gnat on. This lets you know that more ihinlone titlp

should be consulted to be sure you have the.one you want.
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As an example, T.,;rn to Page 724 in the.DOT. -Note that-there
are two occupations listed for ASSEMBLER (firearms), 736.381-
010 and 736.684-014. 'If you read the two definitioni, you
will note that:there are some significant differinces be-
tween the.Lead and Task Statements for the two occupations.
Therefore, the Rbman Numerals have been added as a.warning
that there is more than one occupation fn the firearms
industry entitled ASSEMBLER. .

..-

f. StatzMent of Significant Variables. .Occasionally, at the end
ofa definition, a sentence will begin with the words "Im-
..portlint variations include .,.

"
It will then show the pos-

sible variat,ons an occupation can cover. By this method, the
heed to include the definitions for nearly identical titles
is eliminated.. -*

An example is 207%682-018 OFFSET-DUPLICATING-MACHINE OPERATOR
(clerical). Here the variations are dependent upon the type
of equipment .used.

F. Undefined, Related Titles

This is the.stxth.and last part of an OCcupational Definition. This
'type of title is for a variation or specialization of a base.title.
It is listed near the end of the definition using the opening state-
ment, "May-be designated .

"
or some similar phrase. The reason

whit it is tdentified as a separate but rlated title is given along
with the Undefined, Related Title in cap.tal letters.

For example, an INSPECTiA, FINAL (firearns) may be designated as a
FINAL INSPECTOR (firearms) if his/her futictions are restricted to
that stage of the process. As another example, look on Page 725 at
the description for 737.131-010. Firewcrks assembly supervisors may
be designated by other undclined,'relatfA titles according to the
type of product manufactured or the fun.::tion supervised.

USING THE OCCUPATIONAL DEFINITION

Earlier, we learned that one use of the NT was to develop the occupa-
tional yardstick and that the yardstick has ti-o parts--a work profile and a
gualificationsprofile.

Now that we understand the occupational definition, we can develop the
work profiles', which are made up*of four parts:

I. Worker Action - an action verb that tells what the worker does.

2. Immediate object - the object of the verb or the "to what or whom."

3. Infinitive - the second 9.ction verb, telling how the goal is
accomplished.

4. Goal - the material, product, subject matter-or service that results.

As an-example, let's look at the lead statement for VOCATIONAL-REHABILITATION
COUNSELOR as it is diagrammed into the work profile.
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VR.CcunseTor.

Counsels...

1.)ri_mfonPilonent

Worker Action

(Does what...). '

handicapped individuals... Immediate Action

(to whom...)

4*to provIde... INFINITIVE .

(in order...)

..;".vocational rehabilitation GOAL
services

All Lead Statements and Task Element Statements provide data which can be
diagrammed into worker action and immediate object breakdowns. Information
for the infinitive and goal portions of the diagram is not always stated but
can usually be implied. For example, a COATER (bus. ser.) 503.685-010 "Tends
equipment that cleans, coats and dries baking pans." The worker action is
"tends" and the immediate object is "equipment." Although no infinitive or
goal is explicitly stated, the equipment is tended in order "to clean, coat
and dryybaking pans."

Another example of a task statement in wn- c'rences are required is found
in the Lead Statement for AUTOMOBILE RACER Ise. & rec.) 153.243-010: "Drives
auzomobile racing car in competitive road races." The portions of the diagram
which have been inferred are shown in parentheses ( ).

Drives Worker Action

Automobile Racing Car Immediite Object

(to win) Infinitive

Competitive Road Races Goal

Let's try some for practice. Here are seven occupational codes. Look each
one up, record the title and resld the complete definition. Then diagrgm the
lead Statements. Try to make a complete diagram, using parentheses to in-
dicate any inferences you have to provide.

I.



UNIT III, EXERCISE I

Occ. Code Basejitle Worker Action 'Immed. Obj. Infin. Goal

1. 806.684-106

2. 570.685-038

3. 376.667-010

789.687-054

041.061-054

041.061-078

102.117-010

Before we leave the subject of work profiles, we should note that this tech-
nique is a good way to obtain a work history from a client and for gathering
information about client aspirations. Here 'are two client statements. Could
you translate them into Work Profiles?

"I ran a mixing machine that made dough at the Crumbles Bread Co.
I got a list of which things I was to make each day. I put the
flour and stuff on the dolly and moved it to the dough machine and
dumped it in. Then I used a list to tell how much other stuff to
put in, turned on the machine and made sure everything went along
0.r."

"What I would like to da though is work over at the silversmiths
running one of those profile saws where you trim up the edges.of
silver plates and dishes after they have come off the form.press.
I would have to measure the plates and dishes to know where to cut
and then set'up the saw and all. But I know how to use all the
tools and I-wouldn't have to lift anything heavy:"

From the information given, the work profile from her former job would
probably look "like this:

WORKER ACTION IMMEDIATE OBJECT INFINITIVE GOAL

Loads Ingredients To m4x (dough in
proper

Operates Dough machine proportions)
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You might want to ask some additional questions to find out things like
physical demands, other duties, etc., but the client told us enough to get
a good profile for further use.

As for her job goal, the profile might look like this:

WORKER ACTION iMMEDIATE OBJECT INFINITIVE GOAL

set up 'and profile saw to trim plate and
operate dish edges

Again, there are some questions you would want to ask (such as the type and
complexity of tools used and hoW standards are set) but you have a good idea
of what to ask. Notice, alsd, that you have the beginnings of.a comparison
between what the client did in the past and wants to do in the future. These
.dare examples of how you can apply the techniques in this manual to your pro-
fessional practice. Constructing work profiles takes a little practice but
you now have the basic knowledge required.

a-
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UNIT IV THE SEVEN TYPES OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES

Unit Objectives: I. To provide a review and explanation of the seven types
of occupational titles.

To provide the Alphabetical Index used to lqcate Oc-
cupational Title,

3. To provide practice in identifying the various types
of titles.

THE SEVEN TYPES OF TITLES

In the previous unit on occupational definitions, we discussed five of the
seven types of titles because they actually appear in the definition itself.
The other two types of tftles are for reference purposes. Let's look at them
first and then review all seven.

Masters Ti tle - Turn to Page I,of the DOT and read the description at the
top of the page. Then, just skim the,15 Mater Titles.

There are two things you should know aboN' :taster Titles:

I. They are occupations with common titles and a number of common duties.
The ccmmon duties for all occupati5iii-iiith that title are printia
under the Master Title to save space and reduce repetition. Also,
however, the ways in which Master Title occupations are classified
irp listed on these pages.

For example, DRAFTERS are clissified according to the type of
drafting they do. Duties common to all drafters are defined.

2. Master Titles are indexed but are followed by the word (Master) and
have no DOT code of their own. These are your clues to look on
Pages 1-3 to find both common duties and how to classify the title
further.

For example, if you were helping a client locate a definition for a
drafter, you would note that it is a Master Title and read the
master definition to be able to describe the general duties of all
drafters. Then you would ask the client which type of drafting he/she
wished to learn more about and using that information, locate the
proper base title(s).

Term Titles Turn to Page 5 in the DOT and read the description at the top
of the page. Then skin quickly over the 194 term titles.

Here are the most important things you should know about term titles:

1. They are occupations with common titlesiout fevi common duties, re-
quirements or job locations. In other words, term titIes are too
general to tell you enough about the occupation to find the base title
or definition.
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For example, theAerm "Engineer" covers such a wide range of duties
and occupations that by_ itself, it has little meaning. Thus, the
description tells_youthe range of duties and how the engineering
occupations are classified.

2. Term titles are ilidexed and always followed by the word (Term). _They

have no DOT code. The descriptions always begin with the words "a'
term..." to show you that this is not a definition. The description .

will help you understand how term titles are classified.

Now, you have been exposed to each of the seven types of titles in the DOT.
Before giving you a chance to demonstrate your ability to recognize and use
them, a chart which summarizes the important characteristics of each is
provided on'pages 21-22.



TITLE DOT CODE PRINT TYPE DEFINITION

1. BASE Has own Upper Case,
Heavy Black

Only title
with own
definition

2. ALTERNATE None. .

Takes code
of base.

Lower Case,
Heavy Black

None

3. . BRACKETED Has own Upper Case,
Heavy Black

N.A.

w-4

4. UNBRACKETED Has own

31

Upper Case,
Heavy Black

N.A.

OTHER
CHARACTERISTICS

Major title by
which occupation
is known

A title used in
some parts of
country. A.

synonym for base
title.

Is a base title in.
its own right.
Appears in brackets
( ) in body of the ,

definition of an-
other base title when
some of its duties
are frequently as-
signed to another
worker.

Is a base title in
own right. Appears
in the body of the
definition of an-
other base title to
demonstrate a close
waiking relationship
between the two and
the nature thereof.

EXAMPLE

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
COUNSELOR

Prosecuting attorney

When a PkODUCTION COORDI-
NATOR expedites material,
he/she is carrying out a
function usually assigned
to a MATERIAL COORDiNATOM

A MATERIAL EXPEDITER has a
close working relationship
with a MATERIAL HANDLER
which is of a superior/
subordinate type
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TITLE DOT CODE

5. UNDEFINED None,
RELATED takes

code of
base

6. MASTER None

7. TERM None

. OTHER
PRINT TYPE DEFINITION CHARACTERISTICS

Upper Case,
Heavy Black

Only a sen-
tence to
distinguish
it from the
base.

Upper Case, Those du-
Heavy Black ties which

are common
to aTTTE:
cupations
under.the
Master
Title are
defined.

Upper Case, None
Heavy Black

A slight variation
from the base title
which warrants-(a)
slightly different
title and as few
words to show what
the difference en-
tails.

EXAMPLE

An EGG GRADER (Undefined,
related) is basically an
EGG,CANDLER (base) who
also grades eggs by size,
weight, color, etc.

Master Titles are SALES ENGINEER .

occupations having
common titles and
common duties.
The definition' will

also help in clas-
sifying by base
titles.

The description has
as its Major pur-
pose to explain how
term titles are
classified.

PHYSICIAN



THE ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF TITLES

Located on pages 965 through 1156 of the DOT, this index lists all base,
undefined-related, master and term titles alphabetically. It has two major
functions.

I. It allows you to find the DOT code for all titles (except Master and
Term). Since the occupational definitions are arranged numerically,
the code number is the key to locating the definitions.

2. The index alerts ybu to whether or not you'have a title which can be
defined or whether you need additional information to decide on the
proper title.

- if you have a base, alternate, or undefined, related title, a
definition can be found.

- if you have a master or term title, additional infbrmation
will be needed before you can locate a title. (The words
"Master" or "Term" will appear after the title.)

HOW MULTIPLE WORD TITLES ARE ORGANIZED

If an occupational title has more than one word in it, you may have to rearrange
them to find the title in the index. In general, title words are arranged to
give you a mini-job description. CARPENTER, for example, tells you what the
worker does. If you are looking for a particular kind of carpenter, such as a
rough carpenter or mine carpenter, it will be listed like this:

CARPENTER, ROUGH
CARPENTER, MINE

with the modifier following the noun.

However, sometimes the rodifier comes first as in:

MODEL MAKER
FIRE MARSHALL

because it would be confusing the other way.

In general, the rule to follow is: if the extra words in a title modify or
specialize the key word, look up the key word. If by doing this, the title
becomes nonsensical, however, don't. If in doubt, try both!

To help you out, the title is sometimes listed both ways in the index.
(VOCATIONAL-REHABILITATION COUNSELOR is also listed as "counselor, vocational
rehabilitation," for example. Also note that when two words are hyphentated
such as VOCATIONAL-REHABILITATION, they will never be split in the index.
Thus, there is no listing for Rehabilitation Counselor, Vocational.)

Now let's have you look up some titles using the alphabetical index:
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UNIT IV, EXERCISE I

Find the page in the index on which the following titles are listed:

1. BLASTER HELPER

2. FLIGHT SURGEON

3. LOOPING SUPERVISOR

4. FLAGGER

5. INSECTICIDE SUPERVISOR

6. TIPPING-MACHINE OPERATOR

7. SEMI-AUTOMATIC MACHINE SETTER

8. FLOOR SUPERVISOR

9. MIRROR PAINTER

10. GOLD LEAF LABORER

Finally, we want you to use the alphabetical index and the occupational defi-
nitions to identify the various types of titles and extract other useful
information. On the following page, provide the information requested. Please
note that you cannot always provide a DOT number or a base title and that you
are sometimes asked to provide answers which can only be placed in the "other"
column. The blank lines have been placed to show you where a response is
required.



UNIT IV, EXERCISE II

QUESTION DOT # BASE TITLE TITLE TYPE, OTHER

1. SWAGER OPERATOR

2. Swage Toolsetter

3. How are LOGGERS
classified?

How is a PAINT-SAMPLE
CLERK classified? .

With whom do ELEVATOR
STARTERS have close
working relationships
and what.is its
nature?

What is the basic
function of a BARREL
CHARRER?

What are the major
worker functions for
any SEWING-MACHINE
OPERATOR, REGULAR
EQUIPMENT and how are
specific occupations
classified?

Sometimes a ROUND-
CORNER CUTTER
MACHINE OPERATOR also
tends a punch press
to drill holes in
paper.. Whose task
is this usually?

9. Gem Expert

10. According to the lead
statements, what is
the major difference
between the duties of
GENERAL DUTY NURSE
and a PRIVATE DUTY
NURSE?



UNIT01 OCCUPATIONAL GROUP ARRANGEMENT (OGA)

Uni_t Objsctives: 1. To summarize the organization of occupations by OGA.

2. To provide opportunity to review the major,categories,
groups, and divisions of the OGA.

3. To demonstrate how the OGA can be used in
vocational rehabilitation.

INTRODUCTION:, Earlier, we learned that the DOT has two piajor functions: def-L

*inition and classification of occupations. In Unit IV, you learned how to77nd
the definition for any of 12,099 base titles; now, we are ready to learn the
classification methods and their rehabilitation uses.

Frequently, clients know that they want a job in a certain field, but they
can't give a job title. Ifistead, they 'say something like "I only know I want
to do something with translating foreign languages" or "I used to decorate tiles
that get used in mosaics, but now I would like to supervise Others."

Both of these statements relate to groupings of occupations but fail to provide
a title than can be looked up in the alphabetical index. Fortunately, the DOT
has classified occupatigns in a way which helps us use the DOT to find,specific
occupational titles and definitions from such general statements. The first of
these classification methods is called Occupational Group Areangement or OGA.
The first three digits of the dccupational code tell you the,location within
OGA where.an occupation is located.

The first digit tells the Occu ational Cate or - broadest groUping. There are
nine Occupational Catggories and t ey are listid on page xxxiv.of the DOT.
Open your DOT to that page. You will notice that:

- the first four categories have names which reflect.traditional,
socio-economic activities,

- the next four categories are based on industrial.or trade terminology,
, .and

- the last category contains occupations which 'didn't fit elsewhere:

Omember that eVery occupation is placed in oneand only one--category and
that the placement will be reflected in the first digit of the occupational
code. Thus, an occupational code that 'begins with 5 muit be a Processing
Occupation and a first digit of 7 tells you that the.occupation falls into the
Benchwork category. Each category has its own definition which is located in
the body of the DOT Aylulefore the occupations in each category appear. The
definition for the 0/1 category, for example, is found on page 15 because that
is the page where the firstoccupation with a first digit of 0 is found.

Understanding the'definitions of the occupational categories is critical to its
effieient use. You must not try to use your definition of Benchwork or Pro-
cessing Occupations. Time spent understanding these definitions now will save a
great deal of time and frustration later. Incomplete or incerrect understanding
of DOT definitions is the major reason why some people have difficulty using the
DOT and erroneouily conclude "it isn't usefulr"
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Look up and read the definitions of all nine categories. Rememtier that they
are located at-the beginning of each section of definitions. Notice that in
addition to defining the categories, some important characteristics of workers
are included.

UNIT V, EXERCISE I

Here Is a l'ist of.occupations. Decide the category in which each belongs and
write the correct single digit number next to it.

I. Sales Clerk

2.' Janitor

3. ElectronicsAssembler

4. CarpentOr

5: Wheat Farmer

6. Machinist

7. Biologist

8. House Painter

9. Truck DrivN-.

When the second digit in the occupational code is combined with the first, the
Occu ational Division is known.. -These are more specific groupings of occupa-
tionshich represent breakdowns according to:

- genera; types of knowledges or skills,
- broad subject matter,
- type of activity or service and the otjective,'
- materials, tools, equipment, work aid$ used,
- material or service which results.

01.

Definitions of each of the 82 Occupational Divisions are found in the body of
the DOT. As an example, the definition for the Domestic Services Division of
the Service Occupations Category is found on page 223, before any of the
30x.xxx-xxx occupations are defTned.



UNIT V, EXERCISE II

Pages xxxiv and xxxv have a listing of each Occupational Division. Turn to
those pages and use the listings to provide the most likely two digit numbers
for each of the.foljowing occupations. If you can't decide which of two
Divisions an otcupation is in, use the definitions to help you decide.

1. What are the first two digits of the occupational code for these occupa-
tions in: c

a) Theology.

b) Packaging

c) Ore Refining

d) Fabrication of sand, stone,
clay, & glass products

e) Forestry

f) Extraction of Minerals

q) Printing

h) Art

What is the occupational division for these digits:

a) 14

b) 21

c) 25

d) 67

e) 95

0 46

0 75

h) 81

To complete the OGA, each occupation is assigned to an Occupational GrouP,
based mostly on the technology 4sed and/or the material, product, subject
matter, or service that results. Note that the first three digits of the code
must be known in order to locate the Occupational Groul-57--rach Occupationil
Group is listed on pages xxxvi-xli of the DOT and defined in tht body of the
DOT. For example, the Hotisehold & Related (301) Gimup is defined on page 223
right after the' definition for the Domestic Service Division (30) in.the
Service Occupations Cate or . All three definitions precede the first occu-
pational definition oT140TiStKEEPER, HOME (301.137-010). Every section is
organized in the'same manner:

Occupational Category (1st digit) and definition,
Occupational Division (1st and 2nd digits) and definition,
Occupational Group (1st, 2nd and 3rd digits) and definition,
Occupational definitions in numerical order.



Let's go back now to those client statements that we discussed on page 26 of
this unit. Here are the steps for taking those general expressions of interest
rind deciding which group of occupations might be investigated.

0-
4-

"I only know I want to do something with tratAlatinuoreituaes."

First, underline the key occupational words; in this case there are only three.

Next, try and decide on the category. In this instance it may be necessary to
eliminate categories that are obviously wrong--2 through 8 seem easily ruled
out. By reading the definitions for Categories 0/1 and 9, it is clear that 0/1
Is the most likely category. Of course if you happen to know something about
tranSlation, it is that much *Mier to decide.

Nxt. look at the Occupational Divisions 00/01 on page xxxiv. tccupations in
writing (13) seems to be the most likely Division. Then, turn to page xxxvi*
and look at the Occupational Groups within the 13 Division. The 137 group is
Interprete'rs and Translators. By turning to that group (Page 80) we find four
occupations listed that have to do-with translating. Since our client said
"translate" ard "foreign," TRANSLATOR (137.267-018) is the most likely occu-

,pation. To provide the client with occupational information, however, we may
suggest that she/he also read the definitions for INTERPRETER, and INTERPRETER,
DEAR since they are closely related occupations 'which differ primarily in the
method by which language is translated.

The process us6d was logical, deductive and may have involved some trial and
error. But,it works and becomes easier if you -

- understand the general OGA structure
- apply your own knowledge of occupations
- practice.

UNIT V, EXERCISE III

U'sing the above process, find the most likely group of occupations for this
client statement.

"I used to decorate tiles that get used in mosaic designs but now I
would like fo supervise others."

Nn-E: In order to do this problem, you need only one additional rule: While
general managers are found in the 0/1 category, supervisors and in-
spectors are found in the category. division and group where the work
they supervise or inspect is found.

Step I: Underline the key words in the statement.

Step 2: Decide on the most likely category

Step 3: Decide on the most likely division

Step 4: Decide on the most likely group

Step 5: Ust the occupational code number(s) for fhe occunation(s) which most
closely match the the statement:



Let's summarize the important things about.the OGA approach to organizing 4
- occupations.

1. All 12,099 in the DOT are assigned to one--and only one-- occupatioffal
category, division and group.

2. This assignment is reflected by the first three digits of the
occupational code

OGA

)(MC-MO(

category division group

3. Since occupational definitions appear in numerical order, they are
also organized by OGA.

4. The categories, divisions and groups are listed on pages xxxiv-xli
of the DOT.

5. Each category, division and group is defined in the body of the DOT,
at the beginning of its section.

4,

UNIT V, EXERCISE IV

Here are some more problems that can be solved by using your knowledge of OGA
and the DOT.

1. What material is common to OGA Divisions 56. 66, 76?

2. What do workers in Occupational Divisions 56, 66, 76 do to that
material?

a) 56 it

b) 66 it

c) 76 it

3. What is the OGA code number for a person who:

a) sells real estate

b) drives a dump truck

c) carves stone

d) repairs electrical appliances

e) manages a fast-foods restaurant

f) tends bar

4. Provide the most likely job histories from the following OGA codes:

a) 201

b) 017

c) 111

d) 253

e) 344

5. Here are statements about five occupations. Using your knowledge
about OGA, find the correct occupational title and code for each.
Then, read the definition apd develop a work profile for each job,
using the diagramming skirls you learned in Unit III.

1



STATEMENT OCC.TITLE OCC. CODE

a) I ran a machine
that slivered
almonds.

b) I set up and ran
an extrusion
press that made
metal tubing.

c) I was a clerk
for City Bu,
Inc., and I
assigned drivers
to various routes.

d) I worked for the
power company
cutting trees and
limbs from
getting too near
the lines.

e) I had to run
stress analysis
tests on various
airplane parts
to make sure they
would stand the
G,forces at high
speeds.

WORKER IMMED.
FUNCTION OBJECT INFINITIVE GO/St.

4.,
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UNIT VI DATA, PEOPLE% THINGS_SDPT)

Unit Objectives: 1. To introduce the concepts of DPT.

2. To provjapractice in the use of DPT ceincepts.

3. To explain the career ladder concept of OPT.

4. To relate OPT with rehabilitation practice.

INTRODUCTION: Data, People, Things (DPT) is a method by which the complexity
of occupations is identified in terms of the degree to which the worker must
be able to function with data, people and things. By extension, the work
capabilities and/or potential of people can be described by the'same levels of
data, people and things. Another term for DPT is "worker function."

Please turn to pages 1369-71 of the DOT and read them carefully. (Be sure to
read those footnotes, too!) If, after studying these pages, you want addi..-
tional clarification,'another interpretation of OPT is found on pages 412-
415 of the Worker Trait Group Guide. Notice that this explanation uses fewer
technical ,ords and would thus be easier to use with clients having poor
reading 'Is.

SUMMARIZING DPT: Here are the summary points about OPT that you should.have
noted in the readings:

- Every occupation requires workers to relate to DPT, even if that
relatiOship is a simple one.

- DPT levels are rank-ordered according to difficulty.
- Each DPT level is carefully defined.
- Each DPT level is summarized by an action verb descriptor ("handling,"

"diverting," "analyzing," etc.)
- Each DPI level is also identified numerically with the lower numbers

representing the most difficult levels and vice versa.
- In each.DPT hierarchy, each level includes the ones below it and
excludes the ones above it. NOTE: This is less true for the people
hierarchy than for the other two.

- Workers who are able to function at the "tending" level are
generally able to "handle" as well.

- But workers who are able to function at the "supervising" level
may not be able to "persuade."

There are,several other things you should know about DPT:

1. In describing the combination of 0, P, & I in rdlation to a particular
occupation, the term "worker 'function level" is used since the three
digits.tell you "the level at which the worker must function for
average successful employment." This does not mean that all positions
in the occupation will require the same worker function levels!

2. Examples of work tasks for each OPT level ire printed in the Handbook
for Analyzing Jobs, Pages 73-83. These examples are helpful in
distinguishing between levels and in explaining DPT to clients.
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3. The DPI level for any occupation is contained in the occupational
code:

DATA PEOPLE THINGS

(1.Coordinating) (0=Mentoring) (7=Handling)

4. You can usually learn why an occupation is assigned a particular OPT
level by reading the action words in the occupational definition.

In the example above, for instance, the action verbs in
the definition are "counsels, interviews, evaluates,
accepts, determines, plans, assists, aids, promotes,
develops, refers." Note that these words relate pri-
marily to people and data and at high levels. None of
the words relate to things.

5. As the complexity level of people and things increases, so also does
the level of data.

- There are no occupations with high people or thing levels
but low data levels.

- The reverse is not true, however. Some occupations are
largely data oriiiited. For example, writers have a DPT
level of .067 and accountants .167.

6. As the complexity of DPT increases, other things may occur:

- -requirements for education and/or experience may increase
- the pay levels frequently increase
- the worker tends to have greater freedom in deciding how

the work is to be done.

There are obvious exceptions to the above, so don't take them as hard and fast
rules. The information is useful in vocational counseling, however. Here are
some frequently heard statements about job goals. Using these guideTines and
your other DOT skills, list the information that should go into an appropriate
counseling response.
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UNIT VI, EXERCISE I

1. "I know I don't read very well and terrible at math, but it doesn't
matter 'cause I want to quit school and becom a constructiqn carpenter
like my brother."

2. "So I did drop out of school and'haven't'had much work experience; I need
a job that pays real good if I'm going to have the things I want."

3. "The only job I've ever had was as a carpet-layer helper and I'm sick of
always being told what to do. I want a job where I decide what to do
without being watched every minute."

"For the last five years, I worked as a roving sizer at American Woolens,
Inc., but they closed down. My cousin says he can get me in at Cannaco
Co. as either a structural inspector or can technician. I want the one
that will be as similar to my old job as possiblein how difficult it
would be. Which one should I look at?"



OPT AND CAREER LADDERS: As rehabilitationtworkers, we recognize that most of
our clients will want--and be able--to move beyond the occupation that is
initially selected. "Career Ladder" is a general term which describes a logi-
cal sequence of working one's way up from simpler jobs to ones which are more
rewarding. By "working one's waylap" we usually mean investing time to obtain
experience, or further training or education, or a combination thereof.

We also know that in some fields, the education and training has to precede
employment, while in others, it may come after a period of work.

- You become a physician 2' means of education, not by being an aide,
then a nurse, then a family physician, then a surgeon.

- You are more apt to become a truckdriver by being a helper than by
graduating from a special school.

- Clerks may become bookkeepers on the basis of experience. But
bookkeepers usually have to obtain more education to become certified
public accountants.

The DOT provides us with a lot of general informat4on about career ladders by
the way in which occupational definitions are organized:

- Within each OGA, occupations are listed by DPT.
- Occupations with the most complex DPT levels are listed before

those with less complex worker function levels.
- Complexity of data requirements take precedence over people, and

people worker function levels are considered before things. For
example:

- .365 would be listed before .465
- .061 before .107
- .107 before .117

Look up the 570 OGA as an example. Notice that the OPT levels begin with .131
(SUPERVISOR, CLAY PREPARATION) and decrease through 14 OPT levels to OPT .687
(BATCH MIXER). This is a fairly long career ladder.

- Note that some of the "rungs" have many occupations with the same
OPT level

Note also that except for the higher OPT levels, this is largely
a "things" OGA. Remembering '-e interrelationships of data, people,
and things, however, you also ee that as the "things" level becomes
less sophisticated, so does the "data" level.

- A worker in this OGA could be quite "upwardly mobile" without leaving
the occupational group although additional training or education
might be required along the way.

The top or bottom rungs of a career ladder are not always found in the same
OGA. In the example above, for instance, it might be company policy to use
the position CLEANER, INDUSTRIAL 381.687-018 as the "entry level," from which
a worker "moves up" to BATCH MIXER. And the occupations above SUPERVISOR, CLAY
PRODUCTION, would logically be found in the 189 OGA--MANAGER, INDUSTRIAL
ORGANIZATION, to PROJECT DIRECTOR.to VICE-PRESIDENT to PRESIDENT.

We have just seen that a complete career ladder may not be contained within
even a lengthy OGA: Since some OGA's are very brief (e.g.. the 051. OGA
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contains only one occupation), you will need to combine your DOT skills wfth
your own occupational information to construct career ladders for most every
situation. Here are some general rules to help you:

I. If the OGA for a particmjar occupation contains too few occupations
of differing OPT complextties,,use the OGA Summary Listings (Pages
xxxiv-xli) to find likely, related OGA's.

2. The Occupational Divisions of 16, 18, and 19 are good places to look
for administrators and managers.

3. The n.e.c. (not elsewhere classified) Occupational Divisions and
Groups are helpful in locating related Jccupations.

4 The definitions of Occupational Categories, Divisions and Groups
may provIde clues to where related occupations are found. For
example, the definition for OGA category 4 states that managerial
occupations for agriculture are in Group 180. And the definition
for the 18x Divisions explains the difference between "line" and
"staff" occupations.

Before giving you a chance to apply your new knowledge about career ladders
and OPT, we need to consider an exception to the rule that by listing occupa-
tions by OPT, the DOT also provides logical career ladders. This exception
is clearly visible by looking at the way in which occupations in OGA 195
occupations in social and Welfare Work, are arranged. Please skim the titles
and OPT levels on Pages 143-146.

- You should have noted that the general trend is from most complex to
least complex and the OPT levels range from 107 to 367.

- You probably also noted,.however, that the caseworker is listed before
the administrator or casework supervisor. Obviously, this is not a
typical career ladder pattern.

- When there is a discrepency between DPT complexity and career ladder,
fhe DOf 9ives priority to DPT. Case workers are required to have 'higher
levels of people oriented skills than are supervisors for avera e,
successful performance of their jobs. Therefore, caseworker has a
higher OPT level and is listed first.

- In developing a career ladder, especially in the 0/1 Occupational
category and the social services, this exception is likely to occur.
It also occurs in some "industrial" occupations: a HEAD GREASE MAKER
549.132-010 is listed before SUPERVISOR, SPECIALTY PLANT 549.137-018,
even though the former may "work upA to the latter!

USING OPT ANrCAREER LADDERS: In this unit, we have learned several new ways
to utse the MT inWEiTional Rehabilitation by combining the concepts of DPT
and Career Ladders with our other DOT skills.-

- If we know the occupations in which a client has successfully worked,
we can use DPT levels to estimate previous worker functioning levels.

- If a client has had a series of different jobs, we can evaluate the
career pattern in terms of progression, regression or no movement.

- We can use work history to assess client ability to transfer job skills
to new occupations.

- If client ability has been reduced by disability, we can seek occupa-
tions requiring less functioning in the area of D, P or T most affected.

- If a client's stated occupational interest is inappropriate in terms of
OPT, we can find more appropriate occupations in the same OGA.
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UNIT VI, EXERCISE II

To convince you that these things are possible, here are some mini-case ex-
amples. Read them carefully and then use your DDT skills to answer the
questions which follow:

I. Joey wants to be "the kind of boilermaker that repairs boilers." You have
good evidence that his DPT level is .667 and that he doesn't have any
experience in this field. A.) What occupation could you suggest which
would be consistent with the above information? B.) Is there another step
on the career ladder which could be suggested after he has some experience?
(Assume no increase in his OPT Level.)

A. Base Title Occ. Code

B. Base Title Occ. Code

2. Mary worked successfully for 5 years as a weather strip-machine ope'rator
before the companysIosed. She has' two job possibilities at Present:
drum sander and glass-lathe operator. Which occupation is nearest to her
former job in terms of worker function?

Base Title Occ. Code

3. Henry WS running a jogging machine in a paper bag plant when he caught his
arm in the machine. After being fitted with a prosthesis his employer
offered him the same job, but Henry couldn't fan the stacks of paper or
operate alt of the controls. Your assessment suggests a maximum OPT level
of .367. What occupation in the same OGA meets the client's wishes for a
non-machine job that maximizes his worker functioning level and takes into
consideration his limitations in dexterity?

.

Base Title Occ. Code

4. Alice wants to be a Tax Auditor and wants you to hel her get-the necessary
training. Your assessment of test results and educational history leaves
you wondering if she can learn the procedures necessary. Does her work
history generally support her statement that she can be successful or not?

- 3 years as legal secretary
- Steno Pool Supervisor for 1 year
- 4 years as general bookkeeper

Yes No

5. Jane wan:s to be a chef. At present, you assess her skills to be at the
.687 level. Although she has good potential for increasing her Data and
Things worker function levels, she will continue to have difficulty with
People oriented tasks.

A. What occup'ation related to cooking could she fill now?

Base Title Occ. Code

B. How many other occupations in the same OGA could she progress to
without an increase in the People level?



UNIT VI, EXERCISE III

Use the definition for OGA 091 - Occupations in Secondary School Education and
the other skills you have learned in this unit to complete the following career
ladder:

Assistant Principal

TEACHER, SECONDARY SCHOOL

.117-018

.327-010

.367-074

On Page 12 of this manual, a brief explanation of each part of the occupational
code was provided: Now, in Units V and VI, you have studied the OGA and DPT
digits in detail. Do you recall what the last three digits signify? If not,
quickly re-read the middle of Page 12.

Here is a bit more detail about those last digits:

1. Many occupations share exactly the same OGA/DPT codes. For example,
there are sixty-six occupations with the cf,e.e 692.85. Without the
last three digits, we could not use the occupational code-to dis-
tinguish between ABRASIVE-BAND WINDER 692.685-010 and ZIPPER-
MACHINE OPERATOR 692.685-270.

2. The first title with a particular OGA/DPT code is assigned -010 as
the third set of digits.

3. When more than one occupation has the same OGA/DPT code, they are
printed alphabetically and assigned digits in multiples of four
(010, 014, 018, 022, etc.).

4. In rehabilitation, the.principal use of the last three digits will
be to assure that the exact occupation has been indicated numerically.
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UNIT VII INDUSTRiAL DESIGNATION

Unit Objectives: 1. To introduce the industrial designation as one major
-method by which occupations are classified.

2. To provide practice in using the Industrial Designation.

3. To demonstrate uses of industrial Designations in
rehabilitation practice.

INTRODUCTION: We have already learned that occupations may be classified
accbrding to occupational group arrangement (OGA) and by the degree to which
they require the worker to dedl With Data, People, and Things (DPI). Classifi-
cation of occupations can also be based on where the occupation is found. The
industrial designation* (ind. des.) assignea-firin occupation is shown in
parenthesis immediately following the base title in each occupational defini-
tion.

Turn to page xix in the DOT and read the explanation of Industrial Designation.]

Here are the summary points about industrial designations:

1. Industrial designations are based on the industry in which the duties,
products, processes, raw materials, etc., are found.

2. Three hundred and four industrial designations are listed and
defined in the DOT. All occupations are assigned to at least one
industry; some are assigned to more than one. Some industrial
designations are actually groupings of occupations, rather than
places, e.g., "clerical," "professional and kindred," "machine
shop."

3. some occupations are found in such broad areas that they are simply
shown as "any industry," e.g., a polisher.could polish a very wide
variety of items-

PleaSe turn to page 1168 in the DOT and read the definition of "any
industry."

4. Pages 1363-7 of the DOT "contain.a list of each industrial designation;
the full title of each one is printed in capital letters but the
abbreviations used in occupational definitions are diso shown. The
page number where each industrial designation is defined is also
shown.

5. In addition to listing and defining each industry, you are also
provided with information about related industries and an alphabetical
list of each occupation in the industry and its occupational code.

6. Since all industries use cleaning, managerial and support staff, the
list of occupations in a particular industry is not actually complete.

Let's review one industry as a sample. Using the alphabetical index to in-
dustries (pages 1363-7), find the listing for BALANCES AND SCALES 4DUSTRY.

- Note that it is in capital letters and that it identifies the page
number where the industry is defined.
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- Note also that the same reference is provided under the abbreviation
"bal. & scales."

- Turn now to page 1186.
- The definition tells you the 'Identifying characteristics of the

industry and notes that certa)n kinds of measuring instruments are
found in another industry.

- All occupations within the industry are then listed alphabetically.
Note that both base and alternate titles are listed along with their
occupational codes.

- You will notice also that all the occupations in this industry are all
in the 710. OGA (Occupations in fabrication and repair of instruments
for measuring, controlling, and indicating physical characteristics.)
If you turn to that OGA however, you will discover that all the 710.
occupations are not in the bal. & scales industry.

- In most instances; it will be quicker to look up an industry by using
the index and then the definition and listing. Since the industries
are listed alphabetically, however, you may choose tO skfp the index.
If you do, remember that they are listed by abbreviated form, pot kY
full title.

UNIT VII, EXERCISE I

Using your knowledge of industrial designations and your previously acquired
DOT skills, answer the following questions.

1. On what page is the "can & preserv." industry defined?

2. What are the principle occupational groups found in the library
industry?

What is the range of OPT levels found in the motor trans. industry?

Construct a career ladder for the auto. mf9. industry by indicating each
possible DPT level.



UNIT VII, EXERCISE II

Here are three exercises which show how the DOT and particularly the indus-
trial designation can be applied in rehabilitation practice. Remember, the
Industry Index begins on page 1363.

1. Jack worked for 15 years at the Hank's Ornamental Metalwork Emporium
(HOME) as an ornamental metal worker. After an injury when the
staging collapsed while he was installing the plate glass frame in
the Antelope Club in Wtst Stewardston, Vt., he was unable to continue
to do the climbing and lifting involved. Hank has told you he wants
to keep Jack and is willing to give him any job in the plant at his
old salary. You are asked to come to the HOME plant and suggest job
'possibilities. Before leaving the office, you review the medical
record and ftnd that Jack needs a job where he can move around fre-
quently; he can no longer work with power tools or machines for long
periods but can handle small tools and measuring devices. given the
above information, which two of the jobs irrthe HOME plant would most
likely fit the client's physical capacities?

Sue is interested in the machjne trades as an operator but wants to
work in the electronics industry. In your counseling and historY
review, you and Sue have determined that she has high data and things
ability but that she doesn't want extensive contact with people.
Using the industrial designation, develop a list of possible occu-
pations for her to investigate.

Note: Here is the procedure followed to arrive at these first choice options.

- Look up Electronics Industry; pages 1226-8. -

2 - Ski icc. Codes for Machine Trades Occ.1Group (6).

3 - Select occupations with high Data ."t Things levels.

4 - Screen out alternate and undeftned related tttles which overlap
\ with selected base titles. Of all the titles listed in the

electronics industry, only these 4 remain after the above
selection process.

3. You have been designated as the "Placement Specialist" for your
rehabilitation facility. The Executiye Director asks you to tour
local businesses as a way of developing placement contacts and sug-
gests that'you begin at the B & C Awning and CrAvas Company, whose
president is a new board member at youe facility. Since you want to
be able to ask good questions and to relate their jobs with your cli-
ents, you go to the DOT for information. Here are four questions
that would be logical to ask. Supply tentative an§wers which could
be checked with the tour guide.
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A. "What are some of your-entry level jol5s?"-

B. "What is Oe most skilled production job in the plant?"

C. "Do you have any jobs for inspectors?"

D. "What types of tools and equipment do your inspectors use?"



UNIT VIII

I

INTERIM SUMMARY AND CASE PRACTIeE I.

UnitSbjectives: I. To review the essential Rafts of the DOT.

2. To provide practice in its uses in Vocational
Rehabilitation.

You have now learned about eadli .liajor section of the DOT and have practiced
using the DOT on various rehabilitation-related tasks. Before moving on to
studying DOT rclated materials, let's review what we have learned thus far.

Fjrst, we learned that a major function of the DOT is to provide occupational
information by identifying the titles of occupations and then by'providing
information about:

WORKER ACTION (Doet what)

IMMEDIATE OBJECT (To What/Whom)

INFINITIVE (In order to)

GOAL (To ackomplish what)

We learned how statements hy clients from case records can be diagrammed to
organize the occupational information contained within them. This skill
allows us to 4.1xamine information and decide what is needed additionally._
We also learned the parts of occupational definitions and the various types
of titles.

Of the four'ways of classifying occupations, we have thus far learned three:
Occupational Group Arrangement, Data, People, and Things; and Industrial
Designation. Each of these methods has uses in vocational rehabilitation.
Now, as .soon as we cover one final point, we will be ready for some final
exercises to give you a chance to demonstrate your sk4lls.

First, however, you should review the three ways of determining an Occupa-
tional code and whicfi'methods to use.under which circumstances. The three
ways are:

- Use of OGA
- Use of Industrial Designation
- Use of the Alphabetical Index

Please read pages xxvi-xxviii in the front of the DpT. Note that the DOT
authors are recommending that in most instances, the preferred way is by use
of the OGA, but that the other ways.are useful in certain circumstances.

Summary points from the reading:

- The most accurate way to determine the appropriate occupational title
and code-for a tet of duties is via OGA.

- Obtain relevant data about the job such as action verbs: "tending";
"jnspects."

Use the OGA Summary (pages xxxiv-xli) to find the OGA numbers most
appropriate.



- Scan the OGA until you find both title and description which fit
the data previously collected.

- The Industrial Designations can be used when you have little other
data but the industry. It is also helpful when client possibilities
and/or interests are rather narrowly defined.

- The Alphabetical Index is used when you only have an occupational
title - such as is found in a standard work history,ftrm. Now that
you have learned that there are so many types of titles, you can
see that the title is really not sufficient in itself. If you have
to use it, confirm its appropriateness at the first opportunity.

The temptation to use the alphabetiCal index is difficult to avoid. In some
cases it is a useful tool. In general, however, the accuracy of using OGA or
Industrial Designations more than offsets the very little elitra time involved. .

By the way, a "speedy index" for locating DOT related information appears onpage 127 of the index. You'll find it.useful as 0 reference. You may find
it useful to paste a copy right intolour DOT.

'Now, here are two exereises which will give you an opportunity to use all of
your DOT skills to solve some typical case practice problems. .The cases are
taken from actual records, although all names, places, etc., have been changed
to maintain confidentiality. You may use any of the methods learned thus far
to locate the required information.



EXERCISE #1

Case History for Ex&cise #1

Name: Ronald Palumbo D.O.B.: 3/22/40

Address: 31 Appian Road Current Age: 38

Thomaston, R.I.

Education: High school graduate--1958

General course .

"liked shop courses"

Service: "Right after high school me and this other, kid6lunteered for.the

Army. They sent me to school to be a redeye gunher and after I put

in my three years, I got an honorable dischar§e in June of 1961."

Famfly:i.married tn September, 1961 to Elaine Watkin
three children

Paul--16
Joseph-15.
Ann--6

Housing: "We rented a house in Lawton ?Or the past ten years but just bought a
house in Thomaston when I got my new job. Thomaston is where my job'

is and it's only, a few towns away from where we used to live. The

house needs lots of work on it but Im handy at fixing things and my

wife likes to decorate and all that. My boys didn't want to change

schools but they had to anyway. Ann could care less where she lives."

Work History: (Ron relates this information)

After I got.out of the Army, I found a job at Eastern Watch Company.

They had me running an abrading machine that polishes watch parts.

I put on the cleaning agent and then after the machine polished them,

I had to inspect them to make sure there weren't any scratches and

to make sure it fit the specs. I worked about two years on that.

Then I quit that Job and went to the Metalex Machine Company where

I moved up to a job where I set up and operated a belt sanding

machine to polish various metal parts. It was really the same

kind of job except the mdchine wasn't automatic so it took more

skill to set it up.

I had an idea I wanted to better myself so I took blueprint reading

and metallurgy courses in night school under the GI Bill. These

subjects were pretty interesting to me.

After about five years on the belt sanding machine, I bid on a better

job as a roll grinder with the same company and got it. Because it

was all short run stuff, I had to really be good with the blueprints

and specs. But I had no problem with that job and I did it for nine

years. During this time, I took courses in supervision and manage-

ment at night school though, so I could be ready if a real good

opportunity opened up somewhere.
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In July of 1977, I got lucky. I heard of this job opening at the
J. B. Towne Machine Works in Thomaston. This is a small, non-union
shop and they wanted spmeone to supervise and coordinate their grind-
ing operations in the shop. The guy liked my record and could tell
I knew the work so he hired me. I felt.good about this because it
was more money and more responsibility which was just what I'd been
working for all these years. I even started to think I'd go even
higher with this outfit.

Anyway, I quit my old job. We bought the house, moved, and got the
kids in school and all that by the middle of September, and I
started work on October 1st. Things looked really good. The work
was right up my alley.

Physical Problem:

"On January 5, 1978, I was home fixing the broken stair railing in
the hall when I began to feel funny. My head and neck ached on the
right side and I was dizzy. My eyes blurred and I threw up. I

remember my right leg was weak, real weak. They took me to the
hospital. Later they told me I had had a stroke."

'UNIT VIII; EXERCISE I
, fi

.

T. List the necessary information about Ronald's-work history fn the follow-'
ing columns. Include all positions since his'graduation from school.

Job Base Ocd. Indust.
Title Code Design. Key Words

1.

2.

3

4.

5

II. Discuss Ronald's progress up the career ladder in terms of changes in the
DPT levels. Was the progress logical and orderly?

III. Based on the case study, whatevidence is there that Ronald hali sought
vocationally-relevant educational opportunitfes?

Note: We will hear more about Ron in Unit XX!
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Case History for Exercise #2

Name: Alice Pinkerton D.O.B.: 9/14/56

Address: 4 Willow Road Current Age: 22

Loyalton N.H.

Education: Was in school for 14 years, mostly in special education classes.
Was given "Certificate of Attendance."

Military Servjce: None

Family & Housing:

Lives with elderly parents: Mother continues to express interest
and concern for Alice's future. Father is in ill health and pri-
marily concerned with keeping the family business, a small motel.

Work History:

After "graduation" Alice was to attend a vocational training
program but no referral was made. After 2 years at home, she was
referred tothe local sheltered workshop. No formal vocational
assessment was conducted and Alice became a "regular" workshop
employee.

When.a formal assessmd program was established in 1976, Alice's
0erformance and .capabilities were reviewed The workshop stacf
felt that she mai be able to fdnctiog at a Higher level if Cie
can be provided with more salable skills. Alice stated that "1
like working with my hands and moving ai.ound'rather than sitting
down all the time. I still do some of the cleaning at'the motel.
I like things that move, like machines."

Disability:

Mental retardation. Stanford Binet administered 11/5/73 showed
1.0. of 65. (See attached report)

(

6o
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1960 Revision Stanford Binet DATE: 11/5/73
DOB: 9/14/56
C.Agi 17-2
M.AGEF 8-2
I.Q.: 68

-

General gpservaticns: Although Alice is small physically, she seems to
have matured in many other ways. Her attention span and test reaction
were normal.

Test Results: Basal Age Year VI

Ceiling Age - Year XI

Summary and Interpretation: Alice has improved in vocabulary, but showed no
6tWer definite strengths. There was a weakness in verbal abilities. Com-
prehension a marginal failure at both Year VII and VIII. Vocabulary was
counted a success at Year V, but some responses were barely acceptable.

ug)

Our view of the previous Stanford Binet test results shows that an error was
made in recording the I.Q. on the previous tests. 1968 - I.Q.: 68, 1970 -
1.0.: 75.



UNIT VIII, EXERCISE II

The staff is considering four possible placements at this time. Although they
will be assessing the client in more detail, they ask you to provide them with
DOT-related information about the characteristics of the four jobs under con-
sideration. Using the statements below,

I. Look up the Occupational Title, industry and occupational code
number for each possible job.

2. Diagram the major occupational definition statements for each.
3. List any other information which may relate to client history and

stated interests.

A local shoe manufacturer is offering a one week OJT program to prepare
workers to examine heels for defects, sort them into pairs; and record
the necessary information on tally sheets. They list the job requirements
as "long periods of standing and mobility, no lifting; must have good
vision and tactile senses."

Occupational Ti.tle: Occupational Code #:

Industrial Designation:

WORKER ACTION IMMEDIATE OBJECT INFINITIVE GOAL

Other Relevant Information

A local furniture manufacturer is looking for workers to athmble frames
for sofas and chairs. A six week OJT is provided during which workers.will
be taught how to use power and hand tools to fit the pre-cut parts into a

frame. Workers must be able to lift up to 30 lbs. and able to use such
measurement devices as square and straight edge. The work environment is
noisy and dirty.

Occupational Title: Occupational COde

Industrial Designation:

WORKER ACTION IMMEDIATE OBJECT INFINITIVE GOAL

Other Relevant Information
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The manager of the local Holiday Inn is advertisi6g for a building main-
tenance worker to assist the Building Maintenance Supervi§or with cleaning.
The job would involve both inside and outsideWork. The worker would be
responsible for maintaining the conference rooms, halls and lobby areas
but not guest rooms.

Occupational Title:

Industrial Designation:

WORKER ACTION IMMEDIATE OBJECT

Other Relevant Information

Occupational Code #:

INFINITIVE GOAL

D. The workshop manager hasa contact at Fanny's Friendly Restaurant and Grill
and knows .that as a large modern facility, the restaurant is frequently in
,need of workers. Using the client's interest statement, what job would be
mot appropriate-to consider, based on the information available to you?
Develop at least three (3) diagrammed job duty statements.

Occupational *Title: Occupational Code #:

Industrial.Designation:

WORKER ACTION IMMEDIATE OBJECT INFINITIVE GOAL

This completes Units II-VIII of the manual. Having completed all the exer-
ciles# you are now able to locate and describe w6rk activities for any job or
combination of jobs. Now you are ready to learn how to assess the worker
requirements of jobs and the work characteristics of people. After you
complete Units IX-XIX, we will provide you with more activities regarding
Ronald and Alice:



UNIT IX INTRODUCTION TO WORKER TRAITS

Unit Objectives: 1. To present and discuss the evolving concept of worker
traits.

2. To summarize the potential uses of worker traits in
vocational rehabilitation.

3. To introduce the Vocational Appraisal Summary (VAS)
Form SR.

4. To present the format used in Units X-XVIII.

INTRODUCTION: Thus far, you have learned three major ways in which occupations
are classified:

- by Occupational Group Arrangement (OGA)
- by Data, People, Things (DPT)

- by Industrial Designation (Ind. Des.)

The main volume of the DOT contains all of the information required for uSe of
these organizational approaches. In earlier units, we have seen how each,of
the approaches can be applied in rehabilitation to gather and pment occupa-
tional information. This is, however, only half of the person/job "yardstick."
The fourth way of classifying occupations allows us to organize information
both about occupations and about people. Thus, it is a very important and
helpful tool for rehabilitation workers. In order to fully understand its
uses--and limits--we need to look at a bit of its history.

The practice of grouping occupations by worker traits first appeared in the DOT
in 1965. You will recall that the two major types of information gathered in
the job analyses which form the basis for the DOT, are' the work performed and
worker requirements. It was the characteristics included to.these "worker
requirements" which became the basis for arranging occupations by Worker
Traits--called.Worker Trait Arrangement or WTA.

All occupations were sorted into 114 Worker Trait Groups (WT,Gss) so that they
would be "homogeneous with respect to estimated worker trait requirements."1
Although seven factors from the job analyses were used to assign each occupa-
tion to a WTG (interest, temperament, general educattonal development, specific
vocational preparation, aptitudes, physical demands and working conditions),
the 114 groups were also very well differentiated in terms of DPT levels.

This system for grouping occupations by worker traits required for minimum,
average, successful performance was found tg have a great deal of appltcability
to vocational rehabilitation and was:used for such diverse rehab-related activ-
ity as work sample development, counseling and case review procedures.

1Divege, R. C.; & Padgett, A., Development of an inter4st-orientated occupa-
tional-classification system. Vocational Guidance.gparterly, 1979, 27(4)
302-303.
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From a technical standpoint, howeirer the original worker trait groups were not
completely satisfactory and the Department of Labor decided to replace them.
In their current version, occupations Were first grouped into, one of 12'broad
interest areas and then into 66.groups. Many of the original worker trait fac-
tors were used in classifying occOattons into the new structure-which DOL has
labeled.simp4 "Work Groups." There are at least fodr significant differences
between thp "old" and "new" groups.

I. By sorting roughly the same number of occupations into 66 rather than
114 groups, the averVge number of occupations per group is obviously
greater. This suggests that there will be more variation between
occupations within the same group.

,

2. The interests used for the "old" structure have been replaced by the
. 12 new areas. Sipce all occupations are first grouped by these in-

-
terests, they become relatively more important than factors such as
aptitude, although most of fhe same factors were used in both clas-
sifications.

3. In the original WTG structure, occupations in a particular group had
similar worker function (DPT) levels. This meant that the groups
could be used in considering lateral job transfers. In the current
groups, three distinct levels are usually presententry level, skilled
workers, and first line supervision.

4. The interest factors originally used did not lend themselves to
measurement, e.g., use as the basis for developing interest in-
ventories. This will be possible with the new groups.

A ROSE IS A ROSE

As you can already see, there is considerable confusion between "old" and "new"
ways of classifying occupations according to work/worker characteristics. It
seems likely that.the debate over which approach and which term.is best will
continue for some time to coMe. In the meantime, one term and one approach'
must be Selected for use in this manual.

The most accurate term is probably Worker Requirement Group (1411.4; since it best
describes an approach to classifying occupations which is based on common re-
quirements for average, successful employment. It is not, however, a widely
recognized or accepted term. The term Work Group (WG), advocated by the Depart-
ment of Labor likewise suffers from very limited recognition; it is also easily
confused with the DOT term "Occupational Group" from the OGA classification.
This leaves the widely recognized term Worker Trait Group (WU). It's major
drawback is that in common usage it is frequently equated.with inborn, unchang-
ing chaNcteristics which people either have or don't haife. Such an inference
is unfortuftte and not altogether fair since the precise meaning of the word
trait is characteristic and we are aware that characteristics do change,
expecially those which are work related.

For the purposes of this manual, therefore, "Worker Trait Group" will be used.
The reader is asked to remember, however, that vocational rehabilitation is the
business of helping people to qualify for occupational performance and that a
wide array of treatment and training services are available to assist clients
in developing the characteristics required for successful performance in a
posit-Ton%
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It should also be noted that in discussing and writing about worker trait
groups, professionals must be careful to identify which approach is being
used. Since the same terms may be used, it is best to refer to the 1965
version (the "old" 114 groups) or the 1979 version (the "new" 66 groups).

Now that the decision has been made to use WTG as the preferred term in this
manual, it is necessary to select the WTG version most consistent with the pur-
poses of this manual. The 1979 version is not yet widely accepted,, but has
several advantages not shared by the earlier version. Specifically:

- It is available. The 1965 version is out of print and can no longer
be purchased. The 1979 version is readily available from a variety of
sources. (See page 197)

- It is based on more recent job analysis data. The 1965 version uses
data gathered nearly twenty years ago. Conversely, data in the 1979
version was reviewed as recently as 1977.

- It is more reflective of the current job market. In addition to the
above, the 1979 version inclUdes 2,100 occupations not listed in the
1965 version. You hardly need to be told that there have been many
changes in the labor market in the past twenty years. Some of these
changes have been particularly severe in certain OGA and Industrial
subgroupings.

- Since the new classification approach emphasizes interest, it is much
more useful in today's client centered approach to assessment and ex-
ploration.

- Well developed, highly useful materials related to the 1979 version are
available commercially. In addition,to.those demonstrated in this
manual, nearly every form of commercially available occupational in-
formation is being modified to be compatible with the most recent DOL
publications.

for these reasons, this manual will focus exclusively on the 1979 version of
Worker Trait Groups and Op provide extensive exposure to its uses in
vocational rehabilitation.i

PUBLICATIONS ABOUT WORKER TRAIT GROVPS

.1n the Guide for Occupationa) Exploration (hereafter refeered to as DOL Gutde),
the Department of Labor &scribes each of the 66 WTG's and lists each occupa-
tion contiined within. You should read pages 1-2 of the DOL Guide to acquaint
yourself with the way in which this information is organized.

Nich, but not all, of the information obtained from the 75,000 job analyses has
been included in the DOT and DOL Guide. Other data from those same job analyses
is available only in the two books published by McKnight Publishing Co. The
Appalachia Educational Laboratory Inc. (AEL) has arranged this material in a

very usable format as part of a larger, career decision making program. Since

1If you are interested in learning about the 1965 version of 4110; see the
Dicti-onary of Occupational Titles, Third Edition, Vol. II, 1965.
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all three of these publications contain different data about the WIG structure,
you must have.access to all three to complete this manual and apply it with
your clients. 1.1...
Please check now to be Sure that you have Career Information Guide,'Worker
Trait Guide and Guide for Occupational Exsliot.

Before we move on, let's review tile most important points:

1. A fourth way to organize occupations is by the characteristics or traits
most likely to be required of workers for average, successful performance.
.The most widely accepted term for this classification method is Worker
Trait Group (WTG) arrangement.

2. The 1979 version of WTG places all occupations in one of twelve broad
interest areas and then one of 66 Worker Trait Groups.

3. In order to obtain all of the information gathered about WTG's, three
reference books must be used, DOL Guide, WTG Guide, and CIS Guide.

4. The above publicatidns are based on the same job analysis data used in the
DOT, fourth edition and may thus be considered as direct occupational in-

-formation; you should use it with the same degree 5ralifidence--and
caution--as other DOT data! .

There are some differences in terminology betwt. e the DOL Guide and the TG
Guide. For a'detailed discussion of these diff-- --Ps, please review pagg
194-196 of the Appendix.

USES OF WORKER TRAIT WOUPS:

There are three major ways in which rehabilitation workers will use worker
.trait concepts. Combined, they make this,organizational structure the
single most helpful portion of the DOT to rehabilitation workers.

1. It is a way of organizing information about clients in vocationally rele-
vant terms. If we consfider case record material in light of what it tells
us about a person's worker traits, we will find that its relevance to V.R.
becomes clearer. The factors included in the worker trait structure are
basic-to the "yardWck" approach to person/job matching._ They are helpful
in selecting appropriate diagnostic services, reading and writing reports,
and in selecting a"propriate rehabilitation treatment services.

2. Of the four, ways of organiiing occupations, WIG is the easiest to use with
clients. Clients readily relate to grouping occupations first by interest
and then by requieements; the terms used,have commanly accepted meanings
and high face validity; easy to use self-rating instruments are commer-
cially available; the structure is readily incorporated into most counsel-
ing settings and helps organize counseling time.

3. The occupational information contained in the DOL Guide and the AEL/
McKnight WTG Guide is a rich source of occupational information not avail-

. able elsewhere. It is readily used And when combined with staff knowledge
and skill, is.more applioble toelobs and mitions than most other types
of information.
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In Unit'X Worker Trait Groups will be explained in detail. Then in Units
xl-uni, each worker trait area will be reviewed and you will have a chance
to use them to compare your worker characteristics with the ones required for
otcupations in which you are interested.

[

BY the way, ciere are etght worker trait factors and together they are
called the Qualifications Profile (QP)*. The QP forms a major portion of
the Occupational-Yardstick discussed on pages 5-6. You might want to go

, back and review that section., (The QP factors are the last eight.)
(

In each of the units on the QP, you will follow the same procedure:

- First, yciu will learn about the particular worker trait factor.

- Second, you'wili rate your own worker traits using a self-rating form
especially developed for this manual. (Since these forms assume that
you have done some reading first and because they contain instructions
related to this manual only, they are not appropriate for use with

clients. ._Commercial versions of the self-ratings for Work Activities,
Work Sipations, and Aptitudes are available from McKnight Publishing
Cd.).

- Third', you will be asked to record your self-ratings plus relevant in-
formation from the WTG Guide on a form which will help you compare your
trai:ts with the likely worker requirements for occupations in which you
are interested. Before moving on, let's look at this form.

Turn to page 128. You will use this Appraisal
(it is 5 pages long) in units XI-XIX. emove t e ent re form from
.(Pages 134 to 138 are a duplicate of Form SR, so don't hesitate to
this 2ne.)

Form SR
t e manual.
write on

1 Enter your, name in the upper left hand corner of each page of the form.

2 Or page 1; where the word TITLE and column 4 intersect, enter the DOT
pase title' whith is closest to your present position.

(Mahy of you will use one of the following titles: Vocational-Rehabilita-
tion'Couhselor - 045.107-042, Supervisor - 188.137-010, Rehabilitation
Center Manager 195.167-038, or Caseworker - 195.107-010. Others will

. wish to review thefollowing OGA codes to select a title more appropriate:
045., 094., 166.,.187., 188., 189., 195., and 249. You may also wish to
review the NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP, CHARITABLE AND RtLIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS.
qote: The DOT does not carry an appropriate title or occupational des-
cription for Vocational Evaluator! If you do not find another title or
description that fits, the one for Vocational-Rehabilitation Counselor
should be used for the purposes of this exercise.)

In the spaces where the word TITLE and column 5, 6, and 7 intersect, enter
the base title of three occupations in which yoy might be interested in
the future.

Use the DOT to enter the correct occupational code and industrial desig-
nation for each of the 4 occupations.

On pages 2, 3, and 4 of the VAS-SR form, enter the appropriate titles at
the top of column 4-7.



This form may seem complicated to you right now. You will be given step-by-.
step instructfons, so don't worry! It will make sense after you finish Unit
XX. BUT PLEASE, DON'T TRY TO GET AHEAD-6TTHESE INSTRUCTIONS!

-As you learn about each of the worker requirement areas (shown in the extreme
left-hand columns of Pages 1-4 of the VAS), you will be asked to do three
things:

7
1. Rate your own work characteristics as they are today (column I) andj.,

the extent to which you believe your present characteristics coulebe
LIanged (column 2).

Think about how you could "defend your self-ratings with "evidence"
(column 3).

3. Use the DOT and related materials to find the most likely worker
requirements for each of the four occupations in columns 4-7.

In Units XI-XVIII, you will learn how to complete each of these activitiei for
each of the worker trait areas, so don't get ahead! In Unit XIX, you will
complete the person/job match for yourself and learn what you may have to do
to "get from where you are to where you want to be."



UNIT X WORKER TRAIT GROUPS

Unit Objectives: 1. To explain the 12 interest areas and 66 Worker Trait
Groups.

2. To provide practice in identifying the WTG in which an
occupation is found.

3. To describe the content of WTG descriptions.

INTRODUCTION

As you learned insUnit IX, the fourth method of classifying occupations is by
interest, capability and adaptability and that the most accepted term is Worker
Trait Group (WTG). In develOping'thts classification approach, occupations
were first grouped into 12 interest areas, then into 66 Worker Trait Groups,
and finally, into 345 subgroups.

Turn to page ix of the WTG Guide and read about the interest and worker trait
groupings. Next, turn to pages vi-viii and read th titles of the areas and
of the 66 Worker Trait Groups. Then read pages 3 -325 in the DOL Gul4e for
additional detail. You will notice that the interest areas are easily
identifiable by the use of orange bands..

Here are several points you should remember:

1. Occupations were first grouped by interest and then by capability and
adaptability. This means that interest was the first consideration
in the assignment of occupations to groups.,

2. The 66 Worker Trait Groups imcurrent use weiv obtained by subdividihg
the occupations in each interest area according to capabilities and
adaptabilities required of workers.

- Capabilities relate to such factors as General Education Develop-
ment (GED)*, Aptitude*, Specific Vocational Preparation (SVP)*,
Physical Demands (PD)*, and Working Conditions (WC)*.

Adaptabilities are primarily the tolerances required for job-worker
situations and are called Work Situations (WS)*.i

3. Since some of_the 66 WIG's contain a large number of occupations,
subgroups were.developed. The formulation of 348 subgroups was based
on a variety of factors which are not listed in DOL publications to
date. It does not appear, however, that a uniform set of standards
was applied. Since the subgroup titles (shown only in the DOL Guide)
are obvious descriptors, we may wish to breathe a sigh of eelief that
we seem to have avoided yet another classification system to learn!

1Droege and Padgett, page 308.
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4. A six digit number is used to identify tfie interest area, worker trait
group and subgroup in which an occupation has been classified, e.g.,
10.01.02.

- The first two digits identify the interest area, e.g., 10. represents
the Humanitarian interest area.

- The second pair of digits identifies the WTG within the interest
area, e.g., 10.01 refers to the Social Services WIG within the
Humanitaihian interest area.

- The third pair of digits identifies the subgroup in which an occu-
pation is placed, e.g., 10.01.02 refers to counseling occupations
in the Social Sciences WTG and the Humanitarian interest area.

Please turn to page 277 in the DOL Guide. You will see that the occupations
in 10.01.02 are listed by industry. This method of combining two classifica-
tion approaches should assist you in working with that client who has no
stated vocational goal, but some preferences for industries and work activ-
ities.

5. Data about interest areas and WTG's is presented in the WTG Guide in
numerical order. As an example, the Numanitarian interest area is
defined and discussed on page 305 at the beginning of the 10.xx
section. Material about WTG 10.01 begins on page 306.

6. The WTG Guide does not contain any reference to subgroups, for which
the Guide for Occupational Exploration must be consulted.

7. The CIS Guide contains titles and definitions for each interest area
and Worker Trait Group (pages 24736).

8. There are two ways to find out the WTG in which an occupation is
placed.

- An index in the DOL Guide contains the six digit WTQ codenumber
for each of the DOT occupational codes.

- You can usually locate the proper WTG for an occupation by using
an "estimating method" similar to that used to find a DOT defini-
tion using the OGA approach:

- determine the proper base title for the occupation,

- review pages vi-viii of the WTG Guide to select the Most likely
interest area, .

- select the most likely WTG within the interest are ,

- skim the sample occupations at the end of eachle section.
These occupations (in orange background) are those most prevalent
in both the WIG and the labor market. You may not 'find the exact
title, but will probably be able to locate occupations very
similar to the one you seek.
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UNIT X, EXERCISE I

To show you that the assignment of occupations to interest areas and WTG's is
very logical, use the estimating method to comp/ete these 10 problems.

Find the occupational codeo.interest drea,and WTG for each of the following
base titles:

I. FARMWORKER, VEGETABLE

2. POLICE OFFICER

3. JOCKEY

4. REPORTER

5. VOCATIONAL-REHAB. COUNSELOR

6. AIRPLANE PILOT

7. SHROUDER

8. TRUCK DRIVER, HEAVY

9. DRIVER, SALES ROUTE

V. SHOE PACKER

Occupational Interest Worker
Cade Area Trait Group

/

Obviously, some occupations will be harder to locate using this ''estimating
method" than the ones above. Use of the Guide for Occupational Exploration
will be quicker and more accurate. We believe, however, that it is better
to understand than to just "look it up."

. Now that you know how to "estimate" the proper WIG for an occupation, please
turn to page 336 in the DOL Guide. This is the first page of a very useful
index which lists all base, alternate, and undefined, related titles together
with the industrial designation, occupational code number, and six digit
WIG code.

Contents of the WTG Profiles

Each WTG contains information of use to rehabilitation workers and their
clients.



I:-

thPlease read Rages x-xvi in e WIG Guide for a detailed description of each
section of a Worker Trait Group,. Then, turn to WTG 10.01 and review it to
assure that you understand how the material is organized. You need not study
the details of each QP area as that will toe covered in later units.

get.

. . . . .

. .."

For now, you should know that in addition to detailed information about the
qualifications-generally required for successful performance of occupations,
the WIG Gutde can provide you with information about:

- typical occupations and work settings for the WTG.
- activities and work performed in the WIG.
- requirements of the worker.
- clues for relating client history with the WIG.
- typical ways of preparing for occupations in the WIG.
- other factors which Should be considered-.
r the qualifications profile details.
- samples of occupations contained in the WIG. (Remember, a complete

listing is found Only in the DOL Guide.)
This manual assumes that each of these categories of information should be
available to both staff and clients before vocational goals and plans areliade.
The AR/McKnight materials have been-ifoia-ally developed to make the information
more understandable but for some cl4ents you will have to help with some of the
technical words-and concepts. You will also find that several of the categories
are useful in interviewing clients.

UNIT Xit EXERCISE II

Here are some exercises to help you become familiar with these parts of the
WTG information.

1 What is the major difference between WIG's 05.01 and 06.01 in .Zerms of
Preparation?

Would WIG 05.01 or 06.01 most likely be appropriate for a student who liked
and did well in auto repair courses but disliked and did poorly in math and
science courses?

Mary likes to work with machines pnd can type rapidly, but she has a severe
speech impediment. Would you predict she would prefer occupations in WTG
07.04 or 07.06?

Pete can qualify for most occupations in either WIG 08.01 or 08.02, but
prefers that Customers come to him. Which WIG is more likely to appeal
to n?

Jane wanted to be a physician, but found it was tor"scientific" and not
enough "people oriented." She has excellent ability in all areas and
still wants to "help people." What WTG's would you suggest that she
explore?



Before we move on, there are three additional things you should know about
WIG's.

1. The assignment of occupations to the 12 areas was made on the basis of
interest, work field, and.worker requirements. A very large percentage
of those 12,099 base titles ended up in just two of the areas:

INTEREST
AREA 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

% 2.6 1.7 2.2 .8 2010 57.7 4.8 1.7 1.6 .9 4.8 .3

- This means that you wilf want to be very familiar with WIG's 05 and 06.

- Since over half of the occupations have been fitted into only four WTG's
(06.01, 06.02, 06.03, and 06.04), you will want to be especially knowl-
edgeable about them.

- The examples of occupations listed in the WIG Guide will repre;ent only
a fraction of thOsiLactually classified in the "bigger" WTG's.1

2. We can use our skills with OGA, DPI, and Industrial Designation to further
subdivide occupations, listed in a WTG.

UNIT X, EXERCISE III

For example, look on page.322 of the WTG Guide. Notice that all of the
occupations listed fall into two occupational categories.

1. How many are Service Occupations?

2. How many are Professional, Technical, or Managerial Occupations?

Notice also that there are 10 different DOT levels represented and that, in
general, the DATA and THINGS levels are averagemhile the PEOPLE levels are
low.

3. Which occupationvould be most suitable for a person with a very high
THINGS level?

4. Are there any occupations in this list which require PEOPLE levels above
SPEAKING - SIGNALING?

lAccording to Landrum and Strohmenger ("A basic in educational and agency
career counseling: The new DOT," Vocational Guidance quarterly, 1979, 27(4),
297-298), the unbalanced distribution of occupations fhat is noticeable
throughout the DOT and related publications is a reflection of a general
emphasis on industrial occupations. Although such an emphasis is under-
standable in view of the placement patterns in local Department of Employment
Security offices (i.e., Job Service), it is frustrating to rehabilitation
workers because client goals are rarely so concentrated.
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By combining your skills in two or more classification areas, you can thus
"refine" or "narrow" some of the larger WIG's to more manageable sizes.

3. After the DOL analysts looked at the results of the 75,000 position
analyses, they had very specific information but it was directly ap-
plicable to only V, of all the positions in the country. By combining
the information into job and then, occupational descriptions, they
broadened its general usefulness but reduced its specificity.

(For example, the occupational definition for CLEANER [iv indA
is no longer specific to what a particular worker does-,--but is
generally helpful in describing the duties of a cleaner.)

In developing the WIG's, the process of sacrificing specificity for general
Information is continued. Although we will learn a great deal about the
aorker reguirementi,of groups of occupations, we will not be able to assure
that the information applies to all occupations in the group or all positions
in an occupation.

- We cdbnot use WIG data to conclude that client A can (or can't) 0
funaibT-successfully in position X.

- We must use the WIG data as basic guidelines and ihen.obtain thore
specific information before making a decision abqut a,particular
person/job match. We obtain this infolmation,in a variety of ways:

- by reviewing the DOT definition for clues.

- by considering our own occupational information and experience.

- by talking to employers ind workers.. .

- by conducting a job analysis on the posltion or job in
question.

e
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UNIT XI

ve-cemr.mlm -7"M

ESTIMATING WORK ACTIVITIES (W.A.)* .

Unit Objectives: I. To explain the concept of work activities as applied in
vocational assessment.

DITRODUCTION

The word "interest" has a variety of meanings but generally refers to "liking,"
"prefer-ring," or "feeling positive toward" a person, place, event, or activity.
'In 'rehabilitation, we are very much concerned with the vocational interests of
our clients. This includes bop the occuOations.in which they are interested,
and the aetivities which they appear to enjoy and prefer. Hopefully, their
ocCupational interests-and their preferences for activities will be compatible
and we assume that this is necessary for success. If, for example, a person
expresSes an occupational interest in becoming a machinist but dislikes activ-
ities involving tools and machinery, we would questfon the appropriateness of
that occupation for that individual.

2. To demonstrate methods of helping people identify,their
preferences for some work activities at opposed to ,

others.

3. To explain uses bf the Worker 'trait Group.bede, the
DictioriaryafOccalTitles and the Handbook
.for Anal zi Jobs n determining the work-Kin-files
most1i&Fy associated with specific occupations and
dtcupational groups. .

Thus, we can use a person's preferences for certain activities as"a tool to
determine (or confirm) occupational interest. Actually, there are three types
of interest data which should be considered in vocational assessment:

stated interest

measured interest

dgmonstrated interest

- what a person says about his/her vocational
preferences and aspirations,

- his/her responses to a standardized measure of
vocational interest,

- the types of activities in which the person
actually engages and his/her reaction to these
activities.

In general, the more consistent these three.types of interest data are, the
more eonfilent one can be about a person's vocational aspirations. When all
three datafsources yield consistent, compatible information, we may feel that
the personpreferences are sufficiently differentiated to suggest readiness
for this aspect of career choice. When, however, each of the three areas
yields conflictin9 data, further vocational and personal exploration is
indicated.

Demonstrated interests may be assessed by discussing what an individual has
done in the past and what he/she liked or disliked about it. It is also
possible to use work samples, job tryouts, and other activities to provide
firsthand experienoe with an activity to use as a basis for deciding whether
it is enjoyable or not.
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, Information about a person's measured interests 1§...de0446Vfrom stan4ardized
tests and inventories.. Some of,thenc:rAditeiprevious occupational information
on the part of the clientrAp4;mut be.-sblected with care. A measure which in-
clude,s both pcispywtion060eferences with activity preferences is most likely
tosprqvf4ppA*Oriate and helpful.

,

Stated interests can obviously be obtained by direct questioning but especially
with young people, this js apt to be frustrating for all concerned. In these,
instances, a more structured approach - such as the Work Actjvities Checklist
that follows - nay be helpful.

In developing job analysis methods, it was found that a wide variety of work
related activities could be summarized by ten statements which depict worker
prefcrences.

IPlease read Appendix A of the WIG Guide (pages 408-409) for a description of
..!ie ten types of work activities-

Most occupations involve more than one work activity and most people react
Positively to a small group of the.activity statements which can thus be used
to describe their preferences. Let's become better acquainted with logical
groupings of work activities by completing the following exercise:

UNIT XI, BERCISE.I
,

Use the material on pages 408-409 of the WIG Guide to match,the'occupations in
the right-hand column with the work activitY patterns on the left. As an
exarilple, activities dealing with things and objects (WA 1), activities of a

routine, definite, organized nature (WA 3), and activities involvlpg working
on or producing things (WA 10) describe the activities encountereeby a
piano tuner better than any of the other patterns presente4. )Therefore, a

"B" has been placed on the line next to the first work activity pattern. Look
at each of the other patterns, decide which of the listed occupations it
matches best, and enter the correct letter on the blank line.

WORK ACTIVITY PATTERN OCCUPATION

I. E I, 9, 10 A. bank manager

2. 5, 6, 8, 10 8. piano tuner

3. 2, 5 C. physician

4. 4, 5, 8 D. sculptor
_

5 . 4, 5, 7 E. social worker

In developing your skill with work activities (and especially in explatning
them to clients) some examples of each are helpful. Many examples for each
of tho work activity types are to be found in the Handbook for Anal zing Jobs.

.1.
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Turn to page 317'in the Handbook. You will note,that the øè. dtles are
called interest factors but that the statements are identtcal . TNe difference
simply reflects a change in terminology between the Handbook and the WTG Guide.
You will also note that a' different numbering system is used. To avoid con-
fusion, we suggest that you "correct" the Handbook to conform wi th the WTG
Guide by changing the numbers on page 317 (and as they apilear on pages 318-
322) as folloyvs:

la 1 lb 6

2a 2 2b 7

3a 3 . 3b 8

4a 4 4b 9

5a 5 5b 10

You may also find it easier to refer between the two books V entering the
Handbook page number for examples of each work activity in the margin of
Appendix A of the WIG Guide:

WORK' ACTIVITY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

HANDBOOK PAGE 0 317 318 319 .320 321 318 319 32 0 321 321

Please read several of the examples of each work activity to clarify the
definitions and differences.

Thus far, tveo have considered the relationship between work activity preferences
and vocational interests and haVe studied the definitions of each of 10 work
activity types with some examples of each. Now you are reedy malate work
activities to a person - yourself. We want you to rete yolo own preference for
each of the work activities by completing a checklist. The checklist you are
about to use was designed for your use with this manual. f t is reconmended
that other formats, such as those discussed in Unit IX, be used with clients.
We believe you will find it helpful to complete the following xtivity your-
self before assisting clients to identify their work activity Narferences.

Please turn to Appendix C of this manual and remove pages 180-181. We suggest
that you keep your WIG Guide open to pages 408-9 and the Hamdbook (pages 317-
322) at your fingertips. As you complete the checklist, ccmsider the
following additional factors:

- Some of the work activities will have been involved in jobs ytu have
alreauy had. Use your experiences, but differentiate between the job
and the component aCtivity.

- Some of the work activities will relate to hobbies or lei sure acttvi-
ties. Use these experiences to help you decide whether you like a
particular work activity.

Your preferences and dislikes regarding school subjects and activities
can also be related to work activities

- Remember, you are rating your preferences for certain types of work
activity, not particular jobs or your ability to perform theni!



A final word on the use of self-rating forms to assist clients in determining
their.own vocational characteristics: It is usually better to encourage self-
assessmeot before the client has.reviewed the characteristics of occupations
in which he or she states'an interes,t.. By separating self-assessment from
occupational exploration, data gath red in each step is more useful as a
diagnostic tool and in counseling ar decision making.

Now that yoll have rated your wn interests in the various work activities,
let's find out what work act vities are involved in the Worker Requirement
Groups in which you have. ex essed an interest.. The most common work activi-
_ties found in each WTG ar isted in the WTG Guide. This does not mean that
every work activity applies to every occupation in the group or that an
occupation may not involve work activities other than those coded for a WIG.
You must make a decision as to which specific work activity applies to that
particular job. Your professional judgement and personal knowledge of the
job will be required. You can also get helpful information by looking at the
occupational definition in the DOT.

For example, a CLEANER, HOUSEKEEPING, 323.687-014, is in WIG
05.12. Job analyst& found that workers performing occupations
in this group preferred work activities 1, 3. 9. However, work
activity 9 really doesn't apply 0 CLEANER, HOUSEKEEPING, as
defined in the DOT. By reading that definition_and the examples
of WA /9, we think you'll agree. Thus, you would not include this
descriptor in a profile for the occupation, even though it is
listed for the WTG in which CLEANER is found.

This type of professional judgement can be based both on your review of the
DOT information and your own occupational information. If you are unsure
where a characteristic,is applicable, you should obtain further/information.

4.

Locate the Worker Trait Group description for the occupation shown in column 4 :

of the VAS. (WT('s are listed in numerical order in the WTG Guide.) In the
Qualifications Profile (Q.P.) Section of the WTG Guide, several.work activi-
ties will be listed. Read each one and decide if it relate td*the occupation
in which you are interested as well as the broader WTG. It it does, put YES
in the appropriate box in Column 4. If the work activity is listed but you
are not sure it applies to the particular occupation,.place a "?" in the box
to show that you need more information. rf you feel sure a work activity
is not involved in the occupation, even though it may apply to the group,
leave the box blank. If you feel that, based on your knowledge of the occupa-
tion, another work activity is important, put "Yes?" in the appropriate box.
Repeat these steps until you have considered the work activities for each
occupation you placed at the head of columns 4-7 on the VAS.. Be sure to
enter your responses in the proper boxes.

Here is an example of the proceSs. If you had listed CASE AIBE as an occupa-
tion in which you are interested and entered the title in column.5, you would
have consulted WIG 10.01 to determine the likely work activities. Work Activ-
ities for the Social Service WTG are listed on page 310 of the WTG Guide. You
could probably decide fairly easily that Case Aides are involved in Work
Activities 4 and 6 so you would put "Yes" in the appropriate boxes in column 5.
The DOT definition of CASE AIDE supports these judgements. Work Activity 9,
howewer, is a different matter. It seems unlikely that an entry level worker

7'9
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would be involved in much creative thinking since such jobs have a fairly loti
OPT level and because the other workers in the WTG are most apt to delegate
routine tasks to the aide. Therefore, you might wish to fgnore WA 8 but put a
"?" in the appropriate box for WA 3.

You might also question WA 5 but since it is difficult to determine whether the
case aide would perform tasks which would result tn.amireciation of others, you
might choose to put a "?" in that box. This means that you would want to find
out more about this factor, especially if receiving appreciation and praise is
important to you.

By the above process, you have added your own dccupational knowledge to the
data available in the WTG Guide and made a judgement as to its applicability
to a specific occupation. You would need to obtain additional information-
about those aspects of the job which you have .questioned. You might do this
by interview or formal job analysis.

The atove process is essential if.clients are to be protected from misused
data. We shall refer to this process as "purifying the QP" since we use
clinical or professional judgement to refine DOT data.

Nnw, you, should have completed all of the columns on Page 1 of the VAS. Our
last step is to compare the work activities ,you are interested in with those
for the occupations in columns 4-7. Let's start with your present job.

- Do the "Yes" entries in column I match with the bnes in column 4? If
the match is exact, we might conclude that your work interests are
compatible with the work activities on your job.

- If you have "Yes" entries in column I where there are blank spaces in
column 4, we might wonder if you.have work activity interests which
don't get satisfied on your job. (There is no rule which requires that
your job satisfy all your interests. Perhaps you satisfy them through
hobbies?)

If you have "No" on a line in column 1 where there is a "Yes" in column
4, it probably identifies an area where your interests and the activi-
ties likely to be found in that occupation are in direct conflict.
Circle the areas in column 4 to indicate where this conflict occurs. If

there are several circles, it suggests that you don't feel your job is
meeting many of your needs for engaging in certain types of activities.

- Repeat the process for each of the other columns. If you consider that
your interests conflict with items in columns 5-7, circle that aspect
of the occupation. Chances are you will find that some of-the occupa-
tions you thought you were interested in are more compatible with your
Preferences than are others.

You have now completed that portion of the work profile that compares your pref-
erence.for work activities with those most likely required for several occupa-
tions.

This type of checklist has obvious uses with clients. It is-reasonably brief and
easy to use, is "scored" quickly to allow for immediate feedback, and can be
used As Part of a vocationial counseling interview. It is especially useful with
persons who lack clearly defined interests and always yields specific groups of
occupations for further study.
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There are at lp;st two ways in whih the results of the checklist can be used
in vocational exploration. Let's briefly consider them.

1. On page 41 of the CIS Guide, the WIG's are organized under the work
activities. By comparing a person's strongest preferences for work
activities ("would like very much") with this listing, it is possible
to locate WIG's which are compatible. For example, a person with
preferences for WA 1, 3, 9 wld 10 would likely find occupations'of
interest in WTG's 05.10, 06.02, 06.03, and 06.04 since those four
WTG's involve all four work activities.

2. Look at pages 156 through 158 in the Appendix. Column 2 provides the
code numbers for work activities in each. WTG. By just skimming that
column, you can see that only WTG's 05.10, 06.02, 06.03, and 06.04
have WA's 1, 3, 9, and 10. Additional WTG's could be explored if
the person changed priorities to just 1, 3, 9 or 1, 2, 3, 9. Remember:

- this exploration results in groups of occupations, not individual
jobs or positions.

- interest in specific work activities is simply one of eight worker
trait areas.

- this exploration process is more useful and valid when the person
is asked to self-rate before having access to the WTG data.

As professi rehabilitation workers, we have the obligation to determine tne
vocational relevance of case material. Ong way to do it is to consider.data in
light of what it says about a client's preference for work activities. To help
in this process, form VR.(page 140) of the VAS was developed. :Two of these forms
have been included at the end of Appendix A.

---

Look at one of them and note the differences from form SR (page 128):

- Two additional columns have been added to allow rehabilitation workers
to rate clients both as they are presently and their potential.

- The "document" column becomes the responsibility of the professional
and the rating code changes.

One final note: For each of the subsequent worker trait area% discussed in
Units XII-XIX, you should follow the same process:

- Read the explanations of the worker trait factors in the Appendix
of the WTG Guide.

- Read examples in the Handbook to help clarify the factors.

- Rate yourself by using the appropriate activity sheet in Appendix C of
this manuipl.

Look up the worker trait factors in the WTG Guide for the occupations
represented by columns 4-7.

Purify or refine the WIG ratings for the specific occupation in which
you are interested.

C .pare your self-ratings with the entries in columns 4-7. Use a circle
identify the job characteristic which conflicts with your self-rating.
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UNIT XII ESTIMATING WORK SITUATIONS SW.S.J

'Unit Objectives: 1. To explain the concept of work situations.

2. To identify resources helpful in understahding and rating
the work situations to'which people can adapt.

3. To explain uses of the WIG Guide to determine the work
situations involved in occupations..

INTRODUCTION: In every occupation, the worker is presented wif!.'h situations
to which he/she must adjust. The worker's ability to adapt to these situat4ons
is referred to as temperament. Job analysis experts have 'identified ten types of
Work Situations to which workers must demonstrate the "temperament" to adapt.

Please read Appendix B (Pages 410-11) of the WIG Guide to learn about the work
situations.

Most jobs require workers to adjust to more than one of these sitdations. You
can probably estimate the work situations for many jobs.

UNIT XII, EXERCISE I

For example, match the occupations in the right-hand column with the work situa-
tion patterns on the left. Place the letter for each occupation next to the
most likely work -ituation pattern.

WS Pattern 'Occupation

1. 1,3,4,5,7. A Airline Pilot

2. 6,7,8,10. B Piano Tuner

3. 7.10. C Physician

4. 7,9,10. D Sculptor

5. 1,4,7,8. E Social Worker

We can also use the same factors to describe the work situations to which a per-
son is able and willing to adjust. As already notqd, we generally use the word
temperament when we are referrin_ to people. For example, hJohn has the temper-
ament to adjust to work situations requiring frequent (:'ty changes (1) but is
unwilling to be responsible for planning and directinj entire activity (3) "

The Handbook contains examples of the work situation factors to help you dacide
whether they apply to an occupation or person.

1. Vt.



Please turn to page 295 in the Handbook. You will note that a different coding
system is used and that the work situations are arranged differently. To make
it easier to use the Handbook, we suggest that you make the following changes:

1. On page.295, enter the,new WS numbers next to the temperaments.4'klBFi3MPRSTV
3 9 5 7 S 4 2 6 10 r

2. Enter the following Handbook page numbers in the margin of Appendix B
of the WTG Guide. (pages 410-11)

WS 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Handbook
Page = 309 305 297 304 299 306. 301 302 298 308

Read several exampres of each work situation to clarify their definitions and
differences. Notice that each WS is defined and that you are provided with
both general and specific examples.

Now that you have read about work situations, it is time to rate yourself.
Please turn to pages 182-183 in the Appendix and complete the activity entitled
Work Situations Checklist. As you rate yourself, consider your work experience,
hobbies, and scnool activities. You may use the Handbook examples to help you
make decisions. Remember, work situations should be self-rated on the basis of
both ability and willingness to adapt.

_

Now. use,the WTG Guide to find the work situations associated with the Worker
Trait Groups in which you have expressed interest.

1. Find the WTG in which your present job is locatec. Locate WTG
description in the WIG Guide.

2. Turn to the QP section and read each of the WS statements.

3. If it applies to your present occupation as well as to the WIG, enter
a "Yes" in the appropriate box in column 4.

4. Ira work situation does not apply to your occupation, leave that box
in column 4 blank.

5. If you are not sure whether a statement applies to your occupation,
place a "?" in the appropriate box.

6. Repeat the process for the occupations in columns 5-7. Be sure to
enter the "Yes," or "?" in the proper boxes on page 2 of the VAS.

Here is an example of the process using the CASE AIDE occupation previously
discussed. Case Aides are found in the WM 10.01 for which the work situations
are 1, 3, 4,.7. Case Aides certainly deal with people and probably make deci-
sions Inse nn personal judgement. It is very unlikely, however, that they plan
and direct entire activities because they are usually working under close super.
vision.and direct" ri Whether or not their duties change frequently will prob-
ably depeno mostly ou the particular work setting. Based on these judgements,



you would probably enter "Yes" in the boxes for 4 and 7, a "?" in box 1 and
leave box 3 blank.

Again, you have made some judgements based on your,knowledge of the occupation.
If you,have had extensive concact with case aides,-you may feel very comfort-
able with the judgements you have made. If, however, you are uncomfortable ...

.

with those judgements, you will have ".. ntified them (?) and thus remembeh that
they need to be checked, either by "urther occupational reearch or interview.

Compare the work situation ratings=you assigned to yourself with-thosetn
columns 4-7. Identify conflicts by circling the occupational characteristic
if it appears significantly different from your seaction to it. The more
circles you have for a particular occupation, the more-potential conflict.

=111

As we said earlier, perfect job/person matches are yery rare. On'the other
hand, too many conflicts will make satisfactory work adjustment difficult at
best. However, vocational rehabilitation services can be provided to improve
the ioo 'oerson match.

For example: If an occupation requires planning and directing an
entire activity and a person feels unable to adapt to this situa-
tion, counseling or specific remedial services may be available.

We should also note that selective placement or job mddification can be used
to remove or reduce an occupational.requirement which a person can't meet..

tHE NPORTANT POINT.IS THAT WE CANNOT-4HELP THE CLIENT ADAPT, NOR CAN WE ATTEMPT'
TO CHANGE THE JOB REQUIREMENTS, IF WE DON't KNOWABOUT POTENTIAL CONFLICTS.
USE OF THE "YARDSTICK" PROVIDES'THE REHABILITATION WORKER WITH SPECIFIC,
vIcATIINAIL" PELEVATT INFORMATION!

There ar four other points that should be made about Work Situations (although
they al,,o apply to most of the other yardstick areas).

1. The occupational definitions in the DOT are an excellent resource to help
you decide whether or not a work requirement factor listed for a WIG also
1:,plies to a specific accuoation in that group.

,/
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UNIT XII, EXERCISE II

e

Let's try an example. The ocQlipational title INSTRUCTOR DANCING is in WTG
#01.05. The WS o's for the WTG (Performing Arts, Dance) are 3, 4, 7, and 9.
Look up the.gccuNgional definition and record action words and phrases which-
document theneed for these tempe'raments.

WS :t

3

4

7

Key Words/Phrases

?. The ten work situations can also he used to decide whether a rehabilitation
facility Is appropriate for evaluating a specific client.

I

Think of a particul a- rehabilitation facility in your area.

Which work sitwtions can they replicate?
Are the work and supervision provided clients suitable just for a few
work situatiorn - such as 2 and 8?

- Would you expect that, facility to be able to evaluate clients when
-- you want to know about temperament patterns 1, 3, 9? - 2,. 8, 10? -

how abowt 4, 5, and 7?

Although there is no way to "check" the answers to these questions, this
exercise should help you:

- identify another usefór work situations,
- decide whether you have sufficient information about the rehabilitattOn

facilities avai!able to your client,
- decide between facilities for a specific client.

3. Yr,u can get clues about your clients by applying work _situation and work
activity coder o statements made by clients about their experiences.
Although it is not possible to get clues from every statement and it is
essential thU we not make decisions until we see consistent patterns in
the data, use of these and other yardstick indicators help.

e
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UNIT XII, EXERCISE!!!

List the most likely US and WA clues contained in these client statements
about their work experiences. Remember, they are only clues!

"I direct the local concert cYlchestra."

"I fed data into the computer."

"I called customers to get them to buy
insurance policies."

"I organized a new sorority in-college."

"Last summer I liked my job. I ran a machine
which attaches felt bands inside hats."

"I worked as a fire figh.- ror the U.S.
Forest Service."

"I was responsible for all of the vocational
evaluations at our Center."

"! performed surgery and specialized in
brain tumors."

W.S. W.A.

..

4. Work situdtions can in WIG exploration by use of the index on page
46 of the CIS Guide or by scanning column 3 of the Master Comparison Chart.
pages 156 to 158 of the Appendix.
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UNIT XIII ESTIMATING GOERN. EDUcATIONAL DEVELOPMOT (GE21

Unit Objectives: 1. To explain the concepts included in General Educational
Development.

2. To identify resources useful in determining GED levels
for people.

3. To explain uses of the WIG Guide to determine the GED
lovels for various occupations.

INTRODUCTION: General Educational Development* is a method of summarizing the
general results of formal and informal education in three subareas:

I. Reasorling,Development which inclu s demonstrated ability to use
data to'decide on a course of ac on and correctly follow directions.

2. Development which thcludes demonstrated ability to use
numbers and mathematical sYmbols as "tools" in accomplishing tasks.

3. Language Development which includes demonstrated ability to use
writing, reading and speaking skills as "tools" in accomplishing
tasks.

Each of these subareas is arranged in hierarchical form with the number 1 used
to represent the lowest or simplest level, and the number 6 representing the
highest or most complex level.

The rationale used for the GED definitions is described on page 209 of the
Handbook for Analyzing Jobs. You will also want to review the summary table
for GED levels found on pages 210 - 211 and the examples for each subarea
at each level. These are on pages 212 - 220. Please review all of these
sections so that you will feel comfortable with the concepts of GED.

When job analysis data is collected, the levels required in all three subareas
(Reasoning, Math, Language, hereafter abbreviated as RML) arP determined. A

single number is then assigned to represent the GED level As a whole. The
number chosen is the HIGHEST number reflected by; reasoning, mathematical, or
language.

' For example, if an occupation is found to generally require level 3
in reasonlng but only level 2 in math and language, the Total GED
level will be listed as 3.

You aill note that Appendix G of the WTG Guide also explains the concept of
GED, but only in terms of reasoning. The GED data fot each WTG is, however,
based on reasoning, mathematics, and language. 'Thus, we suggest that you use.
the Handbook for Analyzing Jobs's explanation of GED.

Obviously, many people have uneve,VGED skills and abilities. By using RML
detail, we can refine the job/perIon match and make it more helpful in
predicting and assuring successful vocational rehabilitation outcomes.

0 8 7
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Remember that GED skills can be obtained through formal studies or through life
experigRces. Here is a table which provides GENERAL GUIDELINES ONLY. Use it
cautiodey!

GED
LEVEL

6

5

4

FORMAL EDUCATION

Graduate degree.

Undergraduate degree.

High school graduation with
college preparatory courses
or Voc. Technical curriculum.

3 High school graduation with
less demanding curriculum

2 Successful completion of
elementary school and/or
some high school.

1 Completion of less than
elementiry school.

EXPERIENCE

Outstanding, creative accomplish-
ment.

Professional, administraiive,
artistic or civic accomplishment.

Successful work experience in
an organized work technology.

Successful work experience
requiring common sense under-
standing to solve problems.

Successful work experience in-
volving standardized duties.

Can read safety signs, folloy
simple directions, make-change.

Notes: 1. If in applying this table, you find that some clients have had :
experiencec at a different level than their formal schooling,
the experience is ysually a better estimate of their GED.

2. Ii evaluating education and experience, consider the extent to
which it is recent. GED skills "rust" quickly for many people!

.Use the Handbook table and examples to rate your own GED skills. Turn to the
Appendix, page 184 and complete the activities as instructed.

NOTE - When you rate the GED skills for a person., the Total must be the lowest
number assigned to RIM since to do otherwise would indicate a higer
overall skill than is actually present. (Reminder: When rating the
GEO requirement for a job, the Total is the highest number assigned to
RML.)

Now that you have rated your present and potential GED levels, let's try a
practical problem requiring judgement about GED levels. Since the WTG Guide
will list only the total GED level for each WTG and because there are many
occupations within each WIG, it is necessary for us to tise the occupational
definitions from the DOT to estimate details about GED.



UNIT XIII, EXERCISE I

Your client has difficulty with higher-level math but wants to be a bookkeeper.
Based on her training, education and work experience, you heve rated her total
GED level as 3 although her reasoning and language ability are at a 4 level.
You discover that bookkeepers are included in the 07.02 WTG and the GED level
for the group is listed as 3-4. You know this means that most occupations in
the WIG are at level 3 while others are at level 4. You also note that there
are two listings for bookkeeper. Read their occupational definitions to
decide which one would he most suitable and defend your answer.

The bookkeeper I II (circle one) occupation is most suitable because:

Now you are ready to gather GED Oata on the occupations identified in columns
4-7 of the VAS. Here are the steps you should follow:

1. Determine the GED level for the WTG in which each occupation is
listed. Be sure to read the c:planation of !Ilya particular GED
level has been assigned to a WTG. This explanation is in the GED
section of each WIG.

2. Look up each occupation in the DOT and read the definition.

3. Use that information and any that you already have about the occupa-
tion to decide on RML and total ratings.

4. When you have rated each occupation, compare them with your self-
rating in column I. If your ratings are lower than any in columns
4-7, circle the subgrouping level for the job.

5. Compare any circled areas in columns 4-7 with column 2. If column 2
is still lower, put an X in the circle - indicating that you have
rated your skill and_potential as lower than the level you think the
job will require. If your self-rat.ng of potential is equal to or
higher than the circled number, it'stands as a reminder that you
think you would have to improve your skill for successful function-
ing on that job.

Now that you have completed a comparison of your GED skills and potentials with
those required for average successful employment in several occupations, you
are nearly ready to move on to the next WIG factor. First, however, let's take

0 a minute 4'0 ccisider the potential value of getting your clients to rate their

, own skills and potentials.

There is research to suggest that people achieve at levels which are consistent
with self-perception If you are considering an educational program for a
client, d self-rating of th2 outcome (gradesi. etc.) may likely be as accurate



a predictor ai test scores, references, past performance, etc. Thus, you
increase the chances for a successful outcome if the client perceives his/her
potential as sufficient for the task.

Secondly, by encouraging the client to self-rate vocationally relevant personal
characteristics and relate them to job requirements, increased participation
in rehabilitation planning and decision-making becomes a reality. Further, the
activity beLomes a vocational exOloration experience in itself.

Finally, self-assessment activities can be utilized as counseling tools which
expand and deepen the relationship between practitioner and client. Counseling
is a service which can be directly rendered-(as opposed to "purchased" or re-
ferred) and self-rating facilitates discussions which dre focused on vocational
decision-making.

We hope you will recognize the many benefits of use of these DOT-related mate-
ri-als with clients. In subsequent units, we will discsIss additional uses and
some of the application techniques.
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UNIT XIV ESTIMATING APTITUDES (Apt.)

Unit Objectives: 1. To explain the concept of aptitudes.

2. To identify resources helpful in understanding and rating
aptitudes demonstrated by people.

3. To explain uses of the WTG Guide to determine the
aptitudes required for various occapations.

INTRODUCTION: The worrd Aptitude is used to refer to many different personal
characteristics. It is frequently used to mean the same thing as ability or
achievement. An this manual, these three words have distinct meanings:

Achievement - what you have accomplished. -(Past)

Ability - what you can demonstrate. -(Present)

Aptitude - the quickness or ease with
which you can )earn. -(Future)

The Department of Labor identified 11 aptitude areas as beino particularly
relevant for average successful performance on jobs. They also use 5 levels
to identify the amount of aptitude required for a group o:" occupations or
demonstrated by a person.

Please read tibout the aptitudes and their levels by reviewing Appendix F
(pages 421-4?2) of the WTG Guide and page 233 of the Handbook. If you want
examples of work tasks which require each aptitude at the various levels,
you will find them on pages 233-294 of the Handbook. As a minimum, r& suggest
that you read the brief explanation of each aptitude found at the beginning of
each example set in the Handbook.

Now that you have read the explanations of Aptitudes and their levels, we are
going to ask you to rate yourself. You may use the examples in the Handbook
to decidf between levels. You may also use the examples found on pages 53-63
of the CIS Guide. These examples are school and hobby-related as opposed to
the work related examples of the Handbook.

Turn to pages 185 and 186 in the Appendix and complete the self-rating
activity.

Now, that you have rated your aptitude levels, you will want to complete
columns 4-7 of the VAS to show the most likely aptitude levels for each WTG
in which you expressed an interest. You will find the most important aptitudes
for each WTG listed in the qualifications profiles in the WTG Guide.

Go ahead and enter the aptitudes for each occupation in columns 4-7. When you
have done this, circle those occupational requirements which appear to be
higher than either of. your self-estimates. This indicates that the occupation
Imo require learning at a level higher than you think you can achieve.



Obviously, both sides of the yardstick may need some revisions before deciding
that an aptitude requirement is significantly greater than your aptitude.
There are at least two types of questions which should be Asked:

I. Were you accurate? Did you overestimate or underestimate your
ability?

you could answer these questions by looking again at your history or by
using assessment techniques such as tests, work samples, etc.

2. Does the WIG data reflect the requirements for an individual job or
position which you might consider??

Answers to this question require more occupational research by means of
interviews or actual observation of workers on the job. A good beginning
is to review the ocCupational definitton to see if it contains informa-
tiop which suggests the types of aptitudes involved.

Sometiries. You may conclude that the client's self-ratinns are accurate and
that most positions in the occupation will require aptitude levels above those
of the client. That doesn't mean the client must find a different occupational
goal since selective placement or job modification may be Options. You may
wish to consider e longer training program to help the client learn the skills
required for a particular job. Although some aptitude levels may not change as
a result oc training and practice, others do. By using the occupational yard-
stick, however, you will know where the most likely problems lxist.
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UNIT:)(V SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL PREPARATION (SVP)

unit Obje.ctives: I. To explain the concepts of specific vocational prepara-
tion.

2. To identify resources useful in understanding and rating
the amounts of SVP to which people-aspite.

3. To explain uses of the WIG Guide to determine the SVP
requirements for various occupations.

INTRODUCTION: Specific Vocational.Preparation is the amount of time required
to -lear7nt-h-e techniques, acquire the votationally-significant information and
develop the skill required for average successful performance as a qualified
worker. SVP is specific, vocationally related training as diStinct from GED
which is the general development of reasoning, math and language ability:
Success in occupations requires a combination of both SVP and GED.

SVP can be obtained in a variety of settings which offer:

Vocational Education
Apprenticeship Training
In-plant Training
On-The-Job Training
Experience in one job which is preparation for a higher level job

The concepts of SVP and details of its content are found on page 209 of the
Handbook...for Analyzing Jobs. The levels of SVP and examples of work tasks at
each of the levels, are on pages 220-229. Please review these sections so
that you feel comfortable with the concepts of SVP.

It is important to understand the differences between GED and SVP as related to
client history. The titles themselves are helpful in that GED refers to gen-
eral learning while SVP relates to s ecific time required to learn the tech-
nlques and skills of a particular occupat on. (Notmal orientation time is not
included in either GED or SVP.)



UNIT XV, EXERCISE I

I. Here are some examples taken from client histories. Indicate whether they
refer to GED, SVP or are simply work experience.

a. Completed high school jn the general studies program

b Spent two years ih trade school.

c. Majored in Liberal Arts in college.

d. Three years.in a plumbing apprenticeship.

e. Ten years as a cost accountant.

f. Six-week course in selling sponsored by my company.

g. Two years as a co-pilot before becoming a pilot.

h. Two years as a rehabilitation secretary before
becoming a rehabilitation counselor.

i. Half-time training in-quality control taught by
the QC Technician.

j. Two days orientation as produce clerk at A & P. M
k. Graduate degree in psychology.

..1...
Use the Handbook as a guide in deciding the probable SVP's in the
following occupations:

a. Surgeon

b. Criminal Lawyer

c. Trucker's Helper

d. Barber

e. Laundry Route Driver

f. Electronics Trouble Shooter

q. Mail Order Clerk

h. Nurses Aide

i. Salesperzon, high fashion
clothing

Application of the SVP code numbers to people requires that we understand
another difference between GED and SVP.

Ability to successfully complete training is primarily a function of GED
and Aptitude. Willingness to devote the required time is SVP.

Thus, when we ask a client to think about the SVP for an electrical-appliance
repairer, we are asking about his/her willingness to invest the 1-2 years of
preparation usually required. We are not asking if they feel they have the
ability to learn the specific skills or work with the tools and equipment.
Also, we are not asking if they have the financial resources to pay for the
training. As important as these factors may be, they are not part of SVP.

8p4



A critical factor in "willingness" is recognition that students, trainees, arid
apprentices usually have to accept a subordinate rolethey are assigned to
helper or "flunky" tasks. Workers with prior experience in another occupation
frequently find this loss of status very difficult to accept. Aliso, family
members may express their objections to the learner.role by urging the person
to "quit and get a real job." You haverobably known people who failed to
adequately consider the time required to prepare for an occupation. Such
people fird that in dreaming of "being a fully qualified worker in a specific
occupation," th(1 didn't consider ihe stressful, time-consuming process of
"becomin9" qualified. SVP self-ratings can be a very useful preplanning and
co-iihs-eling tool!

[Please turn to page 187 in the Appendix and rate your own Skir.

ILook up the SVP ratings for each occupation in which you are interested and
record the code numbers in columns 4-7. Then, compare each of these ratings
with your self-rating in column 1. If the number in column 1 is lower than the
ratings in columns 4-7, circle the occupational rating. This signifies that
the occupation probably requires a longer training period than you want.

Now that you have completed the SVP self-rating activity, you are ready to
compare your rating with those of the occupations in which you expressed an
interest.

The most prevalent SVP requirements for each WIG are listed in the WIG Guide.
Two or more SVP levels are usually listed, partly bectuse the occupations
within a W1G require varying amounts of vocational preparation. Also. however.
any given occupation and position may require varying preparation periods.
This is especially true for occupations for which preparation is attained
through several routes. For example, the principle roate for the preparation
of physicians is education. Therefore, if you know the speciality, you can
probably assign a single SVP number, even though there are some differences
in various areas of the country. For occupations such as accounting. however,
there are several ways of obtaining the training and thus, several possible
SVP's.

All of this mean; that you will either have to accept ceveral SVP's for a

particular occupation or "refine" the available data by obtaining more occupa-
tional information.

- Each WIG explanation will give you some clues.
- The Occu ational Outlook Handbook (also published by the Department
of La or ) is anot er good source.

- Professional and technical associations and unions are excellent
.,..:.ources for this type uf information.

- Employers and workers may also be contacted.
- By reading the DOT definition for an occupation and comparing it
with the examples in the Handbook, you can usually decide how long
a training period is 14kely to be required.

Now compare your entry in column 2 with those in column 4-7. If any of the
circled ratings are still above (longer) than your self-estimate, put an X
in the circle. This suggests that you simply don't feel able to participate in
a training period as long as this occupation evidentlty requires.
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AP
Finally, you should know that the WTG Guide contains some other information
about preparation for occupations.

[Turn to Appendix H in the WIG Guide and read pages 425427.

For each WTG, you are provided with information as to:

- whethr..Jr or not the occupations require prior experience,
- the types of formal t.-aining required,
- high school level courses which are related.

iror an intertstinvpicture of the relationship between high school subjects
land WG's, see page 47-5I in the CIS Guide.

Since these three types of information were not colleC:ed by DOL as part of the
lob inalysis process, they must be considereaYs indirect occupational informa-
tior. They do, however, have uses with clients.

For example. the School Subject - Worker Trait Group Chart in the
CIS :;uide can be used:

- to suggest groups of occupations for review by clients who
"d',:pn't know wKat they want to do," but had favorite subjects
in school; OR

- to help stud-eras who have a job area in mind to identify
related school subjects to be taken; OR

- to examine client educational historyin relation to stated
vocational goals.
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UNIT XVI ..EELESEUMilIDITILLIEttggLial

Unit Oblectives: 1. To explain the concept of Physical Demands.-

2. To identify resources helpful in determining the
physical demands which clients are able to meet.

To explainjases of the WIG Guide in determining
the physical demands of occupatioRs.

INTRODUCTION: Even when we are not concerned with thetspecfal placement
-6Falliii-7f-the physically disabled, we recognize that the demands for bodily
movemtnt and strength must be considered in the person/Job matching process.
For the disabled, these factors are even more significant.

Please'review pages 325-331 in the Handbook to undersiand thi7six Physical
Demand (PD) factors and situations in which they are, and are not, important.
You may then wigi to review Appendix D.in the WIG Guide for a brief, easy, to

read summary.
1.

You should have noted that considerable judgement is required jio decide whether

a factor applies to a specific occupation. For example, for dining car waiters/
waitresses and flight attendants, balancing (PD#2) is a requirement; waiters
and waitresses in regular restaurants do not need to have unusual equilibrium,
however.

You should also have noted that except for strength (Physical.Demand #1), the
factors are not defined in terms of degree - they either apply or they don't.
This means that you must judge the degree yourself and decide if it is
significant. Such judgement takes practice.

Finally, gou should have noticed that each PD factor has more than one compo-
nent (e.g., there are 4 components--reaching, handling, fingering and feeling--

in PD#4). The DOT data will tell you only if a factor is generally required.

it will not provide any sub-factor breakdowns. Yet, we know that some clients

can finger and feel, but have difficulty with handling and can't reach.

Again, judgement will be required. YoU may have to analyze a job to determine
which sub-factors are actually required in a specific setting. The DOT assump-

tion that if one s5b-factor is present, so are the rest, will not be sufficient

for rehabilitation workers! If you decide that a particular factor or sub-
. factor is beyone the capability of your client, you will have.to base any final

decision on informationlm obtain as to the demands of the job goal and the
specific positiorp.

Please turn to pagelEIR in the Appendix of this manual and rate your own

physical capacities.

In considering the physical demands for occupations, the WTG Guide is ob-
viously our first resource since the characteristics required for average
successful performance in each WTG are listed. Since, however, WTGs were not
organized primarily on physicel factors, there is a considerable difference
'between the physical demands of various occupations within a givenLjob
grouping.



As an example, let's 1001(.0 the deMands for two occupations in the 05.07 WIG.

- According to the qualifications.profile for the WTG, the PD factors .

of L., 3, 4, 6 are required for most occupations therein.

- The WTG descriptive sections headed "Worker Requirements" and :ilues"

suggest not only 4 and 69 but most of their sub-components as well.

S.

UNIT XVI, EXERCISE I

Let's now compare'the definitions for two of the occupations in the 05.07

Group. Look up and read the definitions for AIRPLANE INSPECTOR and WATER-

QUALITY TESTER. Record the mostlikely physical demands for each. List key

phrases and words which help you decide on a factor.

AIRPLANE INSPECTOR

WATE TY TESTER

ALL DOT definitions do not contain detailed descriptions of the physical de-

mands although you can usually get a good indication of what ,will be most likely

invo1ve0. Before ydu visit an employer about a specific position; yeti will

want to,preppre additional questions to obtain more detail. For example, you

would want to know whether a Water-Quality Inspector would have to be able to

engage in Pp #2 and #3 in order to "observe operation of a mill effluent

system." Such a system could be so extensive and complex as to require much

walking, climbing, etc.

Using the DOT definitions for each of the occupations in columns 4-7 of the

VAS, and the information in the appropriate WIG's, estimate the physical de-.

mends required and record your responses on page 4 of the VAS.

Then compare the physical demands for each occupation with the physical

capacities in column 1. Circle any requirements which exceed your entry in

column 1. Thisitindicates a difference between your current physical apacity

and the estimated demands of the occupations. -Now look at column 2 of the VAS.

Are your potential physical capacities as indicated by your responses, still

below those required for.the occupations in column 4-7? If so, put an X in the

circled areas. \This indicates that even wittra maximized,physical capacity,

yPu believe the job would likely require more physical capacity than you have.



It may be that discrepancies between physical capacities and physical demands

can be resolved by general conditioning or as a result of restoration'services.
Alternatively, it may be possible to restructure the job itself, provide tool§

and machinery to reduce its demands, or Aimply find a job where the usual

demands are nofrequired. All of these alternative methods of resolving the

inconsistency would be considered.befOre concluding that the personijob match

is inappropriat- Idelitjfication of such problems and consideration of al-

ternative soluti two critically important functions 6f the rehabilita-

tionworker.

It is very important to temember that the informationobout Physical Dehands 4

(and working conditions) was based on job analysis and requirements for
"avtrage, successful performance." They were not considering the possibili-

ties for lab adaptation or modification. Thus-,--WIG data may not be used to

decide that a clieht cannot function in an tkcupation. It maiThe used to
suggest likely employer preferences, the way in which a position is currently

structured, etc. It is up.to the professional to obtain such additional
information as is necessary to decide whether or.not a satisfactory person/ -

job match cap be developed.-

--AVariety of publications deal with job modifications. One such document
deals very specifically with job modifications for the physically disabled
using a DOT based approach is:

Alfred, W. G., An Inventory of Jdb Options for Persons With Upper
Extremity Impairments and Less Than a College Education. Houston.

/exas: Rehabilitation trraining Center No. 4, Baylor College of
Medicine, the Institute for Rehabilitation and Research. 1979,



UNIT XVII EtTIMATING WORKII4 CONDITIONS

Unit Objectives: I. To explain the concept of Working Conditions.

2. To identify resources helpful in determini4 the wo4Ing
conditions to which individuals are.able to adapt.

. 'To explain-uses of the WTG Guide-in determining the
working conditions of occuOations.

44

INTRODUCTION: The physical surroundings of a person/position setting make

demands on one's physical capacities over and above those made by the work

itself.

For enple, a structural-steel worker has.to lift, climb and

balance, stoop and kneel, etc., which are physical demands-of the
occupatibz. Also, howeVer, such workers are confronted by demands
on their physical capatities by the conditions undor which they
work - bad.weather,-exceis cold, noise and vibration* etc. It is .

these demands that are called Working Conditions inmost DOL publica-
cations but sometimes tilt temEnvironmental Conditions* is also used.'

Please review Appendfx"E in the WTG Guide (pages 419-20) and the explanations

and examples in the Handbook (pages 331-336). You will noptice that the WTO

Guide description is easier to read but lacks much of the detail of the Hand-

book material. Especially in the latter descriptionst'the Handbook provides
very detailed and specific guidelines for se in.rating occupations as regards .

the working condition factors.

As with other Qualifications Profile factors, considerable judgement is in-

volved in applying the working condition.factors to jobs. An occupation-which
requires a worker to use an ordinary refrigerator many times a day is not con-
sidered to be exposing the worker to working conditionkfactor of cold, al-

though the worker-may Nandle cold items, he/she works at room temperature.
On the other hano, a meait cutter maY have to spend hours in a walk-in re-
frigerator and is, thus, subject to extremes of cold.

You should also-shave noted that some of the factors require technical knowledge.'

The noise and vibration factor, for example, is used only when noise is per-
sistent enough to "cause marked distraction or hearing loss ... if endured day

after day." Although rehabilitation workers are rarely trained in audio-
metrics, it is potsible to estimate by comparison with items in the table on
.page 335. If you are concerned about the possible effects of noise c, a'po-
tential person/position match, more technical adviie should be sought.

Please turn to page 189 in the Appendix of this manuai and complete the self-

rating exercise. .

We can ot lin general information about the working conditions of occupations

from the wIG Guide which lists the most prevalent factors for each WTG. We can

also use the definitions in the DOT for additional detail.
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UNIT XVII, EXERCISE I

Look at the definitions for AIRPLANE INSPECTOR and WATER-QUALITY TESTER once

again. Answer the following questions aboOt the working conditions involved in

these occupations.

1. What key word(s) or phrase(s) would lead you to assume that the

AIRPLANE*INSPECTOR might have to adapt to outillfie as well as inside

-work?

s

2. Is the AIRPLANE INSPECTOR and/or WATER-QUALITY TESTER more likely tio

be exposed to noise anevibrations.

3. Which occupation 4 most likely to involve hazards?

4: Under each title, list the most likely atmospheric conditions (07)

to which each worker wovld be subjected. .'

AIRPLANE INSPECTOR WATER-QUALITY TESTER

11===1111111=11713.

'Go ahead and enter the most likely Working Conditions for each of the.occupa-

tions you listed in columns 4-7 of the VAS. Use all of the materials previous-

ly discussed to make your judgements.

When you have finished, compare the ratings in columns 1 and 2 with those in

4-7. Circle any of the working conditions if they are more demanding than

*lir self-ratings:

.Before we leave the subject of working conditions, it is good to remember that

.the proeess of comparing the conditions of occupationA with the characteristics

of clients can be made easier by any of the following activities:

- discussing with the clients the sub-factors to make sure that they
*understand them.
discuss4pg with the clients their reasons for.the self-ratings,
especially the extent to which phYsical factors - versus willingness -
played a role.

- reviewing'medical cdatq on the client to determine its vocational
relevance.

- obtaining a description of the physical demands and working conditions
required for kpartiCular occupation for which a client is being con-
sidere&----This-descriptton canTte-revieVed by a medical consultant or
treating physician to determine whether the client could perform

satisfactorily. \



- having the dient vi$it t job site in which he4she is interested and

... -review the actual work characteristics.

By using these and other aqtivities, the rehabilitition worker encourages

client participation in Abe rehabilitiftion planning process while increasing

the amount and quality oroccupational information for all concerned. .

I.

S.
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UNIT XVIII ESTIMATING DATA, PEOPLE AND THINGS

Unit Objertives: 1. To explain the concept of OPT as a tool in assessing the

work characteristics of people.

INTRODUCTION: Thy basic toncepts Of DPI were presented in Unit VI and need not

- be repeated here. You may wfth to read Appendix rin the WTG Guide(pages

.
412-15) as a refresher:-. You will note that

go

- the language used to explain the concept and the various levels is

considerably easier.for clients to understand.

- a table has been added to group the DPT levels into low, average and

high categories.

UNZT XVIII, EXERCISE I

To check your facility with OPT concepts, please complete the following

exercises:

1. The higher tte number. the complex the task.

2. Each DPT4level is identified by use of an as well as

a number.

3. In the DOT, occupations are arranged within the OGA by OPT code, with

the most/least complex (circle one) occupations listed firgt.
.

4. As the complexity levels of People and/or Things increase, the

complexity level of Data increases/decreases. (Circle one)

S. Which occupation has the highest worker function level - AIRPLANE

INSPECTOR ort WATER-QUALITY TESTER?

The worker fuhctlon level required for an occupation may be determined simply

by looking at the middle three digits of the occupational code. The WTG

Guide provides general information as to DPT levels for the WTG's but since
.this is more general:, you will probably not use it too frequently.

=114mwm4414.=.4...
..

Go ahead and record the DPT levels for each of the occupations in columns 4-7

of the VAS.. The entries should be made at the bottom of page 3.

We also want to be able to apply the concepts of DPI to people. Although it is

often difficult to "summarize" all of a person's characteristics into a three
digit code, we .think you will find it helpful as a way of describing both
present capabilities and potentials. By using the examples of each DPT level
provided on pages 73-83 of the Handbook, you will probably be able to decide

'the approximate level of your own ability and potential in ego of the.three

areis.

[-

Please Urn to page 190 in the Appendix andcomplete the self-rating exercise.
When you have completed that activity, compare your ratings with those for the
occupations in columns 4-7. If your ratings in column 1 are lower than those

. in columns 44, put a circle around the occupation(s). If the-ratings in

column 2 are also lower than any circled rating, put an X in the circle in-

.
dicating that you doObt your potential to increase your worker function level



to that required for the occupation. If you have just a circle in one of the

columns, you are suggesting that although you don't feel that you presently

have the ability to function at that level, you could do so after a period of

preparation.

Before we leave worker (unction levels once again, there are two other char-

acteristics of DPT about which you piould know. First, the THINGS hierarchy

can be further refined to identify relationships to machinery. Five of the

levels specifically involve the worker with machinery:

0 - Setting-up

2 y Operating-Controlling

3 - Driving-Operating

5 - Tending

6 - Feeding-Offbearing

The other three levels (1 - Precision Working, 4 - Manipulating, and 7 -

Handling) gity. involve machinery occasionally, but the emphasis is on use of

the arms afidrhands. It is helpful to note that there are both machine and

non-machice activities at higher and lower THINGS levels. Some people have

preferences and skills which lead toward machinery while others do not- BY

.helping clients to identify their preferences and abilities in this area, wO

can increase the likelihood of a satisfactory and satisfying person/position

match.

Secondly, DPI can be used to identify the occupations within a MPG which are

most likely to be suitable for a client.

UNIT XVIII, EXERCISE II

If, for example, a client who had'selected WIG 06.01 as his primary interest

area did not want to be a supervisor, but had a DPI level no higher than

.384, you could quickly tientify which occupations should be explored first.

Look up the appropriate WTG in the WTG Guide and list the possible occuPations

in the above ekample. - (Note: .If you really wanted all the possible occupa-

tions, you would use the DOL Guide since the WTG Guarlists only the most
prevalent occupations in a WTG.)

1

4

By using your knowledge of industrial designation and OGA, you could'quickly

lave even more complicated problems. For example:

I.
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UNIT XVIII, EXERCISE III

Mary doesn't know what she wants to do. She is unable to decide between the
various WTG's although she did select Business.Detail as her #1 interest areao

You and.she have agreed that her GED level at placement will'be 3 and.her DPI

level .362. What three ocCUpations would you suggest for more detailed study?

(Again, use the WTG Guide even though the DOL Guide would yield more Opt1ons.1

Occupational Title Oicupational Code WTG

You later discover that a local company is looking for employees to record and

process alphanumeric data using electOdmechanical equipment. In which OGA

group would such a position most likely be found?'

You have now completed. a review.of the eight components in the Qualifications

Profile and should be able to see a range of rehabilitation-related uses.by

'combining several of the OP factors to either narrow or broaden.a person's

occupational focus. Here are two points to remember:
0

1. The work and qualifications.profiles do not contain all the important

comparisons between a person and a posifTW. Don't forget work be-
.

havior, job satisfaction, and other aspects which may be relevant

in specific instances.

2. You may not need to make a person/job patch comparison in each factor

area with some clients. By thinking about the titles of each factor
(e.g., GED, SVP, Aptitudes) you.will frequently be able to identify

factors of special concern* and focus additional diagnostic and ex-

ploration activities in these areas. For example, if a client's

disability is other than physical, you might mutually decide to
devote more effort to GED or Aptitude areas than Physical Demands

and Working Conditions. The effective use of DOT materials is as

much &matter of selectiviity as knowledge!



UNIT COMPLETING THE VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY
ft

Unit Objective: 1. To demonstrate the completion of the VAS as an a$d in
vocational planninq and.decision making.

INTRODUCTION:, in the.previous eight units, you have been using the VAS to

record Wolmation about yourself and about some occupations in which you are

interested. Now, we ore ready to evaluate the overall results of this effort

in much the same Wey as is done with clients engaged in a rehabilitation plan-

ning process.

In actual tase practice, the VAS would have.been completed somewhat differentli:

- VAS form VR would have been used (see page 140).

- The client would probably have been asked to complete columns 1 and 2

for the entire VAS before being shown the contents of columns 6-9. Be-

Caner at-the-judgements required, the rehabilitation worker would have -

completed these columns.

- The rehabilitation worker would also have completed columns 3-5 of

Form YR of the VAS.

',Depending bn the specific situation and need, the client might have been

asked to "justify" his/her self-ratings, using the rating code.

- Differences between the setf-ratings and rehabilitatbion worker's ratings

of the client would have been resolved through discussion or further as-

sessment. Obviously, agreement on a rehabilitation plan and goal is

unlikely unless there is first an agreement on the present situation.

Look at.dach of the occupation's in ishich you expressed an interest.
2

- first, reread the occupational definitions in light of the circles

and X's you have made to indicate likely conflicts. Do the require-

ments listed still seem appropriate to the occupation? Now that you

know more about the occupation, does it still interest you?

- If you discover that an occupation in columns 4-7 has no circles or

X's, that suggests that you could meet the worker requirements as you

presently understand them. .

- If your ratings in column 1 are above those for an occupation, you may

wish to consider whether the occupation would be sufficiently inter-

esting, challenging, and/qr satisfying.

- After you have revtewed each occupation, we ask that you select the
one-from columns.5-7 in which you are still the most interested.
Assume that you have decided to pursue this occupation beginning

-tomorrow.

Turr to page 5 of the VAS.

- Review the worker requirements for the occupa,ion you have selected and

- Enter the DOT abbreviation under "Area" in Part III of the VAS for

every circle or X that indicates conflict between your self-rating

and the worker requirement for the oc' :nation. For example, if a
circle appears around the math requiletent for the occupation in
which you are mostinterested, you wou,4 enter GED-M under the
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word "area' on thE VAS. This indicates that you recognize a

deficit in this area. Repeat this process for each circle or X

in the column you selected as your primary interest.

- For each deficit under "Area," think of an activity that would-

help you meet the likely requirementi of the occupation. Describe

it under "Activity." Ndxt to GED-M, for instance, you might write

"night school in bookkeeping." Be as specific as _possible.

- Indicate under "completion date" when you would be able to say that

you have met the worker requirement reflected in your "plan."

- Now go back and look at your self QP once again.

- Will your entries under "Activity" require longer than the time

. you listed for SVP?

- Do any'of the "Activities" require more potential.than you indicated

in column 2? Different types of work activities or work.situa-

tions?
4.

- If your answers to any of the above are yes, you may wish_ to re-

° think your "plan" or your seff-ratings.

- There may still be some aspects of the octupation for which you haven't'

developed an activity by which to bring yoyr worker characteristits in-

to line. If such "conflicts" still exist, you are saying in effect that

you can't change sufficiently.and therefore, the occupational require

ments must.

- Enter any such unresolved conflicts in Part IV of ihe VAS.
Describe each one under the word "Aeea." .

For each areaolgry and think of ways In which the occupational require-

ments might be modified through use of adaptive.equipment, job

restructuring, etc.' Enter these possibilities on the VAS.

- For any "conflicts" that remain, try to think of actual employment
settings where the worker requirement might not,be found.

7n the preceding process, you first considered hoit you might adapt/develop your

characteristics to those job requiremdnt's which you can't presently meet. The

more you were able to do this, the better the chances for a successful person/

position match. In areas where this wasn't possible, you sought ways of modi-

fying the job. Although a change in job requirements may not have been a viable

option for you, it is an increasingly likely prospect for disabled persons be-

cause of the "reasonable accommodation" features of affirmative action re-

quireMents. We think you'll agree, however, that the more it is necessary to

modify the job, the fewer possible settings will'be located.

In the lait part of the activity, the focus was on finding a position where the

typical job requirements are not present. This "specialized placement" result
is obviously difficult and when it is netessary, the chances of a successful

outcome are.reduced. If, however, we know the specific areas in which a person

cannot meet the demands of a job, we are more likely to be able to negotiate

successfully.

Hopefully, you found at least one .new occupation for which you could "plan"
activities to meet all of the likely occupational requirements. For some



clients, however, you ma:, jointly conclude that their first choices have too

many circles and X's for which no remedial services can be developed. (Remem-

ber; it'is not the number of conflicts thq makes an occupation unrealistic,

but the inability to "resolve" them.) When the occupations originally selected

for study have to be abandoned, the process can be repeated rather quickly

with others. The identification of a qualifications profile for most occupa-
tions should require only a few minutes to complete. If, however, no other

specific occupations have been identifieds.the client's QP can be compared with

the general program files for the WTG's. This process is fully explained on

page 154 in the Appendix.

A final note: The SR Form of the VAS which you have been using was developed

expressly for this manual and probably has its principal utility las a training

tool. A slightly different version, Form VR, allows for a full summary of

ta) client ielf-ratings, (b) staff ratings of a client's worker characteristics

and (c) WTG data Summary for up to four occupations. Two copies of Form VR are

included on pages 140 through 150. Also, a one page VAS Form (Form VAS-S) is
found on page 152; it can be used in a variety of ways, takes up little space,

but requires knowledgeable and careful interpretation.



UNIT XX . CASE PRACTICE

yaitableradygs; 1. To provide examples of how DOT materials can be used to
assis/ in rehabi)itation casework.

ela

2. To 'emonstrate the application of previously learned
skills in all aspects of the DOT and related materials.

INTRODUCTION: In this unit, you are going to continue working with the two
clients (lonald and Alice) whom you met in Unit VIII. You will be asked to

review the case history material already presented as well as the results of

your earlier efforts on their behalf. Then you will be provided with addi-

tional case matdiial and asked to develop some rehabilitation plans for them.

Remember that you now have a great deal of occupationally significant informa-

t n available to you. The idea is to use it to raise questions which will

he ith further assessment and planning decisions.

Ron Palumbo:

1. Please reread the'original case data provided in Unit VIII, pages
45-46. You should also read your responses to the exercises on

page 46.

2.. Use a VAS-VR Form from the Appendix to record information on Ron.

First, enter his name and in column 6, the title of his last occu-
pation and the most likely worker requirements for thatpccupation
in each of the eight QP areas. Use a pencil so that you Can make

changes later.

3. Read the case material presented to his rehabilitation counselor
on 8/3/78 when Ron applied for VR services (pages 97-104).



MEDICAl...REPORT

Patient: Ronald Palumbo
St. Michael's Hospital
Lawton, RI

DISCHARGE SUMMARY:

.Admitted 1/5/78
Discharged 2/24/78

CHIEF COMPLAINT: Right-sided weakness and aphasia.

PRESENT ILLNESS: This was a 38-year old, white ma% who related initially

through sign language. Approximrtely five mohths ago he had an episode of

right neck and head pain with as4ociated diplopia. The symptoms persisted

for approximately two hours and then subsided. He apparently had been other-

wise asymptomatic. He was married and had been working gainfully. On the day

of admission at approximately 1:00 p.m. while at home he complained of dizzi-

ness and right leg weakness. He did not appreciate a period of unconsciousness

but vomiting occurred and the patient was brought .to the Emergency Room of

St. Michael's Hospital arriving at 1:50 p.m. on 1/5/78. His level of con-

sciousness at the time of arrival was described as non-responsive with

decerebrate-like movements. Right hemiparesis was appreciated, as the patient's

level of alertness improved and as late as 2:25 p.m. the patient was talking

clearly and moving all extremities, but at 2:45 p.m. the findings of right

hemiparesis and aphasia recurred. Patient remained in this state to the time

of the initial physical examination.

POSITIVE PHYSICAL FINDINGS: The patient's blood pressure on admission was

reported as 120/88, respirations 249 regular pulse of 88 and temperature 100.

The patient was a well-developed, well-nourishbd white male lying in bed.

Nasogastric tube was in place. Pertinent findings revolved about the neuro-

logical system and were as follows: Patient was alert and responding minimally

at the verbal level but had no receptive aphasia. He followed commands direct-

ly with left-sided extremities briskly but somewhat incoordinate. The right-

sided extremities demonstrated dense himiplegia as regards the upper extremity

but there was some ipasticity of the right lower extremity. The deep tendon

reflexes were symmetrical. There wai no evidence for clonus or Babinski at

this time. The patient had a right-sided hypalgesia, including the face,

trunk, and extremities. Cranial nerves revealed a let sixth nerve palsy.

The pupils were equal at 2 millimeters in diameter ind reacted slightly to

light. There was no evidence of papilledema in the fundi, no hemorrhages or

exudates. The left fundus was somewhat more'difficult to see than the right

because of the medial deviation of the eye. Patient noted diplopia on visual

examination but could count fingers well bilaterally. Visual fields to gross

, confrontation could not be properly executed. Patient had a right central

facial weakness which wasvarked and the patient's tongue deviated to the

right. The gag.reflex was slightly depressed.

LABORATORY DATA: Blood studies on admissio were unremarkable. The cerebro-

spinal fluid protein was 21 mg. Copious ad itional laboratory, data occur on

the patient's chart as does the ipectrum of x-rays. The significant findings

in the aggregate of the patient's right brachial angiogram and left brachial

angiogram were in the final analysis unremarkable.

COURSE IN HOSPITAL: FollOwing admission, the patient's lumbar puncture was

performed and revealed an opening pressure of 140 millimeters of water with
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clear fluid to the laboratory which was unremarkable. The patient was seen

in medical consultation by Dr. Whittier. He was treated initially conserva-

tively with Decadron and bed rest and close neurological observation. He

I improved progressively to the point where angiography was undertaken and first

a left carotid angi.ogi-am followed by a right brachial and then a left brachial
angiogram in sequential fashion which proved to be unrevealing in the final

ahalysis as regards the etiology of the patient's right-sided hemiparesis. In

due course, his urinalysis grew out E. coli. He was treated appropriately in

consultation by Dr. Drew. A CAT scan failed to reveal any significant ab-

normality. Brain scan was similarly unrewarding. The patient was seen in

neurological consultation by Dr. Washington and subsequently in rehabilitation

consultation by Dr. Allen. The patient was transferred to the Neurological
Service under Dr. Washington's care; with progressive improvement of the

patient's right hemiparesis to a semifunctional.level. The patient was dip-

charged to be followed on an outpatient basis hy Dr. Washington and Dr. Allen

with appivriate on-going physiotherapy.

CONDITION ON OISCHARGE: Alive and 1mproved.4.

DISCHARGE DIAGNOSIS: Right hemiparesis secondary to left cerebral ischemic

event.

Dictation Date: 5/16/78
Transcribed: 5/22/78

/
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April 11, 1978

PHYS1ATRIC CONSULTATIONRonald Palumbo
James Allen, M.D.

.cc: Dr. Washington
Physical Therapy--Mrs. Lummis
Dr. Fanning
Rehabilitation CounselorDitvid Gray

Patient walks unTimited distances with short leg brace and a Lofstrand

crutch. He Plias movement of the right shoulder and elbow and a slight finger

motion. Motions of the hip and knee are strong with weakness of ankle 'dorsi-

flexion. Position sense and Pin prick are intact.

Speech articulation is still difficult,to understand at times. Ataxia is not.

present on the left except that rapidly alternating movements at the hand are

slow but good at the ankle.
4'4

Patient is to continue physical therapy 2X/week. He was toid that relatively

rapid improvement.can be expected for-another 3 months and more ilowly for

about 6 months thereafter.

Patient was encouraged to recontact Dr. Fanning for speech sessions once a

week and to contact David Gray for vocational counseTing.'

Return in 2 months.

James W. Allen, M.D.
Director, Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
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To: Re:

Joyce A. Bergeron Ron Palumbo

Personal Physician 29 June 78
es

Evaluation: Speech/Language

Brief History:
Ronald.is a 38 year old man who sustained a CVA on 5 January 1978. He

was discharged from the Extended Care Unit on 25 March. He served as his ovinl

historian for the present information.

Social/psychologfcal:
At the time of his stroke Ron had been married about seventeen years.

The stresses resulting from his illness have been monumental personally and

financially to Ron and his family. Nis wife, Elaine, has taken a job to

ease the financial problems and help pay bills. Ronald is a determined but

sometimes'stubborn person. This proved to be an asset during his recuperation

period since he never gave up tryini to.get better. However, he has lost a

great deal of self-confidence and expressed depression over his present

situation. His present goals are to improve his speech and to go back to

work.

Language .sk ills:

He feels he hasOmproved somewhat since his discharge but finds people

very poor listeners. He often gets upset because he has to repeat over and

over.

Testing observations:
Informal and formal testing revealed him to function adequately in

comprehension skills.

Verbal expression was functional in respect to work choice, grammatical

skills and sentence length. Articulation skills were moderately involved and

generally characteristic of an ataxic,dysarthria. The most deviant speech

patterns noted were monoloudness and monopitch. Stress patterns tended to be

absent because of the pitch and loudness problems. Consonants tended to be'

imprecise with vowels relatively unaffected. 'Voice quality was acceptable.

Rate tended to be reduced and programmed.

Reading skills were functional. He was administered selected sub-tests

of the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty and performed adequatelpat the

8th grade ceiling level. He stated he hasn't yet been interested in reading

anything other than a book on UFO's which he received from a friend.

Writing was performed with his left hand and was described as adequate

for his present needs. Aowever, he is not satisfied.with his penmanskip.

Hearing was screened at 20 decibels and found to be adequate throughout

the frequency\range. He said that one month ago his hearing was "down but,

all of a suddA one day I could hear things again--things I never knew were

there before." Ibis writer had.followed Ron during his hospital stay and

hadn't noted a hearing loss.

Summary:
Ron js now 51/4 months post CVA. He has experienced unhappiness,because of

being unemployed, hot feels he has'learned to be more-appreciative of life in
general, and is changing for the better.
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Comprehension skills are functional; verbal expression is moderately

dysarthric characterized by monopitch and loudness. Stress is moderately

involved with fluency programmed and choppy. Consonants are more affected

'Alm vowels. Reading and writing are functional at.a basic level. Hearing

is normal.

Recommendations: .

Overall I feel Ron has &greater potential in speech clarity. He has

little insight of his limitations, i.e., what components of his speech make

him unintelligible to many People. I feel he is a candidate for speech .

therapy with goale.
directed in the areas of auditory discrimination, education

and recognition of the fact that sobiety will not.change for Ron Palumbo. .

-cc: Dr. Allen
Dr. WashIngton
Dr. Bergeron
David Gray

Rehabilitation Counselor
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Wilma R. Nutley Sc.D.4
Speech Pathologist



Nuts and Bolts Counseling Associates

Psychologicel Review
Ronald Palumbo
July 25, 1978

Ronald is a thirty-eight year old marriedsman who recently suffered a cardio-

vascular accident which has left him physically disabled. Neurological damage

seems to be centered in the left hemisphere of'the brain as physical impairment

'is contained to the.right side and to disturbances in speech. Ron has an

excellent work history, working his way up from machinist Jobs to supervisory

positions. Presently he,is much depressed by his unfortunate disebility and

wants to return to work. His physical problems and unimployment create feel- .

ings of inadequacy and,low self-esteem. His self-image is further aepressed

by the fact that his wife has had to go to work to support the family. 0

Intellectually the stroke has detrimentally affected Ronald's functioning

within the verbal realm. The results of the Wechsler Adult Intelli§ence Scale

indicate that his overall level of intellectual functioning fallsjwithin the

low average range, with a full scale IQ of 80. However, the overall IQ is

depressed by the lowered verbal IQ of 71. Ronald's verbal skills are pres

ently within the borderline defective range in comparison to other adults his

age. His information processing of verbal material and verbal expression have

been greatly depressed due to the CO. His general fund of information and
long-term memory are below averige, bs well as his social judgement. Language

development ancrarithmetic reasoning pre borderline; whereas abstract reason-

ing and auditory shortr.term memory are defective.

_ill thin the4terformance_ realm _abilities_ measured.. are averige_ (P
indicating normal intellectual functioning of visual-motor skills. Short-

term memory for visOal symbols and ability to learn new material is at an

average level of development. Thus it seems that short-term memory diffi-

culties are limited to verbal symbols.

With extensive speech therapy it ieems that Ron will be able to increase his

ability to communicate. Test results indicate that he is capable of learning

new material if he so desires.

t4;



RN.

APPLICATION FOR VR SERVICES

8/3/78

NAME: ROnMa Esalut-4X)

AftRESS: 31. Appian Rnack

DOB: 3iRe/J4401. AGE: ,

SEX: ti VETERAN STATUS: t,thim.d'enc.hckt.6

S.S. NO.: 097-333 ia/a
SPOUSE: E

CHILDREN: Name

:...Tcfseph

Arv.)

MARITAL STATUS: kr)

AGE: .37 OCCUPATION: Reke rt.-iodise

Age Health

(0 6,0

15t,

PHYSICAL PROBLEM: /1.1 r1v& ankba. -h-cind à.i Lim.ok. I have._
+rtubApita-king elearij bf mdst peilprEre::&n IR:y:1er

.6-foryi me. now, .had Qv R n _Januar.i

HOW `DOES THIS LIMIT YOUR ABILITY TO ItiORK?' Ca IV+ Iltioye.. arouild cra

fast cls_ 142.-Core.lear)"4- _,..fstna itp nil LI aj Cant 1-

fin96f.:5 faFj- HI 6.3h-t hand.
WHAT DOCTORS HAVE BEEN TO FOR.THESE PROBLEMS.? t5t. ie..Ame.1.1 +los pi1-c.11

WHAT .1S YOUR PRESENT. INCOME? SSE)i Q-A? P110.

-

EDUCATION: &See pre V IOUS ShCe



ARE YPU-INTERESTED IN FURTHER EDUCATION CR TRAININi? ç4 know -

(*An& Iue hod Onrusi--fholh.
EMPLOYMENT:

pay ipus ,she

WHAT KIND OF WORK 'WOULD YOO LIKE TO DO? I'd ); kt, old jnh hr-ick

Vp,tt brA-ter abort- f4,,iD4 4114

ReM t on are*
-For a ma.Verats honali.n5 Coorclinakor:- a+ his plate .

-Thei Wont' Soll tone... who iinoug:-..th Heiot

Then hi Wife- 4)4nis .ht -16 1)e.., Co hpLii-er cfc:ro-tor

be.C.Oms44. +ha71-1.5 415 around here_. To III -irw_ 4rirkh

I ciortk- Know wild* I Con do dni more.. .
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Ron has expressed interest in three occupOtions besides the one already

entered in column 6 of the VAS. For each of these occupations, find the

proper base title, industrial designation and Worker Trait Group. Enter,

this informetion in column 7-9 of the "AS. Then, using your skills with

the DOT and the WIG materials, determine the most likely QP for each

occupation;

Here are some selected case notes from the client's record.

8/5/78 Ron states that he is "sick of being sick" and that he misses,being with

lots of people every.day. He is upset by his family whom he feels is "spoiling

me when I can do for myself." He also says that the worst part of the day is
when everyoneis away at school and work while he is home alone.

Client says he has organized his life because he likes "a good routine where I

know what I'm going to do." He works on the house in the morning (pitinting,

replacing floor boards, etc.), takes a lon9 walk around noon, and then helps

his sons with their old VW after school. 'I mostly tell them what to do so.

they'll learn." He states that he no longer uses the crutch but carries a

cane when outdoors "just in case."'

He relited being able to assemble a new bike for his daughter. He had no

difficulty.with the instructions or diagrams but found use of small tools

(e.g., screwdriver) the most difficult. "I was sort of slow, but it came out

fine." His speech was more easily understandable when describing this activ-

ity than when discussing what he wants tts do. Client was given self-assessment

materiels to take home.

8/12/78'Called Mr. Towne regarding re-employment possibilities. He would con-

sider-rehiring Ron in his old job, but it requires that he train qew workers

and be involved in some of the negotiations for new contracts.' Actual machine

operation and setup isn't required although, actording to Mr. Towne, "it helps.'

to be able to demonstrate." The tool-crib.supervisor's job was also mentioned.

The tools and jigs.weigh 20 pounds or less; there are three workers to be

supervised (one per shift); and.the record keeping involves inventory and

recommendations forwhew purchases.

Ron was back with the self-assessmdnt materials. He was confident.about most of

his current ratings (WA 1, 4, 9, 10; WS 3, 8,.10; GED - R & L 4; Apts G, St 4- P

= 3,-v-4; PD L, 4, 5, 6; WC 1, 5.) but unsure of a few. He is uncomfortable with

"anything to do with figures." "And I used,. to be really good *with them." He,

00 had difficulty with the words "routine, definite, organized" and said

that he likes tO have things organized and well setup, but wouldn!t want to do

the same task over and over. Also, he said he liked people but ."they don't

ahrays take the time to listen to me."

8/15/78 Called Dr. Bergeron for a medical update, especially concerning physi-

cal capacity. Hasn't seen Ron lately but has appointment scheduled next week.
She wants us to tell her what jobs are Wing considered so that she can decide

if he can handle them. Her only other tomment was that he "shouldn't do any-

, thing too heavy."



Using the information now available to you about Ron. complete as much of

columns 3, 4, and 5 as possible. You don't have enough information to
complete a Q.P. on Ron, but you will find that you can extract quite a
bit of vocationally relevant data from what is avallable.

Now review and comparp columns 3-5 with columns b.9. Are there portions

of the client columns which are blank or in which 2ou put question marks

where more information is needed before helping Ron make sound vocational

decisions? If so, circle those areas in columns 3 cr 4.

UNIT XX, EXERCISE I

Based on those circles, develop a4series of questions to the treating physician.

to a vocational evaluator, and to Ron to obtain the information you believe is*.

needed.

- Remember to ask only vocationall'y relevant questions.

- In wording your questions, remember that the more specific the.ques-
tions, the more helpful the answers.

- Donrt worry abotit phraseology and writing style - in this exercise.

content counts!

A. To Dr. Bergeron.

I.

B. To Coordinator, Valley Comprehensive Vocational Assessment Center.'



C. To Ron.

When you have completed this exercise, you should check your responses on

pages 170 through 174 in the Appendix.

f

Alice Pinkerton

Reread the case record data (pages 47-48), the exerpises.(pages,49-50),

and the additional material (Pages 108-113) regarding Alice.

Enter the most likely worker requirements for the four occupations being

considered for her. Use columns 6-9 of a VAS-VR form from pages 146-

150.

Develop as omplete a Q.P. as can be determined from available data.

Enter i n column 3.



'MAZE UNION HIGH SCHOOL

IROMIST DRIVE

LOYALTON, N.H.

FINAL REPORT: Alice Pinkerton

Since Alice is nearly 21, sta will be leaving school having made excellent

peogress here. A summary of annual testing with the Peabody Individual

tAchievement'Tpst (PIAT) is prodded.

DATE: 4/13/72 4/73 5/74 5/75 5/76

Sub . Grade-Equivalent G.E. G.E. G.E. G.E.

Math 1.8 2.1 3.1 3.9 2.6

Reading Rec. 5.4 6.4 8.4 8.1 7.9

Reading Comp. 4.7 4.5 4.2 5.0 5.8

SOelling 5.8 5.6 5.8 6.0 6.7

Gen'l Info. ' 4.7 6.3 7.2 8.8 7.2

C. Age 15-6 16-7 17-8 18-8 19-8

Total Test 4.3 4.8 5.3 6.0 5.6

We also arranged foe Al e to be seen again for intellectual assessment with

the following results:

DATE SEEN: 6/6/76

WAIS Results

Information 5 .

Comprehensive 4

. Arithmetic
Simtlarities 7

Digit Span 6

Vocabulary 6

Verbal Score IT

DOB: 9/14/56

Digit Symbol 5

Picture Completion 7

Block Design 4

Picture Arrangement 4

Object Assembly 1

Performance Score 29r

Verbal Score 72

Performance Score 61

Full Scale 65

Our special education staff has supplied this summary of Alice's present

situation:

Adjustment of Child to Living Situation: Fxcellent. Handles all self'.:

care skills ably. Is compatible wfth authurity and peers% Not given to

spontaneous initiative in routIne chores, but is willing and able when .

asked. Requires little supervision..

Psy Report: Not a complicated individua". Her developmental geteble is

stow, but not slower than expected for cne with her handicap.

It

Treatment: Alice is constantly being given added responsibility, conse-
TpliFfTiihe feels responsible for realistic workloads. Socially stables

not requiring treatment.



S.

Review ofjoals with child: Does not project long-range goals - she is

short-term goal oriented. May be unable to worry about vocat1on41 future.
Down's people are notoric--ly limited in this regard.

School is currently planning with family for termination of enrollment

in June, 1976 and for transfer to vocational program thereafter.

Henry P. ApInetons Coordirlat
Special Services Section

.109
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. WORK ASSESSMENT REPORT: ALICE PINKERTON

- COMPLETION DATE: 11/21/78

Duping the past six weeks, this client has been programmed into the work eval-
.

uation room three hours weekly to obtain more baseline data on her capabilities.'
In addition, her work in the workshop has heen monitored more closely and she

has been-interviewed on two occasions.

Alice insists that she wants to leave the workshop. She ways she wants to

"earn more money" and "work on a machine." he puts most of her earningi in

a bank account but saves a portion for new clothes and bracelets. She can

count and make change.in simple transactions.

On the Wide Range Achievement Test (WHAT), she scored at the 5.6'grade level
on Reading, 6.1 in Spelling and 2.1 in Math. On the Minnesota Paper Form
Board she achieved a percentile rank of only 15,as compared with the easiest
norms available. Her scores on three manual dexterity tests (Bennett Hand
Tool, Purdue Pegboard and Crawford Small Parts) are wide ranging. She did

poorest (no score above 25/percentile) on the Crawford, slightly better on
the Purdue (scores ranging from the 33-:? percentile) and fairly well on the
Bennett Hand Tool Test (45 Oercentile against general norms).

j

In the workshop, her production averages 50-65% of that expected of workers
considered "ready for placement." Depending on the task, however, this varies
from 21% to 222%. 'She is much more highly motivated when there is a machine
involved (any machine!) &Ad does better when her routine ii not disturbed.
She only complains of fatigue when on a job she dislikes. Her quality also

varies :according_to the job. She has fair to good work.habits and does not
bother other workers. She. has no tolerance for sudden noises or distractions

but is not bothered by constant. repetitive qoise. She is overly dependent
on supervisors, but will work, very hard in return for praise. Peer relation-,

ships are fair.

Alice appears to learn best from demonstration and does not lerIplaly or
from verbal directions. She generally tries several work patt ns methods.'

rarely settling on one.

_

Vgilagif

4

4
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r.

PHYSICIANS,STATEMENT

Except as noted, no medical condition exists which would preclude

the above named individual from participation in work, real or

simpTated, as part of a rehabilitation 'or training program.

Made tone ts not sufficient to allow for heavy lifting, pushing

or pulling. Individual may initially experience inability to stand

or maneuver longer than two hours without sitting.

A specialist examination of the cardiovascular system is recommended

prior to any task other than sedentary.

Sincerely,

./C
J. L. Doherty, M.D.
Consulting Physician
October 1, 1977

I.
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To: Emil Stanley September,9, 1978

From: J. L. Doherty, M.D.

As requested, I have reexamined Alice Pinkerton and can offer the

followiog information in the areas mentioned in your phone call on August 13.

Although Alice remains somewhat-obese, her muscle tone is much improved

since I first saw her. I would still advise against jobs involvinsg heavy

lifting, but would think that she could perform jobs which do not exceed 40

pounds or so. There are no medical contraindfcations to standing. I would

suggest that this be left up to her, assuming, of course, that she is given

the standard rest periods found in most work pl7aces.

She was seen by Dr. Blood, the Cardiovascular specialist, on'Jan. 3,

1978. He found.no gross abnormalities and approved the diet and exercise

regime she was on. I will forward a copy of Dr. Blood's report for your

records.

4.



Staff Notes

1. Spoke with Mt. Grundy at XYZ Shoe. The Job of Heel Sorter is a high

turnover position apparently because of the speed requirement coupled

with the fine discrimination required to see small craCks or defects in

. the heels. Since it is an entry level job, they have difficulty getting

workers who can make the judgements quickly. Mr. Grundy was reluctant

to consider a longer OJT program. (Sept. 159 1978)

2.. Talked with Fanny at the restaurant. She showed me the kitchen area

which is pretty hectic and crowded. The dishwashing machine is new and

semiautomatic. It still requires feeding and filling the soap and rinse

cups and routine cleaning of the brushes and drains. It isn't noisy, but

the area is. Fanny also showed me the salad making operation which is

a simple one, well within Alice's ability. (Sept. 17, 1978)

Visited the Aspen Furniture Co. today, to view the furniture assembler ,

position. In addition to the usual worker requirements, flexibility, .

would be required because of the variety of pieces to be assembled.

MUch of their business comes from mail orders and thus a worker might

assemble 25 - 30 different pieces in a day. For each,- there is.a set of

specifications which include size of components, assembly sequence, etc.

The worker must be able to work from the specifications with little or

no supervisory assistance. I was very favorably.impressed with the

workers and supervisors. They would be willing to consider a longer

than usual OJT. (Oct. 1, 1978)

--Howard-Johnsonitianager-Othe-Holiday-Inn,--called-about-the--butlding
maintenance worker. He wants a person who can' do all the setup for sales .

,meetings as well as cleaning. This would fequire reading the sales orders

and setting up correct tables, . AV equipment, etc. Besides cleaning the

meeting rooms, the worker must keep the entry way open. Lawns and side-

walks are cared for by other workers. (Oct. 1, 1978)

0111.
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UNIT XX, EXERCISE II
..

A. In whith areaphould you want additional information before deciding
on a placemen

,

.

.

.

.

B. If you had to select one of the four placements with the data now
available, which one would be most appropriate? .

.

Turn to pages 175-178 in the Appendix to check your responses.
,

P.%

r.
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Postscript

This manual hai presented a pycess by which.occupational information Can be

used to organize and synthes ze case data by comparing client characteristics

with the requirements made on workers in a wide range of occupations. To

help you learn the process, you'were asked tb follow i fairly rigt;(forTat

complete a lot of exercises and appraise your own vocational chara eristics.
s

Despite this-structured approach, we have tried to show how each profestional

can--and must--adapt the process to their unique,circumstances of,clients, job

markets, and resources.. Whether you use anY of the forms contained herein or

adapt them to your own situation is,less important than that you understand

how to use occupational information to organize casejmaterial and your evalu-

iiTve/cdunseling effortt to improve the person/job match.

The Dictionary of Occupational Titles and related materials prOvide an in-

valuable resource in vocational decision-making. It is, however, only one

approach to a professiénal activity which'requires--and has - -several. Pro-

fessionals need to be conversant with all the major approaches since no one

has been shown to be universally applicable. Said another way, "when the

ohly tool'we have is a hammer, we treat all problems as if they are nails."

With two exceptions, the forms used in this manual have limited usefulness

outside the realm of training as they are too long for everyday usage. The

short' form of the VAS (page 152) provides a quick summary of problems in a

particular person/job match; the Q.P. approach tO vocational exploration

(pages 154-158) has.been found to be a good tool for use udth clients who

can't seem ti startee in theeicrifoi;itiön.procest.And by the way, both
of these forms were.adapted by rehabilitation practitioners from earlier ver-

sions. As you find innovative ways to apply the materials in this manual,

please share them.

The checklists in Appendix C (pages 180-190) have appeared in various forms

since 1965. These versions were designed for training, not client purposes.

You should feview the commercial versions before.developing your own. This

is* however, a Improudsing technique to encouraqe client participation in

career planning.

It is neither possible nor professionally sound to apply the material presented

herein in a mechanical or nuMerical way. Without the essential ingredients of

professional judgement, active client participation, and current, locally rel-

evant, occupational information, this approach can be dangerously invalid. As

presented in this manual, however, the approach offers a needed supplement to

more traditional vocational assessment strategies. It has been utilized with

a large number of disabled clients in a variety of settings. When icombined

with goode.client centered assessment activities, the approach has been found

to be accurateo'functional, and efficient. Each rehabilitation worker must

ultimately decide how to fit the approach and materials into their case prac-

tice and work setting. Appendix D (191-193) contains two models which may

prove helpful. The first model relates to a public vocational :ehebilitation

agency,while the second Pelates to a vocational assessment facility.

2
. 1 11i3

Charles W. Robinson
September, 1979



'DEFINITIONS:

.

A CUP OF ALPHABET SOUP

APPENDIX A

1. I.W.R.P.:

2. ELEMENT:

3. TASK:

4. POSITION:

S. JOB:

Individualized Written Rehabilitation Program. A.detailed.

description of the goals and services to be provided during
'the vocational rehabilitation process.

The smallest .step into which a work activity.can be sub-
divided practicably without analyzing deicrete motions and

'mental proteiseS. EXAMPLES: Picking 04-kit-and 1104
threading the nut onto the bolt; using hand tools to
tighten. .

One or more elements which constitite a distinct activity
conducted to accomplish.a specific .purpose. EXAMPLES:
Mbunting and tightening a bicycle chain guardlWinT.
assembly;

A collection of tasks which constitute the total work as-
signment of a single worker. There are as many positions
as workers.

A group of positions with identical major tasks which are
found in a single organization and which cadbe described
in a single analysis. EXAMPLE: Bicycle assembler,
Columbia Bicyclb Co.

6. OCCUPATION: A group of similar jobs found in several establishments.
.EXAMPLE4 Assembler, Bicycle (motor and bicycle) 806.684-
Darniembler, Bicycle (motor and bicicle) 806.687-010. .
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7. 0.G.A.: Occupationdl Group Arrangement. A system fqr organizirig

occupations.on the basis of products or services provided

or the processes and materials used. Each occupation is

.coded into one of the nine Categories,"one of the 82

Divisions and one of the 559 Groups. The firsf 3 digits

ing.75ECOpational code indicates the Category, Division

and'Group to which an occupation has-been assigned. ,

8. IND. DES.: Industrial DesignatiOn. A system for organizing occupa-

tions on the basis of the industry in which they are

typically found. The industry to which an occupation is

assigned is listed in parentheses following the base title

for the occupation.

9. D.P.T.:

10. W.T.G::1,

Data, People,. Things. A system for identifying the extent

to which an occupation requires the worker 0 relate to

data, people, and things. The level of data, people, and
things involvement required for an occupation is indicated

by the 4th, 5th, and 6th bOT digits. The term Worker

Function Level is used to, summarize the Data, People, and

Things Level for a partictilar occupation or person.

Worker Trait Group.. A system for organizing occupatiOns on

the basis of common interests, and worker qualifications

required for average successful performance. All occupa-

tions are coded into one of twelve interest areas, one of

66 worker requirement groups and one of 348 s b-groups--

also known as Worker Requirement Groups and Wo Grou s

11. JOB ANALySIS: A systematic method of obtaining informationsabout the work

performed and required worker requirements of a position,

Job, or occupation by study and recording of the elements

and/or tasks involved.

12. ?.P.: Qualifications-Profile. A summation of the patterns of

work activities, situations and.conditiont, general educa-

tional development, specific vocational preparation,
aptitude, and physical demands found either in an occu-

pation or an individual.



:.%

13. G.E.D.:e

14. APT.:

15. S.V.P.:

17. W.C.:

18. W.S.:

19. W.A.:

20. E.C.:

General Educational Development. Those aspects of formal
and informal education which tontribute to the worker's
(a) reasoning development and ability to follow instruc-
tions, and (b) acquisition of "tool" knowledges such as
language and mathematical skills.

Aptitude. The quickness or ease with which a task is
learned. The Department of Labor has identified eleven
aptitudes which are work related.

Specific Vocational Preparation. The amount of time re-
quired to learn the techniques, acquire the-information, *

and develop the facility needed for average performance is
a specific job-worker situation.

Physical Demands. The physical capacities required of
workers in order for them to perform in job-worker situa-
tions.

Working Conditions. Those physical surroundings of job-
worker situations which makespecific demands upon a
worker's physical capacities.

Work Situations. The adaptability requirements made on
workers by specific types of job/worker situations. An
occupation may be described by the types of worker adapt-

ability required. Alio, a person may select groups of
occupations in which he/she is likely to be saairted by .

identifying the work situations involved. Formerly re-

ferred to as TEMPERAMENT FACTORS.

Work Activities. , A system for classifying the tasks per-
, formed by workers according to 10 types of work activities.

An occupation can be described by the major types of work
activities involved. Also, a person may select groups of
occupations in which he/she is likely to be interested by
identifying the work activities involved. Formerly referred

to as INTEREST FACTORS.

Environmental Conditions. This Oterm, which appears in sqme

publications of the Department of Labor, is interchangeable
with the term Working Conditions.



The Minnesota Theory of Work Adjustment was developed over a period of years

into a very useful series of rehabilitation tools. Because the research

associated with the Minnesota Theory is so large and so applicable to voca-

tional rehabilitation, the reader is urged to refer directly to the source

for a complete bibliography.

For purpose of this manual, however, it is important to note that 20 state-

ments were developed to describe job satisfaction/occupational reinforcers.

These statements were used in a questionnaire which assesses client job

satisfaction needs (The Minnesota Importance Questionnaire) and to describe

the likely satisfyers in over 100 different occupations. The 20 statements

are as follows:

1. AU - Ability Utilization: I could do somethina that makes use of my

abilities.

2. Ach - Achievement: The job could give me a feeling of accomplishment.

3. Act - Activity: I could be busy all the time.

4. Adv - Advancement: ,The job would provide an opportunity for advancement.

5. Au Authority: I could tell people what to do.

6. CPP - Company Policies and Practices: The company would administer its

policies fairly.

7. Com - Compensation: My pay would compare well with that of other

workers.

8. Cow - Co-workers: My co-workers would be easy to make friendsmWith.

9. Cre - Creativity: I could try out some of my own ideas.

10. Ind - Independence: I could work alone on the job.

11. MV - Moral Values: I could do the work without feeling that it is

morally wrong.

12. Rec - Recognition: I could get recognition for the work I do.

13. Res - Responsibility: I could make decisions on my own.

14. Sec - Security: The job would provide for steady employment.

15. SSe - Social Service: I could do things for other people.

16. SSt - Social Status: I could be "somebody" in the community.

17. SHR - Supervision-Human Relations: My boss would back up the workers

(with top management).

18. ST - Supervision-Technical: My boss would train the workers well.

19. Var - Variety: I could do something different every day.

20. WC - Working Conditions: The job would have good working conditions.

.112
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The MIQ is essentially a self-administered instrument which requires only a

minimum of supervision. It should be administered in a quiet and comfortable

setting. The vocational counselor may either call attention to the directions

printed on the MIQ, or read the directions to the counselee. Since a separate

answer sheet is used, the counselor should monitor the first several responses

to ensure that the counselee is completing the answer sheet properly. Average

time required to complete the MIQ is 35 minutes.

The MIQ is appropriate for use with adults or with high school students.

has a reading difficulty level of about 5th grade. However, needs (preferences

for reinforcers) may not be well enough defined until the 10th grade for most

individuals. Therefore, the MIQ is most appropriate for use with 16-year-old

and older individuals.

The MIQ has been shown to be a highly reliable inftrument. Need scores and

need profiles have been found to be stable over periods of as long as ten

months. Several validity studies of the MLQ have indicated that it measures

what it was intended to measure. Technical details of reliability and

validity studies may be found in the 1971 MIQ manual (Gay, et al.) and in the

references included in the 1972 monograph on application of the Theory of

Work Adjustment (Lofquist & Dawis).

Note: For additional information contact: Work Adjustment Project, Industrial

Relations Center, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455



Critical Vocational Behaviors

Gordon Krantz is assistant director of the Cooperative School-
Rehabilitation Center at Minnetpnke. Minnesota. Re hes formerly
served as a vocational iehalfilitation counselor, district supervisoo
for a state vocational rehabilitation agency. psychologist at a
sheltered workshop, and fc;unding editor of the Vocational Emit-
uation and Work Adjustment Association Bulletin. Re received

Gordon Krantz his M.A. in psychology from the University of Minnesota.

The focus of this discussion is upon work adjustment as
a means for promoting criOcid vocational behaviors. These
behaviors have the following characteristics: .

1. The behaviors are criticalthey each make a critical
difference in whether the client will be employed.

2. They are vocationalthey apply directly *to adult
occupation at levels from competitive employment to at
least sheltered employment and work activity.

3. They are behaviorsthey are actions of the client
that can be seen and describedz rather than constructs sup-
posed to be inside the client anll to cause his actions.

From the Iasi point, it follows that one might give a list
of critical vocational behaviors which .could then In dealt
with according to 'any number oftheories about why peo-
ple behave the way they do. Describing behaviors as
courses of client action may give the impression that the
work adjuster can afford to be ignorant of why people arc
what they are, do what they do, and change what they do,
since all he is dealing with is the behavior itself. Such an
impression would be false. Granted, describing a problem
as one of a vocational behavior has the virtue of mat neces-
sarily invoking some mysterious psycho'ggical dynamism.
The dynamism may be there nevertheless and may require
skillful management in order to bring a class of vocational
behavior up to a critical minimum. A good list of critical
vocational behaviors must therefore be non-theoretical
without' being anti-theoretical. It should leave freedom for
"grabbing each case by its proper handle."

A good list should be founded upon observation of what
people must do in order to be employed. Sitting down and
making a free-hand analysis of what is probably required
by jobs in general might be helpful, but an actual tally of
why rehabilitation clients are not working (once their
physical disabilities are dealt with as such) would be a
great deal more helpful.

A list of some vocational behaviors found to be lacking
in 60 clients of the Minneapolis Rehabilitation Center is
given in "Pounce," a chapter by Robert A. Walker in the
book Behavioral Counseling: Cases and Techniques. That
list has keen expanded for use here in discussion with Mr.
Walker and rephrased in terms of the positive behaviors a
person musi emit in order to be employed. Mr. Walker has
graciously given his consent to the use of his ideas and of
the term "critical vocational behaviors" which he coined to
title the list.

The list of critical vocational behaviors is contained in
Table 1. Its outline encompasses some elemerrs which, in
the best of all possible worlds, might be taken for granted
as solved before the client is referred for work adjustment.
This is not the best of all possible worlds, so even the
Wient's sense of direction is here considered as a potential
element of work adjustment.

Table I.

Critical Vocational Behaviors

A. Job Objective Behaviors
1. He has a vocational goal:

a. being oriented toward employment or having a
vocational goal at all;

b. having a'clear'enough vocational goal so as to be
able to move ahead at that point in his deveiop-
ment.

2. He has an appropriate work objectivehas a goal
which:
a. is work lie ran do and for which he is qualified;
b. is work he is willing to do:
c. is actually available in the community.

B. Job-getting Behaviors
I. He seeks work frequently enough.
2. He has appropriate interview behaviorpresents

himself in such a way that:
a. he makes clear to the employer his assets:
b. he accounts for his problems, such.as periods of

unemployment;
c. he shows proper enthusiasm about the work;
d. he is reasonably free of mannerisms which stig-

matize him or annoy the employer.
3. He uses job leadsknows about sources of job leads

and shows this knowledge in behavior.
C. Job-keeping BehaViorsbehaviors which help the per-

son to stay employed after he gets the job.
1. He attends work regularly (in general, misses less

than 12 days of work per year).
2. He shows up for work promptly (misses being on

time no more than about 12 times per year). Note
that promptness must be defined in appropriate
terms: some jobs require that the employee not show
up until almost exactly time to start work, and other
jobs require that the person be at the work station
some tinit-isefore actually starting work.

3. He behaves toward co-workers in such a way that:
a. he does not irritate them, make them mad, or

distract them;
b. he is not at ased or victimized (this would create

an administrative burden to the employer).
4. He behaves in relation to supervision so that:

a. he shows an acceptance of his subordinate role
in relation to the supervisor;

b. he creates minimum supervisory overhead con-
suming only ordinary supervisory time and atten-
tion.

1R4
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5. He produces enough work:
a. he tentails consistently at his work station to an

extent apt ropriate to the occupation;
b. he maintai oi adequate production speed (a com-

mon problvn being low productivityrarely, a
client may i ave too high a speed leading to his
rejection as I. rate-buster);

c. he sustains effort and shows adequate stamina
ahd demonstrates willingness to continue to cxcrt
himself against the demands of the work world.

6. He produces up ta appropriate quality standards:
a. he recognizes that there arc quality standards and

accepts them as reasonable demands upon him;
b. he attends to meeting quality standards and has

attained the capability of meeting them;
c. he recognizes the point of -good enough" and

does not sacrifice production rate to needless
perfectionism.

There are other behaviors, not directly vocational, which
must be emitted by the client at a ctitical minimum in
order for him to function in employment. The fully
rounded work adjustment professional or facility frequently
has to deal with them as well by direct service or by seeing
to it that someone else effectively attends to them. They
may be called "Critical Employment-coupled Behaviors,"
and are contained in Table 2.

Table II.
Critical Employment-coupled Behaviors

D. Social Living Competencies
I. He utilizes his leisure time so that he is:

a. appropriately engaged and occupied rather than
being at loose ends:

b. satisfied and reasonably content with his leisure
time occupation.

2. He manages his money so that he does not spend
more than he has.

3. He has acceptable grooming and appearance.
4. He manages legal probh ms adequately (avoids ex-

cessive garnishments, manages divorce and othcr
personal suits, and effectively manages claims against
such government services as social security or unem-
ployment compensation).

E. Community Living Competencies
I. He houses himself. Onds a place to live and main-

tains reasonable stability in housing.
2. He secures adequate medical services (rehabilitation

clients, the disadvantaged and the retarded no less
than the physically disabled frequently have an un-
usual amount of medical need. They frequently arc
plagued by a multitude of minor to serious medical
problem and have shown themselves to he inept at
securing services):
a. he has a personal physician or is linked to a pub-

lic medical servic:;
b. secures health-supportive services.

3. He is mobile in the communityhe uses personal
or public transportation when necessary for employ-
ment, recreation and personal affairs.

F. General and Personal Living Competencies
He copes with family and marital relationships so
that they do not interfere with employment.

2. He has adequate personal adjustment and stability.
(This is to be interpreted according to the individual
and hia situation and, above all, in relation to worker
functioning. It is possible for a good worker to be
chronically depressed or unhappy or even in acute
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phychic pain. He may think odd thoughts. However.
the critieal behaviors are those which are emitted in
such a way as to influence his employability.)

The old-line rehabilitation worker might reasonably
object that many of the critical vocational pe.d employ-
ment-conoled behaviors have little to do with disability.
Why then should a rehabilitation facility be called upon
to deal with them? At this point, one can only contrast
what theoeetically ought to be true with what appears to
.be actually true. When rehabilitation agencies find that
their clients actually have certain problems; when they find
that they have the technologies to alleviate those problems,
then the question of whether they should deal with those
problems becomes academic. The rehabilitation client who
suffers from a circumscribed disability but is an otherwise
employabk person does not present a work adjustment
problem.

The technology of work adjustment is most needed when
the issue is the general employability, the ability to be
employed at all, of the client. A simplistic comparison Is
that job skill training is useful when the client needs to
become a square peg for a square hole; work adjustment
is most useful when he needs to become a peg at all.

Those homilies being out of the way, some illustrations
can be given of hpw the critical vocaticinal behaviors can
be related to different theories of how people may be
understood.

) Theoretical Standpoints
Suppose that a client comes in with the label of mental

retardation. Suppose further that the work adjuster holds
the atheoretical view that there is no such "thing" as retar-
dation but only that some people function at a retarded
level. In this particular case, let us assume that there were
two vocational behavior areas in which the client was
deficient, quality standards and behavior towa co-
workers. The work adjuster might then apply a tech ique
like operant conditioning to create the ability to recognize
and accept quality standards (C.6.b) and to extinguish
behaviors which cause the client to be victimized and
abused (C.3.b.). That work adjuster might then claim that
his client is no longer retarded against the criterion of
employment, without bothering with the theoretical ques-
tion of whether he is curing retardation.

Suppois;eat another work adjuster had been raised in
the tradi n of vocational education. Within his outlook,
there is a distinct body of activities called occupational
exploration. Using real or simulated work as his instrument,
that work adjuster could help his client acquire goals con-
sisting of %%ark he can co, acceptable to him and available
in his commurity (A.2.a., b., c.).

The impression might be gained that a specific different
theory if. somehow required by each of the vocational
behavior. That impression can be dispelled by choosing a
single bznavior and analyzing it from the standpoint of
various heories. Consider C.2., showing up for work on
time. The work adjuster might conclude that his client is
tardy for no deep reason and deal with the tardiness by
reinforcing successively more prompt arrival at the work
station, plasang the role of a behavior modifier. The work
adjuster might find another client whose lateness seems to
be a resistant defense against a relationship transferred
from thy client's father to the adjuster, whereupon the
adjuster would decide whether to resolve the complex
or :wok. it. Operating from a base of friendly personal
acquaintaace, the adjuster might find a third client whose
lateness is due to too many late-late TV shows and might
effectively advise a change in the client's bedtime. The
adjuster might note another client who has a pattern to his
lateness end recognize a cultural trait in which being late
on Momiay morning is better than not showing up at all,
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in which case the adjuster would need to decide whether
his client wants to affiliate with one culture or another.
The point is that, having decided to address himself to
some atheoretical critical vocational behaviors, the work
adjustment professional still has to have an understanding
of how human behavior can be changed and the ability to
apply specific behavior change techniques which may be
useful for certain behaviors.

The mention of alter-ate viltures in the paragraph above
may remind the reader that the given list of critical voca-
tional behaviors is strongly aligned with a single culture,
that of the "work ethic." No apology for this fact is
intended. The world of work still holds to a cultural model
in which those behaviors are valued.

Additional Considerations
Spacc does not permit the development of other consid-

erations related to a scheme of critical vocational behaviors,
but a few important ones should be mentioned.

Levels of behavior should be considered. For example,
at what level must a client accept a supervised role (C.4.a.)
in order to function in competitive employment? In shel-
tered employment? In work activity? Even in dependency,
helping around his home? As a self-employed person relat-
ing to customers? Perhaps a comprehensive scheme for

assessing client progress in work . adjustment would note
the level attained in each behavior.

A related consideration is the idea of the critical mini-
mum. If there is a critical minimum level at which the
client must emit each behavior in order to function at each
employment level, then the highest level which he finally
attains in an important behaviot limits the level at which
he can function at all vocationally. For example, if a given
client after work adjustment attains below the critical mini-
mum demanded by sheltered employment in his ability to
accept supervision (C.4.a.), perhaps it does him no good
to have an otherwise appropriate job objective ( A.2.) and
produce an adequate volume (C.S.) of high quality (C.6.b.)
work at the competitive level.

The outline of critical vocational behaviors presented in.
this article is necewarily as partial as is any other list of
rehabilitation problems. Fortunately, human nature and
the human situation are both flexible enough to defy neat
schemes. Fortunately also, rehabilitation has developed the
ability to deal with unique people and situations: A check-
list is only a tool, valuable if it is useful.

Reference
Walker. K. "Pounet." In Birhat haat Caw:whom: Cowc and Trchmigur.
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Winston. 1969.
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JOB.ANALYSIS SCHEDULE

1.) [stab. Job Title DOUGH MIXER 2.) D.O.T. Title DOUGH MIXER

3.) D.O.T: # 520.582-010 4.) Industrial Designation bake prod.

5.) WIG 06.02 15

6.) JOB SUMMARY:

Operates machines and equipment to mix ingredients to make straight and

sponge (yeast) doughs according to formula: directs other workers in

fermentation of dough, and cuts dough into pieces with hand cutter.

7.) WORK PERFORMED RATINGS:

Work& Function Levels

Data People Things

5 8 2

Work Field Cooking, Food Preparing Code 146

M.P.S.M.S. Bakery Products Code 384

8.) WORKECTRAIT RATINGS:

GED Reasoning Math Language Total 2

SVP 1 2 3 4 (5) 6 7 8 9

Aptitudes G 3 V 4 N 3 S_4 P4 Q__ K 3 1.4 M_3

Work Activities .2 (3) 4

Work Situations 1 0_2)00
Phys. Demands S L H

Working Gond. 0 B. 2'

5 6 7

5 6 7

.V 2 3

3 4
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7. General Education

a. Elementary 6 High School None Courses

b. College None Courses

8: Vocational Preparation

a. College None Courses

b. Vocational Education None Courses

c. .Apprenticeship None

d. Inplant Training None

e. On-the-Job Training six months

f. Performance on Other Jabs BLENDER---One year

9. Ex0er1ence One year as BLENDER

10. Orientation Four hours

-

U. Licenses, etc. Food Handlers Certificate issued by the Health Department

12. -Relation to Other Jobs and Workers

Promotion: From BLENDER To BAKER

Transfers: From None To None

Supervision Received By BAKER

Supervision Given DOUGH-MIXER HELPER

13. Machines, Tools, Equipment, and Work Aids -- Dough-mixing machine; balance
scales; hand scoops; measuring vessels; portable dough troughs.

14. Materials and Products

Bread dough

138
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15. Description of Tasks:

1. Dumps ingredients into mixing machine: Examines production schedule
to'determine type of bread to be produced, such.as rye, whole wheat,

or white. Refers to formula card for quantities and types of ingred4-

ents required, such as flour, water, milk, vitamin solutions, and

shortening. Weighs out, measures, and dumps ingredients into mixing

machine. (20%)

2: Operates mixing machine: Turns valves and other hand controls to set
mixing time according to type of dough being mixed. Presses button to

start agitator blades in machine. Observes gauges and dials on equip-

ment continuously to verify temperature of dough and mixing time.

Feels dough for desired consistency. Adds water or flour to mixer
using measuring vessels and adjusts mixing time and controls to obtain

desired elasticity in mix. (55%)

3. Directs other workers in fermentation of dough: Prepares fermentation

schedule according to type of dough being raised. Sprays portable

dough roph with lubricant to prevent adherence of mixed dough to

trough. irects BLENDER in posWoning trough beneath door of mixer

'--to catch dough when mixing cycle is complete. Pushes or directs other

workers to push troughs of doughlinto fermentation room. (10%)

4. Cuts dough: Dumps fermented dough onto worktable. Manually kneads

dough to eliminate gases formed by yeast. Cuts dough into pieces with

hand cutter. Places cut dough on proofing rack and covers with cloth.

(10%)

5. Performs miscellaneous duties: Records on worksheet number of
batches mixed during, work shift. Informs BAKE SHOP FOREMAN when

repairs or major adjustments are required for machines and equipment.

(5%)

16. Definition of Terms

Trough -- A long, narrow, opened vessel used for kneading or washing

ingredients.

17. General Comments

None

18. Analyst Jane Smith Date 3/21/70 Editor John Rilley Date 3/30/70

Reviewed By Alexandra Purcey Ti.tle. Org. Foreman, Bake Shop

National Office Reviewer Mary Moore
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SPEEDY INDEX FOR USE OF DOT/AEL/CIS MATERIALS

WHEN YOU MANT

LISTINGS OF:

these: look in:
32211:46rii-aiiiations by alphabet....DOT 3

Occupations by industry....DOT 1157 - 1361

Occupations by Categories,
Divisions, & Groups DOT xxxiv.- xli

Industry Designations DOT 1363 - 1368
Interest Areas & Worker
Trait Groups WTG Guide vi - viii

EXPLANATIONS OF:

these: look in: on pages:
The parts of an occupa-

tional definition

Occupational Group
Arrangement

Data, People, Things

Industry Designation
Technical Terms used

in definitions
Worker Trait Groups

DOT xv - xvi
CIS Guide....6

DOT xvi - xvii
CIS Guide 5 - 6
DOT xvii - xviii
DOT 1369 - 1371
WTG 412 - 418
*Handbook 73 - 83
DOT xix

DOT 947 - 963
DOL-Guide - -

CIS Guide 7 - 9

Interest Area§ & Worker
Trait Groups

Work Activities

Work Situations

CIS Guide....24 - 36
CIS Guide....37 - 40
WIG Guide....408 - 409
Handbook 317 - 322

CIS Guide....41 - 45
WTG Guide....410 - 411
Handbook 297 - 313
CIS Guide 52 - 63
WTG Guide 421 - 422
Handbook 231 - 294

*HANDBOOK FOR ANALYZING JOBS

Aptitudes

these:
General Educational

Development

look in: on paps:

WTG Guide....423 - 424
Handbook 209 - 220

Specific Vocational
Preparation WTG Guide....426

Handbook 220 - 229
Physical Demands WTG Guide....416 - 418

Handbook 325 - 331
Working Conditions WTG Guide....419 - 420 -

Handbook 331 - 337

DETAILED CONTENT OF:
these look in: on a es:
Occupational Definitions...DOT 1 - 9

Worker Trait
Groups WTG Guide....1 - 407

TO FIND AN OCCUPATIONAL DEFINITION:

If you KNOW the look up the title in the DOT
occupatii index (pages 965 - 1146).
title: Then use the 9 digit code to

find the occupational descrip-
tion in the main body of the
DDT (pages,15 - 946).

OR

If you DON'T know Obtain a description of the
the exact title: tasks involved in the occupa-

tion. Then follow the direc-
tions in the DOT, page xxvi.

TO FIND THE WORKER TRAIT GROUP FOR AN OCCUPATION

Use the alphabetical listing of occupations, pages 336-
715 in the DOL Guide. The six digit WTG code number
is the'last entry under each listing.
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- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -

FORM SR

NAME:
POSSIBLE OCCUPATPAS

0

OCCUPATIONAL

INDUSTRY DESIGNATION:

. WORKER TRAIT

TITLE:

CODE:

GROUP:

,

_

SELF-RATING MY
EVIDENCE
, **

WORKER REQUIREMENT AREA CURRENT
POSSIBLE
CHANGE

1 2 3 4- 5 6 7

WORK ACTIVITIES (INTERESTS)

.1. Things & objects

2. Business contact

3. Routine, definite,
organized

4. Direct personal contact
to help others

,

5. Recognition or
appreciation

6. Communication of
ideas & info.

Scientitic & technical
14;

_7.

8. Creative thinking
,

9. Processes, methods or
machines

.

. .

10. Morking on or pro-
ducing things t , ,

**RATING CODE: A. PERSONAL JUDGEMENT & OPINION

B. COULD DOCUMENT THROUGH PERSONAL REFERENCES

C. DEMONSTRATED BY MY WORK HISTORY

D. COULD SHOW EVIDENCE FOR BOTH "YES" &
"NO" ANSWERS

E. OTHER:



- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -
'FORM SR

POSSIBLE OCCUPATIONS

OCCUPATIONAL

INDUSTRY

WORKER

TITLE:

CODE:

DESIGNATION:

TRAIT GiOUP:

WORKER REQUIREMENT AREA

SELF-RATING
POSSIBLE
CHANGE

.

MY
EVIDENCE

.

.

CURRENT

1 2 . 3 4 5 6 7

WORKING SITUATIONS
FIRPEUMENTST
I7--FiFfFang duties

which can change
frequently

2. Performing routine
tasks

,

3. Planning & directing
.atn entire activity

;

..

4. Dealing with people
,

5. Influencing opinions,
attitudes &Judgement

6. Working underpressure
.

7. Making decisions using
personal judgement

,

8. Evaluation by measure-
ment and verification .

9. Interpret & express
feelings, facts & ideas

,

.

10. Achieve precise limits
or accuracy standards

.

.

-

PART II - WORKER TRAIT
-----ignggipinTr

'

.

,

WORKER RE9UIREMENT AREA'

General Education
Develop. (total)

' Reasoning , .

Math
,

.

anguage . .
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NAME:

- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -
FORM SR

POSSIBLE 0 CUPATIONS

TITLE:

OCCUPATIONAL CODE:

INDUSTRY DESIGNATION:

WORKER TRAIT GROUP:
105-RAMIG MY

EVIDENCECURRENT
POSSIBLE
CHANGE

1 2 re

Aptitudes

G General Learning_Ability

V Verbal

N Numerical

S S.atial

P Form Perception

Q Clerical

K Motor Coordination

Llinger Dexterity

M Manual Dexterity

E Eye-Hand-Foot Coordination

C Color Discrimination

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIDatk, People, 11rin9 s

**RATING COVL: A. PERSONAL JUDGEMENT & OPINION

146 B. -COULD DOCUMENT THROUGH PERSONAL REFERENCES

C. DEMONSTRATED BY MY WORK HISTORY

D. COULD SHOW EVIDENCE FOR BOTH "YES" &

"NO" ANSWERS

OTHER



- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -

FORM SR

NAME: POSSIBLE OCCUPATIONS

1

OCCUPATIONAL

INDUSTRY DESIGNATION:

WORKER TRAIT

TITLE:

CODE:

GROUP:

SELF-RATING
MY

EVIDENCE ,CURRENT
POSSIBLE
CHANGE

1 2 1r
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL

PREPARATION

Physical Demands

I. 'Lifting, carrying, push-
ing Wor pulling \

2. Climbing &for balancing_ ,

3. Stooping, kneeling,
crouching Wor crawlin

4. Reaching, handling,
fingering Wor feeling

5. Talking Wor hearing .

6 Seeing

Working Conditions

I Inside outside or both

2. Extremes of cold plus
temperature changes

.

3. Extremes of heat plus
temperature changes

4. Wet and humid

5. Noise and vibrations

6. Hazards

7. Fumes, odors, toxic con-
ditions, dust, & poor
ventilation

**RATING CODE: A. PERSONAL JUDGEMENT AND OPINION

118 B. COULD DOCUMENT THROUGH PERSONAL REFERENCES
C. DEMONSTRATED BY MY WORK HISTORY

D. COULD SHOW EVIDENCE FOR BOTH "YES" &
"NO" ANSWERS 149

E. OTHER



-.VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -

FORM SR

NAME:

PART III. ACTIVITIES REQUIRED TO ENSURE A GOOD PERSON/JOB MATCH:

AREA ACTIVI:TY COMPLETION DATE

PART IV. POSSIBLE RESIDUAL PROBLEMS:

AREA

150

Region I RRCEC, 1978
Charles W. Robinson

. p.

POSSIBLE RESOLUTION'

JOB MODIFICATION SPECIALIZED PLACEMENT

151
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NAME:

- 110CATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -

FORM :(1

POSSIBLE OCCUPATIONS

.

.

INDUSTRYDESIGNATION:

SELF-RATING

OCCUPATIONAL

WORKER TRAIT

POSSIILE
CHANGE

TITLE:

CODE:

GROUP:

MY

EVIUNCEWORKER REQUIREMENT AREA CURRENT

1 2 3 4 .

WORK ACTIVITIES (INTERESTS)

1. Things & objects

2. Business contact

3. Routine, Iefinite,
organized

4. Direct perponal contact
to hel others

.

5. Recognition or
appreciation

6. Communication of ideas
& information

7 Scientific & technical

8. Creative thinking

9. Processes, methods4r
9achines

10. Working on or producing
things

17

152
**RATING CODE: A. PERSONAL JUDGEMENT & OPINION

B. COULD DOCUMENT THROUGH PERSONAL REFERENCES

C. DEMONSTRATED BY MY WORK HISTORY

D. COULD SHOW EVIDENCE FOR BOTH "YES" &
"NO" ANSWERS

E. OTHERS

3



VOCATIONAL.APPRAISAL SUMMARY -
FORM SR

NAME!
POSSIBLE OCCUPATIONS

.

OCCUPATIONAL

INDUSTRY DESIGNATION:

WORKER TRAIT

TITLE:

CODE:

GROUP:

1

1

,

WORKER REQUIREMENT AREA

SELF-RATING
.

CURRE T
POSSIBLE;CHANGE

EVIDENCE

I 2 3 4 5 6 .7

WORK SITUATIONS .

.
.

../

(TEMPERAMENTS)

I. Performing duties which
can chan e freguently-

2. Perfonnlng routine tasks
.

.

I. Planning ft, fret1ng
an entire activit

. iea ng w t jpeop e
.

5. Influencing opinions.
attitudes & judgOment

..

. Working under pressure

. Making decisions us ng
personal judgement

8., Evaluation by measure-
ment & verification

.

.

9. Interpret & express
feelingi, facts & ideas

ID. Achieve precise limits
or accuracy standards

.

PART II - WORKER TRAIT

,
.ASSESSMENTS

WORKER PEQUIREMENT AREA .

General Education
Develop. ltotal)

.

. Reasoning
.

. .

Math

, . .

Language
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-NAME:

- VOCATIONAL APPRAISALSUMMARY
FORM SR

POSSIBLE OCCUPATIONS

TITLE:

OCCUPATIONAL CODE:

INDU TRY DESIGNATION:

WOR R TRAIT GROUP:

_
.

,

SELFAATI

EVIDENCE
**

,

CURRENT
'OS r:LE
CHANGE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Aptitudes

4

..

.

G General Learning Ability

V Verbal
6

N Numerical

,

S' Spatial

.
.

.

P Form Perception
.

,

.

q clerical

,

.

K Motor Coordination

,

,

F Finger Dexterity

M Manual Dexterity

E Eye-Hand-Foot Coordination

C Color Discrimination

.

.

Data, Peoplel Things

,

**RATING CODE:, A. PERSONAL JUDGEMENT & OPINION

B. COULD DOCUMENT THROUGH PERSONAL REFERENCES

C. DEMONSTRATED BY MY WORK HISTORY156

COULD SHOW EVIDENCE FOR BOTH "YES" &

NO" ANSWERS

E. OTHER
15"



- VOCATIONAL APPRAiSAL SUMMARY -
FORM SR

OCCUPATIONAL

INDUSTRY DESIGNATION:

. WORKER TRAIT

TITLE:

CODE:

GROUP: .

SiLF-RATING MY

1

EVIRIENCE

#
.

CURRENT
POSSIBLE
CHANGE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

PE F C IC' IIII
PREPARATION IMO Mil

Physical Demands

1. Lifting, carrying, push-
ing &for pulling

2. Climbing &for balancin9

3. Stooping, kneeling,
crouching Wor crawlin9

4. Reaching, handling,
fingel41ng &for feeling

5. Talking,Wor hearing

6. Seeing

Working Conditions
.

1. Inside, outside, or both

2. Extremes of cold plus
temperature_ changes

.

3: Extremes of heat plus
temperature changes

. ..

.

.

4. Wet and humid .
.

5. Noise and vibrations
.

6. Hazards

,

7. Fumes, odors,, toxic con.-

ditions, dust, Upoor
ventilation- I

.

.

.

i

-**RATING CQDE: A. PERSONAL JUDGEMENT AND OPINION
B. COULD DOCUMENT THROUGH PERSONAL REFERENCES

1 SP C. DEMONSTRATED BY MY WORK HISTORY

D. COULD SHOW EVIDENCE FOR BOTH "YES" &

"NO" ANSWERS .

E. OTHER -

159



- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -
FORM SR

NAME:

AREA ACTIVITY COMPLETION DATE

PART IV. POSSIBLE RESIDUAL PROBLEMS:

AREA

160

1.egion I RRCEC, 1978

Charles W. Robinson

POSSIBLE RESOLUTION

JOB MODIFICATION SPECIALIZED PLACEMENT

161-



- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -
FORM VR

NAME: POSSIBLE OCCUPATIONS

OCCUPATIONAL

INDUSTRY DESIGNATION:

MORKER TRAIT

TITLE:

CODE:

GROUP:

WORKER REQUIREMZNT AREA

CLIENT
RATING

NOW
1

SELF-

CHANGE
2

COUNSELOR
RATING

NOW
3

CHANGE
4

DOCU-
MENT
**
5

WORK ACTIVITIES (INTERESTS)

1. Things & objects

2 Business 'contact

3. Routine, definite,
organized

4. Direct personal contact
to hely others

5. Recognition or
apprecjation .

6. Communication of ideas
& information .

.

,

7. Scientific & technical

8 Creative thinking
- -

9. Processes, methods or
machines

10. Working on or producing
things

.

162
**RATING CODE: A. COUNSELOR OBSERVATION AND/OR JUDGEMENT

B. CLEARLY DEMONSTRATED BY Ch RECORD CONTENT E. OTHER

C( RELEVANT WORK HISTORY

D. CASE yrECORD EONTAINS CONFLICTING DATA
1S:1

N.



NAME:

- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL.S11MMARY -
FORM VR

POSSIBLE OCCUPATIONS

.

OCCUPATIONAL

INDUSTRY DESIGNATION:

WORKER TRAIT

TItLE:

CODE:

GROUP:
.

WORKER REQUIREMENT AREA

CLIENT
RATING

NOW
1

SELF-

CHANGE
2

COUNSELOR
RATING

NOW
a

CHANGE
4

DOCU-
MENT
it*

5 6 7 8

WORK SITUATIONS

.

.

.

.

(TEMPERAMENTS)

I. Performing duties which
can chaue freqyently

2. Performing routine
tasks

)

.

3. Planning & directing
an eT.tire activtty

..

4. Dealing with people
.

...

,
.

S. Influencing opinions,
attitudes & judgement

d

.

6. 1Workin under iressure
,

7. Mak ng ecis ons using
personal judgement - ..

8. Evaluation by measure-
ment & verification .

...

.

9. Interpret & express
feelings, facts &
ideas

.

. ."'

.

10. Achieve precise 'limits
or accurac standards

!

.

. ,

,
.

PART II - WORKER TRAIT
.

.

ASSESSMENTS

WORKER REQUIREMENT AREA

General Education
Develop. (total)
Reasonin9
Math

.

Language .

164



NAME:

- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -
FORM VR

POSSIBLE OCCUPATIONS
.

.

, .

OCCUPATIONAL
/

, INDUSTRY DESIGNATION:

,

.

WORKER TRAIT

TITLE:

CODE: .
.

GROUP: -

4

CLIENT
RATING

NOW
1

SELF-

CHANGE
2

COUNSELOR
RATING

NOW
3

CHANGE
4

DOCU-
MENT
**

5

.

6

,

Aptitudes .

s

J
G General Learning Ability

V Verbal

N Numerical

S Spatial

P form Perception ,

qL Clerical

K Motor Coordination

F_FirNer Dexterity

M Manual Dexterity r

E Eye-Haw:I-Foot Coordina-
tion

.

C Color Discrimination
,

16'1
Data, People, Things

16 )

**RATING CODE: A. COUNSELOR OBSERVATION AND/OR JUDGEMENT

B. CLEARLY DEMONSTRATED BY, CASE RECORD.CONTENT

C. RELEVANT WORK HISTORY

D. CASE RECORD CONTAINS CONFLICTING DATA

OTHER



- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -
FORM VR

NAME: POSSIBLE OCCUPATIONS

TITLE:

OCCUPATIONAL CODE:

INDUSTRY DESIGNATION:

WORKER TRAIT GROUP:

.

CLIENT
RATING

NOW
1

SELF-

CHANGE
2

COUNSELOR
RATING

NOW
3

CHANGE
4

DOCU-
MENT
**
5

SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL
PREPARATION

, .

Physical Demands ,

.

,

1. Lifting, carrying, push-
in? &for pulling

2 Climbing Wor balancing
,

3. Stooping, kneeling,
crouching Wor crawling ft.

4. geachfng, handling,
fingering &/or feeling .

.

5 Talking Wor hearin
6 Seeing

.

Working Conditions
.

.

1. Inside, dutside, or both
2, Extremes of cold 011-S--

temperature changes
3. Extremes of heat plus

temperature changes .

4 Wet and humid
5 Noise and vibrations
6 Hazards
7. Fumes, odors, toxic con-

ditions, dust, & poor
ventilation

.
.

**RATING-CODE: A. COUNSELOR OBSERVATION AND/OR JUDGEMENT

B, CLEARLY DEMONSTRATED BY CASE RECORD CONTENT E. OTHFR

C. RELEVANT WORK HISTORY

163

D. CASE RECORD CONTAINS CONFLICTING DATA
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- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -
FORM VR

NAME:

PART III. INDIVIDUALIZED WRITTEN REHABILITATION PLAN CONSIDERATIONS

AREA SERVICE COMPLETION DATE

PART IV. POSSIBLE RESIDUAL PROBLEMS AFTER IWRP COMPLETION

AREA

170

Region I RRCEC, 1978
Charles W. Robinson

POSSIBLE RESOLUTION

JOB MODIFICATION SPECIALIZED PLAMENT.,
a

: 0
t

e4
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- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -
FORM VR

NAME:
POSSIBLE OCCUPATIONS

. .

TITLE

OCCUPATIONAL CODE:

INDUSTRY DESIGNATION:

WORKER TRAIT GROUP:

.-

.

.

..
,

., -,'

-

WORKER REQUIREMENT AREA

CLIENT
RATING

NOW
1

.4SELF-

CHANGE
!2

CODNSELOR
-RATING

NOW
3

'CHANGE
4

DOCU-
MENT
***

5

1.-
.

.

WORK ACTIVITIES' (INTERESTS) ,

,

.

1.- Thiilgs & objects

2. Business contact
.

3. Routine, definite,
organized

,

4. Direct personal contact
to help others-

,

.

5. Recognition or,
appreciation

.

6. *.ommunication of ideas

& information

.

. . ,

7. Scientific & technical
,

.

8. Creative thinkin.

9. Processes, methods or
-mechines

17

10. Working on or producing
things

**RATING CODE: A. COUNSELOR OBSERVATION i5ND/OR JUDGEMENT

B. CLEARLY DEMONSTRATED BY CASE RECORD CONTENT

C. RELEVANT WORK HISTORY

D. CASE RECORD CONTAINS CONFLICTING DATA

E. OTHER



- VOCATIONAL APPRALSAL SUMMARY -
FORM VR

NAME:
POSSIBLE OCCUPATIO S

OCCUPATIONAL

INDUSTRY

WORKER
COUNSELOR
RATING

NOW
3

DESIGNATION:

TRAIT

CHANGE
4

TITLE:

CODE:

GROUP:
DOCU-
MENT
**
5

WORKER REQUIREMENT AREA

CLIENT SELF-
RATING

NOW 1CHANGE

...._
1 1 2

WORK SITUATIONS
(TEMPERAMENTS)

1. Performing duties which
can change freqyently

2. Perrorming routine
tasks

.

ann ng & , recting

an entire activity
4. Deafing with people

5. Influencing opinions,
attitudes & ud'ement

,

6 Working under pressure
7. Mikfng decisions using

personal lydvment
8. Evaluation by measure-

ment & verification

9. InterFirrixpress
feelings, facts4 ideas

10. Achfeve precise limits
. or accuracy standards _

PART II - WORKER TRAIT

.
ASSESSMENTS

.

WORKER REQUIREMENT AREA

General Education
Develop. (total)

,Reasoning
Math
Lansuae

175



NAME:

- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -
FORM VR

POSSIBLE OCCUPATION'S'

TITLE:

OCCUPATIONAL CODE:

INDUSTRY DESIGNATION:

WORKER TRAIT GROUP:

CLIENT
RATING

NOW
1

SELF-

CHANGE
2

' COUNSELOR
RATING

NOW
3

CHANGE
4

DOCU-
MENT
**
5 6

ARtitudes

G General Learning Ability

V Verbal

N Numerical

S Spatial

P Form Perception

Q Clerical

K Motor Coordination

F Finuer Dexterit

M Manual Dexterity

E Eye-Hand-Foot Coordina-
tion

.

C Color Discrimination
177

Data, People, Th
_..

**RATING CODE. A. COUNSELOR OBSERVATION AND/OR JUDGEMENT

17') B. CLEARLY DEMONSTRATED BY CASE RECORD CONTENT

C. RELEVANT WORK HISTORY

D. CASE RECORD CONTAINS CONFLICTING DATA

E. OTHEit



- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -
FORM VR

NVE:
POSSIBLE OCCUPATIONS

_

%

:

TITLE:

OCCUPATIONAL CODE:

INDUSTRY DESIGNATION:

WORKER TRAIT GROUP:

.

,

.

CLIENT
RATING

NOW
1

SELFJ
-.

CHANGE
2

COUNSELOR
RATING

NOW
3

CHANGE
4

DOCU-
MENT
**

5

.

ECIFIC I TI

PREPARATION

Physical Demands
.

I. Liftist, carrying, push-
inl &7or ullin

2. Climbin &for ba ancln2___

3. Stooping. kneeling,
crouching &for crawling

4. Reaching, handling,
fingering &for feeling
-Talkin.95. Wor -hearing

6. Seeing

Working Conditions .
I. Inside, outside or both

Extremes of o 4 p us

temperature changes
3. Extremes of heat plus

temperature chan9es ,

. Wetkand humid-

5 Noise and Vibrations

6. Hazards
7. Fumes, odors. toxic con-

ditions, dust, & poor

ventilation

**RATING CODE: A. COUNSELOR OBSERVATION AND/Cr: JUDGEMENT

B. CLEARLY DEMONSTRATED BY CASE RECORb CONTENT E. OTHER

1.76

D. CASE RECORD CONTAINS CONFLICTING DATA

C. RELEVANT WORK HISTORY 179



VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -

NAME;

PART III. INDIVIDUALIZED W, qTEN REHABILITATION PLAN CONSIDERATIONS

AREA SERVICE

FORM VR

3

COMRLETION DATE

PART IV.. POSSIBLE'RESIDUAL PROBLEMS AFTER IWRP COMPLETION

AREA

.180

Region I_ RRCEC, 1978

Charles W. Robinson

POSSIBLE.RESOLUTION

JOB MODIFIrATION I SPECIALIZED PLACEMENT

iSi



VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY (VAS-S) NAME:

1 2 3 4 5 6

RK ACTIV TIES:
f. Things/Objects
2. Business Contact
3. Routine/Organized ,

4. Direct Personal Contact
5. Recog. Apprec. from Others
6. Communication of Ideas.
7. Scientific/Technical
8. Creative Thinking
9. Processes/Machines

10. Producing Things

WORK SITUATIONS:
1. Variety/Frequent Change
2. Routine Tasks
3. Planning/Directing
4. Dealing With People
5: Influencing Others
6. Work Under Pressure , .

7. Decisions/Personal Judgement
8. Decisions/Measured

,9. Interp./Feelings/Ideasracts
10. Precise Limits/Standards

GENERAL EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT:
I. Reasoning
2e Mathematics
3. Languaige

.

4. Total

SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL PREPARATION
APTITUDES:-
G. General Learning Ability
V. Verbal
N. Numerical
S. Spatial
P. Form Perception
Q. Clerical Perception
K. Motor Coordination
F. Finger Dexterity .

M. Manual Dexterity
E. Eye-Hand-Foot Coordination
C. Color Discrimination

PHYSICAL DEMANDS
1. Lift/Carry/Push/Pull
2. Climb/Balance
3. Stoop/Kneel/Crouch/Crawl
4. 2each/Handle/Finger/Feel
5. Talking/Hearing
6. Seeing

WOkKINGtONDITIO-Nr-
1. Inside/Outside or Both
2 Cold/Change of Temp.
3. Heat/Change of Temp.
4. Wet and Humid
5. Noise and Vibration
6. Hazards
7. Fumes/Odors/TC OPV

DATA/PEPPLE/THINGS

152
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riame:

VOCATIONAL EXPLORATION USING QUALIFICATIONS PROFILE DATA
_

This activity can be used to expand explorations when too few are identified by

other means, or to limit exploration Olen a client wishes to reduce options to

a manageable size. It should be undertaken after a) other activities have failed

to suggest a sufficient number of occupational areas for exploration, or b) the

client's characteristics appear compatible to an unwieldy number of options.

Instructions.

1. Record the client's qualifications profile in the boxes to the right. Current

or potential ()Ps will bi selecte(' depending on the particular situation.

2. Place this page over page 156 so that the columns are properly aligned.

3. Slide this page down over page 156 v-til you can compare client characteristics

with those most typical of the occuiltions in WIG 01.01. Determine if the

two sets of characteristics are coliyatible and either circle the number 01.01

in the box below to indicate the need for further exploration, or cross out

the 01.01 to indicate a lack of compatibility. Depending on the p:rpose of

the activity, "compatibility" may mean:

- fairly identical profiles (when the purpose is to select just a few WIGs

.from many optjons),
- generally similar patterns, with overlap in the major QP areas of Aptitude,

GED, and PO fgr example (when the purpose is to expand the number of WTGs

being considered),
- similar QP characteristics of particular importance to the client, such as

3A SVP of specific maximum, a particular set of work situations which must

be avoided, etc.

4. Continue to compare client characteristics with the other Worker Trait Groups

until all 66 have been reviewed. (Don't forget pages 157 and 158.)

CAUTION!!! By comparing individual characteristics co the averages of occupational

groups, suitable occupations may not be identified. These data should be used for

general exploration only and not - repeat not - for final decisionmaking.

4
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,AR TRAIT GROUP

MASTER COMPARISON CHART

,

.

i

i Work I Work
GED SVP

.

KEY APTITUDES BY LEVEL

WRG L Activities Situations ci V 11211M10111
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WORKER TRAIT GROUP MASTER COMPARISON CHART
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WORKER TRAIT GROUP MASTER COMPARISON CHART
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ANSWERS TO.EXERCISES APPENDIX B

Unit I, Exercise I, Paoe 3-4

1. position

2. abilities, requirements rewards, work needs

3. counselor

4. improve.: reasonably satisfy

5. occupational., work, nee..:s reinforcers

6. (a) occupation

(b) job

(c) occupation

(d) position

(e) job

(f) task

(g) element

Unit I, Exercise II, Page 7

1. occupational yardstick, profile, qualifications

2. direct

3. a) indirect

b) direct

c) indirect

d) direct

e) indirect

Unit II, Exercise I, Page 11

1. public employment offices, high school students,
VR personnel

2. job analysis

3. interviews

4. people, things, Worker Functions
Work Fields
MTEWA
MPSMS
Worer Traits

5. identification of definitions
classif,- Ition

6. occupational group
industrial
data, people, things
worker trait

.91,

159



Henr s CharactOristics
& Nee s

Supervise, Coordinate,
Train, Prepare .

A0

Dining Room & Kitchen
Staff

To Provide

1.1.11.911.....=,.........

A luxuriuus eating
experience for peeple

Help others, Business
contact. Communication
of idcas & information

Variety Directing
others
decislon-ma

Interpret data, Read
reports & Journals

CVT

Doesn't want more school-
ing. Will spend up to
one year as trainee

& hr. standing/walk-
.--

1bs.2.)seeing,

ta1Eiii, hearing

Inside

Above average in intelli-
nce ve bal,Ucw aver-

Irical, Below
numerical ,

age in cl
average in

h people 051'67&W.
low t ings

THE OCCUPATIONAL YARDSTICK

WORKER ACTIONS
- (Does what)I.

:7 IMMEDIATE OBJEC;
-- (To what/whom)

INFINITIVE
- (In order to)

GOAL
(To accomplish ,

what)

- WORK ACTIVITIES
(preferences for)

WORK SITUATIONS
- (Ability to adapt

to)
making on judgement

GENERAL EDUCATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
(Reasoning, math,
& language)

Wm=

-a
SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL
PREPARATION

- (Type & duration)

PHYSICAL DEMANDS
- (Capacities)

WORKING CONDIlIONS
(Physical surround-71
ings)

Ann-9DES
(Ability to learn
to)

-1
..-

^
DATA/PUPLE/THINGS
(Relationship to) _

160 1

Demands & Rewards, Host
Drakes Restaurant

Supervjse Coordinates

Dining Room Staff

K--; he.,

To Provi

& Courteous service
to patrons

Business contact, Recog-
nition or appreciation
from others, Cimmunica-
tion of ideas !!, info

Frequent duty change,
Pldnning & Directing an
entire activity, Decision-

Interpret data with limit-
ed standardization, Pre-
pare business letters,
Compute payroll, Records
receipts & credits

On-the-job training, 6-12
months to learn job and
clientele

Four hrs. standing/
Twenty lbs.

lifting regularly, See-
ing, talking, hearing

Inside

Average verbal, numerical.
and clerical

High data.Qyerage people:)
low things



7. job
occupational

8. characteristics
particula," worker

Unit III, Exercise I, Page 17

Base Title Woner Action Immed. Obj.

1. OVERLAY
PLASTICIAN

installs stringers and
plywood sheets

2. MILLER tends mills

3. BOUNCER .patrols place of
entertainment

4. FLOCKER cements flock

5. HISTOPATH- studies tissue
OLOGIST

C. PHYSIOLOGIST conducts research

7. SUPERVISOR,
HISTORIC SITES

directs and
coordinates

personnel
activity

Unit IV, Exercise I, Page 24.

1. 978
2. 1031

3. 1130
4. 1030
5. 1130
6. 1140
7. 1061
8. 1031

9. 1078

10. 1055

161

Infin.

to strengthen

to pulverize

to preserve
and protect

to give

to provide

(to determine)

to conform

Goal

boat bottoms

mica

order and
property

velvety or
wooly
appearance

data on body
function and
cause and
progress of
disease

(organ system
functions)

(to state
policy)



Unit IV, Exercise II, Page 25

DOT # BASE TITLE TITLE TYPE

1. 616.685-078 BASE

2. 617.360-014 SWAGING- Alternate
MACHINE
ADJUSTER

3. Term

4. 206.367-014 FILE CLERK Undefined, re-
lated

5. 388.663-010 ELEVATOR OPER- Unbracketed
ATOR

6. 764.684-014 Base Title

7. Master

8. 649.685-034 DRILL-PUNCH BRACKETED
OPERATOR

9. 199.281-010 GEMOLOGIST Alternate

10. 075.374-010 NURSE, GEN- BASE

ERAL DUTY

075.374-018 NURSE, PRIVATE BASE
DUTY

Unit V, Exercise I, Page 27

1. 2

2. 3

3. 7

4. 8
5. 4

6. 6

7. 0/1
8. 8

9. 9

193

162

OTHER

By type of activity

By type of material
filed

Starter supervises
operator .

Prepares barrels for
the aging of whiskey

Operates, places,
moves, positions, .

controls, guides,
starts, stops. Clas-
sified by type of
machine, type of gar-
ment or part thereof,
or machine attachment

Independent con-
tracting for nursing
services, usually
on a per patient
basis



Unit V, Exercise II, Page 28

I. a) 12 2. a) Occupations in art
b) 92 b) Computing and account-recording occupations
c) 51 c) Sales occupations, services
d) 77 d)'Occ. in machining, stone, clay, glass and related

`1141o4 materials
e) 45 e) Occ. in production and distribution of,utilities
f) 93 f) Hunting, trapping and related occupations
g) 65 g) Occ. in fabrication and repair of plastics, synthetics4

rubber and related products
h) 14 h) Welders, cutters, and related occupations

Unit V, Exercise III, Page 29

1. Decorate tiles, mosaic designs, supervise

2. 7

3. 77

4. 773

5. 773.131-010

Unit V, Exercise IV, Pages 30-31

1. wood

2. a) process (56)
b) machine (66)
c) fabricate and repair (76)

3. a) 250
b) 902
c) 771
d) 723
e) 185
f) 312

4. a) Secretary
b) Drafter
c) Judge
d) Utilities Salesperson
e) Usher

5. a) SLIVER-MACHINE4/521.685-018/TENDS/SLIVER MACHINE/TO SLIVER/ALMONDS
OPERATOR

b) EXTRUDER/614.482-014/SETS UP )1/EXTRUSION PRESS/TO SHAPE/HOT BILLETS
OPERATOR/ /OPERATES/ / INTO TUBING

c) ASSIGNMENT CLERK/215.387-010/ASSIGNS/OPERATING/TO MANPOWER
/PERSONNEL/ AND TRANSPORTA-

TION NEEDS

194
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d) TREE TRIMMER/408.664-010/TRIMS/TREES/TO MINIMIZE/STORM AND SHORT-
/CIRCUIT HAZARDS

or

i

LABORER, BRUSH CLEARING/459.687-010/CUTS/TREES, BRUSH/TO CONTROL GROWTH
ALONG
UTILITY
LINES

e) STRESS ANALYST/002.061-030/CONDUCTS/STRESS ri0 EVALUATE ABILITY TO
/ANALYSIS/ I WITHSTANQ

STRESSES IM-
POSED DURING
FLIGHT OR
GROUND
OPERATIONS

Unit VI, Exercise I, Page 34

1. Like most skilled trades, carpenters have DPT level of .381 which means that

the worker needs to be able to compile data. Carpenters have to study

blueprint (reading)'and measure boards before cutting (math) for example.

2. For most jobs, high pay comes with higher worker function levels which

require a combination of education, training and experience.

3. Generally, freedom from constant supervision and freedom to organize your

own work is increased as DPT levels become tore complex. If client worked

as a helper (.687 OPT), is he/she now able to function as FLOORLAYER

(.481 DPT)? Major DATA function increases involve measuring and blueprint

reading. Major THING increases are in speed and precision.

4. Both jobs have base titles of "Inspector," but one has significantly higher

THING requirements and somewhat higher DATA requirements. while the other

has exactly the same DPT levels as the former job. Should investigate both
jobs, but can technician is most likely to require similar skill levels.

Unit VI, Exercise II, Page 37

1.- A. Boilermaker Helper I

B. Boilermaker Inspector

2. Glass-lathe Operator

3. Inspector, Paper Products
Paper-Bag Inspector

4. Yes

5. A. Cook Helper, Pastry
B. 9

805.687-010
805.667-010

674.387-010

649.367-010
649.367-010

313.684-010
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Unit VI, Exercise III, Page 38

1. PRINCIPAL .099.
2. 091.107-010
3. TEACHER, SECONDARY SCHOOL 691.227-010
4. TEACHER AIDE I 099.

5. TEACHER AIDE IT 249.

Unit VII, Exercise I, Page 40

1. 1195
2. OGA 1, 2
3. .117-.687
4. 061, 134, 167, 260, 261,

607, 683, 684, 1585, 687.

2.81, 361, 364, 367, 381, 384, 386, 387, 482,

Unit VII, Exercise II, Pages 41-42

1. Measurer 869.487-010
Inspector and'Tester 809.687-018

2. Firesetter 692.360-018
Glass-Lathe Operator 674.382-010
Job Setter 616.380-014
Electronic-Production-Line-Maintenance Mechanic 629.281-022

3. A. Laborer, Canvas Shop 789.687-090
Awning-Hanger Helper 869.687-010
Awning Spreader 789.687-090 ,

Installation Helper 969.687-010
Ring Sewer 789.687-090

B. Boat-Canvas-Maker-Installer 789.261-010
C. Inspector, Canvas Products 789.587-014
D. Tape or rule, scissors, gummed label, chalk, pencil, paper/tag.

Unit VIII, Exercise I, Pa9e 46

I. (1) Redeye Gunner 378.682-010 (military serv,)
comparing, speaking, operating-controlling

(2) Flat POlisher 603.685-054 (clock and watch)
comparing, taking instructions--helping, tending

(3) Polishing-Machine Operator 603.682-026 (any ind.)
comparing, taking structions--helping, operating-controlling

(4) Grinder Operator, External, Tool 603.280-010 (mach. shop)
analyzing, taking instructionshelping, setting up

(5) Supervisor, Grinding 603.130-010 (any ind.)
coordinating, supervising, setting up

II. The military occupation was higher in THINGS than his first civilian job,

a not unusual drop. All other jobs represented increasesconsistently
in THINGS, with two jumps in DATA and a single large jump in PEOPLE. The

progress was orderly and logical in an upwardly mobile direction.

III. Blueprint reading skills were essential to getting the Polishing-Machine
Operator's job. The course work in supervisory and management related
directly to the job as Grihding Supervisor.
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ilaiLtaii_PI.Esilt_11,121921.12750

A. HEEL SORTER 788.584-010

(boot and shoe)

Sorts and grades/leather heels/(tn group for)/discard, reprocessing,
t shipment, and stora9e

Examines, 9roups/heels/(to identify)/nicks, scars, brittleness, etc.

Other lelevant Information: world satisfy her desire to work with hands
and to be mobilet

B. FURNITURE ASSEMBLER 763.684-038

(furniture)

Assembles/wooden parts/to furm/sections frames or complete articlas of

/furniture

Other Relevant Information: requires lifting (Alice is "physically small.")

Dirty, noisy environment.

C. Information provided could apply to either of two base titles:

C-1. CLEANER, COMMERCIAL OR INSTITUTIONAL

- (any ind.) 381:687-014

Cleans/(designated motel areas)/to maintain/premises in clean and orderly

/condition

Cuts and trims/grass/(to maintain)/(lawns)

Shovels/snow/(to maintain)/(walks)

Sets up and dismantleytables chairs and ( o accommodatep(meeting format)

conference equip.

C-2. HOUSECLEANER . 323.687-018

(hotel and restaurant).

Cleans/halls, lobby and/to maintain/premises in clean and orderly manner,

/conference rooms(

Prepares/sample rooms/(to meet)/(customer specifications)

Other Relevant Information: Alice has experience cleaning at family motel.

D. KfTCHEN HELPER or
DISHWASHER MACHINE 318.687-010

(hotel and restaurant)

Scrapes/food from dirty dishes/(to prepare them for)/dishwasher'

Places/dirty dishes in racks/(to Tyepare them for)/dishwasher

Operates/dishwashing machine/to clean and sanitize ishes, silverware
and utensils

PerforMs other assiTied to maintain itchen equipment in clean and

duties orderly condition
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Unit X, Exercise I, Page 59

1. 402.387-010 03 03.04

2. 375.367-010 04 04.02 or

375.263-014 04 04.01

3. 153.244-010 12 12.01.

4. 131:267-018 11 11.08

5. 045.107-042 10 10.01

6. 196.263-014 05 05.04

7. 525.587-010 06 06.04

8. 905.663-014 05 05.08

J. 292.353-010 08 08.02

10. 920.687-166 06 06.04

Unit X, Exercise 11, Page 60

1. Coll, ed. for 05.01 'level

.2. 06.01
3. 07.06
4. 08.02
5. 10.01, 10.02, 11.02

Unit X, Exercise 111, Pale 61

1. 17

2. 6

3. DENTAL ASSISTANT 079.371-010
4. Yes Physical Therapy Aide 355.354-010

Unit XI, Exercise I, Page 64

1. B

2. D

3. A
4. E

5. C

Unit XII-, Exercise r, Page 69

1. E

2. A
J. B

4. D

5. C

Unit XII, Exercis_e_allageE

3 - Instructs; explains and demonstrates; drills; teaches; clibreographs.

4 - Instructs pupils; explains and demonstrates techniques; drills pupils;
teaches history of dance; directs dance performances.

7 - Observes students to determine qualifications.

9 - Choreographs and directs dance performance.
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Unit XII, Exercise III, Page 73

WS WA

1. 3,4,9 4,5,6,8

2. 2,8 3,9

3. 4,5 2,4

4. 3,4 4,5,6,8

5. 2,8 1,3,10

6. 1,6 MP.

7. 1,3,4,7 4,5,9

8. 3,6,10 5,7,9

Unit XIII, Exercise I, Page 76

1. II., Because balancing books and compiling statistical reports is at Math

Level 4 whereas maintenance of one se;tion of a set of financial

records (such as payroll) is at Level 3.

Unit XV, Exercise-I, Page 81

1. a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

1.

j.

k.

GED

SVP

GED

SVP

Experience

SVP

SVP

Experience

SVP

Experience

SVP

2. a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

-9

-8

-2

-6

-3

-7

-2

-4

-5

Unit XVI, Exercise I, Page 85

1. AIRPLANE INSPECTOR

1.L. (None of the tools or parts listed seem likely to weigh over 20 pounds.)

2. Inspects fit of parts, examines airframe, engine, and operating
equipment. (climbing)

3. Inspects fit of parts, examines airframe, engine, and operating

equipment. (suggests getting into small spaces)
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4. Using Tachometer, pressure guages, protractor, micrometers, and
calipers (requires delicate touch)

6. Examines, inspects, collects data (seeing)

2. WATER-QUALITY TESTER

1.L. Collects waste water samples. (have to move about to collect)

4. Collects waste water samples. (have to be handled)

6. Reviews data, observes operations, inspects (color and mechanical

operations)

Unit XVII, Exercise I, Page 88

1. Examines adjustment of ailerons and rudders; signals (that engines
be started)

2. Airplane Inspector

3. Airplane Inspector

4. Airplane Inspector

poor ventilation

fumes

Unit XVIII Exercise I, Page 90

I. less
2. action verb
3. most
4. increases
5. Airplane Inspector

Unit XVIII, Exercise II, Pa9e 91

I. Assembler, Gold Frame
2. Cheese Blender
3. Tube Assembler, Electron

Water-Quality Tester

fumes

odors
toxic conditions

Unit XVIII, Exercise III, Page 92

I. CLERK-TYPIST 203.362-010 07.06
2. COMPUTER OPERATOR 213.362-010 07.06

3. FILE CLERK I 206.362-010 07.07

4. 213
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NAME: :ILLL4.0.11 .W..4.121

- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMAPY -
FORM VR

POSSIBI.E. OCCUPATTONS

YTI Li Aser St, Too i het a I Control 0.,N pete....^
. -

T-CL I ENT SELF-

RATING
NOW !CHANGE

1 1 2

OCCUPATIONAL

INDUSTRY

WORKER

COUNSELOR
RATING

NOW
3

"IL"
CODE

DESIGNATION

TRAIT GPOUP:
' DOCU-

1 MENT

CHANGE I **
4 5

u-pflivany .14.4111brilNor V.IsOrgonyur c.perarc4r---

. i -00I c2 4.1 -epic, 4aa, to -mot aa13.3e.2-61(

an) inCl. : ekr idal
c1.5.0q

trutlai aliti___4_

05,0?

8

ear,cat

L

1

ob.01

.

6 .

..

1

,

WORKER REQUIREMENT AREA
I\

WORK ACTIVITIES ( INTERESTS)
y t.S 12.-5,

.

A es 1

-4

34.: I

...4v3

i

1. Things & objects
2. Business contact ?

3. Routine,. definite,
organized

? A k- ... 1 c>2.. I I 2

4. Direct personal contact
to hel p others

e 5
i_....

t _
IH-

5. Recogni ti on or
appreciation

6. Communication of ideas
& information

.
I

1

7. Scientific & technical
8 Ci-eative ,thi nkin. .

9. Processes , methods or
machines

r..; e. j e_* . ' ..

10. Working on or producing
_ hings

y ce ..;
_Se-5 je..gi

..,...
"

**RATING CODE: A. COUNSELOR OBSERVATION AND/OR JUDGEMENT

B. CLEALY DEMONSTRATED BY CASE RECORD CONTENT

C. RELEVANT WORK HISTORY201

D. CASE RECORD CONTAINS CONFL IC7 ING DATA 202
E. OTHER

t# I
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NAME:

- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -
FORM VR

POSSIBLE OCCUPA;IONS
5,.rearvii-scf T J c., ; &sire II . .

OCCUPATIONAL CODE:

- INDUSTRY DESIGNATION

WORKER TRAIT GROUP

,

i

-..b.didtela-Z-L..1 -1=1,.1:' iii.fiLIJ-W-- J. - 1- VI. ! SP S.. 0. -

, 6170Q c;), 3 lip _2 -r) Jo

a n s i ,;nd.

0..5, 09

,

:

.

Acl:rr.1 1 C 4 I ioj

'C.5.c q

8

1 ( 2 i e ri 4. a i

01..aa____

9

,;__eier;cal

0

.

WORKER REQCIREMENT AREA

,

.

CLIENT
RATING

NOW
1

SELF-

CHAVE
2

COUNSELOR
RATING

NOW
3

1CHANGE
4

1 DOCU-
MENT
**
5

WORKING SITOTIONS
TTEMPERAMEWT----

1.. ?erforming duties which
Can change fresuentl

. .

len let)

.

\I C;

2. Performing routine
`-tasks

.
,

3. Planning & directing

. an entire activity es e..-: ler, 1 et:,

4. Dealin. with eo.le leilliMli 0 1 e.fi efi 4 .5.;

,. nf uencing opinions,
attitudes & jud ement

6. Working un er pressure

_____J
,

7. Making detisions using
personal *gement

1

_ 1 es ... Niet NI e._!:,8. Evaluationl,by measure-
ment & verification '

9. Interpret A express
feelings, facts &
ideds

A08,

Achieve precise limits
or accuracy standards Nies les A 1 5) ES r

PART II - WORKER TRAIT

. 9
0

1__;_i____

4

4

ir--

q

41

1
ek mr-1..
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WORKER hEQUIREMENT AREA

General Education
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NAME: gorle [a Pa 11040

- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -
FORM VR

POSSIBLE OCCUPATIONS

TITLE:

OCCUPATIONAL CODE

INDUSTRY DESIGNATION

WORKER TRAIT GROUP:

'ICri7iii-ItY7;11

_fit3i30::00)11-64.4i9

atvl incl.

1.447;;Zr 7,07477:1! I Tft=r
2 usj -NO a 13, t la 0 to

Cierica1 ni;varaimi ciercal
_01,411

6

615.0

7

05.09

I 8

01.00
CLIENT

RATING
NOW
1

SELF-

CHANG.E

2

COUNSELOR
RATING

NOW
3

CHANGE
4

DOCU-
MENT
**
5 9

Aptitudes

3 . 841 3 3 ;

3/4 ?G '4General Learning_Ability

Y. .Ver-bal 8,4; 3 3 3
N Numerical ? 0 C. 3 3
S S'atial 3
P Form Perception

.-&
3...3 41

"3 .3

g Clerical s...i 3 ,

3K Motor Coordination .

F Finger Dexterity 9 ,3 <1
'4 3

M Manual Dexterity
41

E Eye-Hand-Foot Coordina-
tion

..._ _
,

C Color Discrimination
_-

44

Data, People, Things ,Q30 _1.37 _L ib7
**RATING CODE: A. COUNSELOR OBSERVATION AND/OR JUDGEMENT D. CASE RECORD CONTAINS CONFLICTIn DATA
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- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -
FORM VR

NAME:
POSSIB E OCCUPATIONS

7/7110712177-4-
RATING
NOW
1

CHANGE
2

TITLE:

OCCUPATIONAL CODE:

INDUSTRY -DESIGNATION:

WORKER TRAIT GROUP:

5wperv 15rJr
Grind t'nci

Tho 1. Cr i 6 pr:-. Tea 1 Cann 11.1 C:il i I I, a , r
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06.0i :-.. .)1 :,,,,. 7 ,

- .

.

COUNSELOR
RATING

NOW
3

'CHANGE
I 4

DOCU-
MENT
**
5 6 7

E
11,

PREPARATION

.

2. ,..

Physical Demands
1. Lifting, carrying, push-

in War putling
2. m ng or balancing ,I

3. Stooping, kneeling,
crouching &for crawling AV ../-/

4. Reaching, handling,
fingering Wor feeling q i_..5 44') ..... ), .:..

/

5. Talkfn. & or hearin -., / . ..,-1;
.

.. , e ..

.. See ng ,
.

. .

Working Conditions
Jr 7 ;

1. Inside, outsidep or both
2. Extremes of cold plus

temperature changes
3. IXtremes.of heat plus

temperaturechan.es
et and hum .

5 Noise and vibrationt
..... lc"

6. Hazards
7. Fumes, odors, toxic con-

ditions, dust, & poor
ventilation

.

.

**RATING CODE: A. COUNSELOR OBSERVATION AND/OR JUDGEMENT

B. CLgARLY DEMONSTRATED BY CASE RECORD CONTENT

C. RELEVANT WORK HISTORY

D. CASE RECORD CONTAINS CONFLICTING ''ATA

E. OTHER .: C..
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Unit XX, Exercise I, Page 106-107

A. 1. Can Ronald be cleared for a job in which walking and standing (indoors,

on smooth, level surfaces with little or no climbing) several hours a

day is required? The walking and standing need not-be colistant but

would probably involve more than half the day with periodic oppor-

tunities to sit.

21 Would you recommend a visual examination since the jobs being con-

sidered require substantial reading of technical materials including

tables, blueprints, etc.?

B. I. Can Ron perform at average levels in general learning, verbal and

numerical areas? Although test data will be helpful, response to

this question should also reflect his performance in'practical 4

situations.

2. What is Ron's current. proficiency in working with tools and equipment?

Can he adapt to his weakness on the right side by using jigs, compen-

satory motions with other body parts, etc.? Of particular -toncern is

his abilit,y to set up machinery such as drill presses and grinders.

3. Can Ron work quickly, accurately, and neatly with numbers, inventories,

and records?

4. Can Ron instruct and supervise other people? Of particular concern is

his ability to organize material to be taught, and then present it in

understandable language.

Can Ron tolerate a full day of work where he is on his feet at least

half the time?

C. I. To what exterit are you involved in keeping the family finances

straightened out? Do you do the banking, bill paying, etc.?

2. Are you improving in your speech and do people generally understand

you? Do you find that youi" speech is better at some times than others?

3. To what extent does noise bother you?
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NAME: RI1C.A.. ifkrtOr
- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -

FORM yR

POSSIBLE OajP;,_710!:S-*

TITLE:

.

. OCCUPATIONAL CODE

.
.

INDUSTRY DESIGNATION

WORUR TRAIT GROUP:

":e-Irtr e7ler iL17.4"7.-1,:ai rill;;:ir

ISS.i31-oto le..i.k.S4-03, e i 114

I Airl -and.

05.0

alt. e$3 - 0 1 0
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(i5...__LI2-.,NI, (4-.0,2.

WORkER REQUIREMENT AREA

CLIENT
RATING

NOW
I

SELF-
'

CHANC.;.E

2

COUNSELOR
- RATING
NOW 'CHANGE

1

3 4

DOCU-
MAT
**

5

.

WORK ACTIVITIES (INTERESTS)

e . -le.

.

I Thinss & objects

2 Business contact

3.. Routine, definite,
organized ,e' les

..-.

______....

\I e,,,
. ,_)

4. Direct personal contact
to help others

.

Recognition ,or
issreciation

.

6. Communication of ideas
& information

.

7. Scientific & technical
.

8. Creative th'inking

,

9. Processes, methods or
machines

10. Working on or producing
things

?

**RATING CODE: A. COUNSELOR OBSERVATION AND/OR JUDGE1ENT

B. CLEARLY DEMONSTRATED BY CASE RECORD CONTENT E. /OTHER

C. RELEVANT WORK HISTORY
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WORKER REQU: PENT AREA

TCLIENT SELF-
RATING

NOW 'CHANCE
2

- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL .SUrvARY -

rORM YR

Heel
T I TLE: ,scv+er

OCCUPATIONAL CODE:

INDUSTRY ESInNATION:

WORKER RAIT GROUP:

WORKING SITUATIONS
(TEMPERAMENTS/

I. Performing duties which

can change frequently

2. Performing routine

tasks
3. Planning & directing

an entire activity
4. Dealing with people

5. Influencing opinions,
attitudesi& judgement

COUNSELOR
RATING

NOW !CHANGE

3 1 4

DOCU-
MENT
**

5

1.6

PCSS BLE OCCUPATIONS
For n's ture. e le ant.r
1414. rthi.et"

Ft.ten

047. 64 66, 0 Q_ As la

7

6. Working under pressure

7. Making decisions using
personal judgement

8. Eveluation by measure-

ment verification

9. Interpret & express
feelings, facts & ideas

10. Achieve precise limits
or accuracy_standards

PART II - WORKER TRAIT
ASSESSMENTS

coppKER REQUIREMENT AREA
4014

General Education
Develo . (total

Reasonin
Mat

ua e

e.

qe.s

02.

ca2.
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- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -
FORM VR

NAME: RI i CA_ Pinker4On POSSIBLE OCCUPATIONS

TITLE:

OCCUPATIONAL CODE:

INDUSTRY DESIGNATION:

WORKER TRAIT GROUP:

*eel
St.11-hr

curra4i..re
lie&Iitter

e.teoner
eutitiftc 4 1

K4chen
13etpe,r

-_-_
--fUTENT

.. RATING
NOW
1

SELF-

CHANGE
2

COUNSELOR
RATING

NOW
3

CHANGE
4

DOCU-
MENT
**
5 6 7 8. 9

Aptitudes

4:5 ,

.3

41

.
,.
q
4/

4J

----:-
41,

24

44

A
7 1

-si-

4

4i

G General Learning Ability

li Verbal LA__
5

)5

8N Numerical

Spatial i) 4 21J
ij

)3

,

P Form Perception 0 3
Q Clerical

I)

44

/K Motor Coordination q ?

F 'Fin9er Dexterity

M Manual Dexterity 4_.47 \ 0 44 3 .3 4j

E Eye-Hand-Foot Coordina-
tion

C Color Discrimination
.

Data, People, Things .(1,31 5 7 .
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**RATING CODE: A. COUNSELOR OBSERVATION AND/OR JUDGEMENT

B. CLEARLY DEMONSTRATED BY CASE RECORD CONTENT

C. RELEVANT WORK HISTORY

k 21.4

D. CASE RECORD CONTAINS CONFLICTING DATA

E. OTHER
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NAME: Ar7:2) '7

- VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL SUMMARY -
FORM VR

POSSIBLE OCCUPATIONS
.

.

TITLE:

OCCUPATIONAL CODE:

.INDUSTRY DESIGNATION:

WORKER TRAIT GROUP:

/-igg'ritztr-

kur n f fare, C ift4 07 e.
_4 $.504rible r e4Innit.rc.i.ai _iiszIpe.'r

C IENT
RATING

NOW
1

SELF-

CHANGE
2

CoUNSELOR,
RATING

NOW CHANGE
3 i 4

DOCU-
MENT
**
5 6 7 8 9

SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL
PREPARATION

. 2.

Physical Demands

- 4.?7 /1) 25 1 L. i)) )9/
ye-,.:

I. Lift4ng, carrying, push-
ing Wor pulling

. Climbing. Wor ba ancing
3. Stooping, kneeling,

crouching Wor crawling
c

_ J

4. leaching, handling,
fingering Wor feeling

'hearing

.
1,:_:, )(c__

TT- Talking Wor
6. Seein. c ., ,

Working Conditions
1. Inside outside, or both
2.. Extremes or cold plus

tem erature chan.es
Extremes of eat plus
temperature changcs

4. Wet and humid r. -

5. Noise and vibrations ,
v. .

6. Hakards , , -:

7. FuMes-, odors, toxic con-
ditions, dust, & poor
ventilation . 0
**RATING CODE: A. COUNSELOR OBSERVATION AND/OR lUDGEMENT

216 B. CLEARLY DEMONSTRATED BY CASE RECORD CONTENT

C. RELEVANT WORK HISTORY
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E. OTHER



Unit XX, Exercise 11, Page 114

A. - To what extent can the client meet worker requirements in WS 2?

- More information about Alice's GED and that required for the Kitchen
Helper position.

- The extent to which the client's spatial relations and form perception

aptitudes are intact.
- More precise data concerning Alice's aptitude in K, F, and M areas.

- The client's ability and willingness to handle the working conditions
of WC 4, 5, 6.

- The extent to which those conditions are actually present in the Kitchen
Helper and Furniture Assembler positions.

B. Kitchen Helper



WORK ACTIVITIES CHECKLIST

Directions: Part 1

APPENDIX C'

Use the following scale to rate your preferences for each work activity.

CIRCLE the rating describing your feelings about working in an occupation

which would involve you in that activity.

+2 Would LIKE the activity VERY MUCH. -1 Would DISLIKE the activity.

+1 Would LIKE the activity. -2 Would DISLIKE the activity
VERY MUCH.

0 Would NEITHER LIKE NOR DISLIKE
the activity.

No. Type of Activity
Circle the rating describing your ,

feelings about each activity.

1 Activities dealing with things
and objects. +2 +1 0 -1 -2

2 Activities involving business

contact. +2 +1 0 -1 -2

3 Activities of a routine,
definite, organized nature. +2 +1 0 -1

4 Activities involving direct
personal contact to help or

instruct others.
,

+2 +1 0 -1 -2

5 Activities resulting in recog-
nition or appreciation from
others. +2 +1 0 -1

.

-2

6 Activities involving tho com-
munication of ideas- and

information. +2 +1 0 -1 -2

7 Activities of a scientific
and technical nature. +2 +1 0 -1 . -2

,

8 Activities involving creative
thinking.

.

+2 +1 0 -1 -2

9

I

Activities involving pro-
cesses, methods, or machines.

i

+2 +1 0 -1 -2

I 10

!

Activities involving working
on or producing things. +2 +1 Ci -1

1
-4.

219
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* Directions.: Part 2

List in the order of your preference the ten types of work activities.

Place the activity type numbers in the boxes below. Use your ratings

given to each activity to help determine the order. For example, if

you rated any activities +2, they should be listed ahead of any rated +1.

Li
First 2nd 3rd 4th
Choice

5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Last
Choice

Adapted with permission from the Work Activitiei Checklist

Copyright 1978, Appalachia Educational Laboratory,

Charleston, West Virginia 25325

Directions: Part 3

Transfer the results of this activity to Page 1 of the Vocational
Appraisal Summary (VAS).

A. Look at the order in which you ranked the Work Activities in
Part 2 above. Select the three or four activities that you
rated as most interesting. Enter the word "YES" in the
corresponding boxes in column 1, Page 1.of the VAS to show
yoUr strongest preferences for these Work Activities.

B. Enter the word "NO" in the appropriate bo N s in column 1 of
the VAS to show the Work Activities that yo said you would
tidislike the most. (TheSe are probably the ork Activities
to which you assiNed a -2 value).

C. Look at your "NO" rbpsonses again. Are there any activities
you would be willfrg to consider performing on a job which
met your requirements in other ways? If so, put "YES" in
the appi.opriate box in column 2. This will indicate that
you would be willing to consider a job which involved the
activity if other factors were present..

D. What "evidence" do you have for your decisions? Work history,
education, hobbies, of just "a feeling". Use the rating code
.at the bottom of Page 1 of the VAS to complete column 3. You
may use more than one code letter for each box, if you wish.



WORK SITUATIONS CHECKLIST

Directions: Part 1

Use the following scale to rate your preferences for each work situation.

CIRCLE the rating'describing your feelings about working in an occupation

which would involve you in that situation.

+2 Could ADAPT READILY. Could be
SATISFIED with such work.

+1 Could ADAPT to the situation.

0 Am NOT SURE or have NO STRONG
feelings about the situation.

-1 Would be DIFFICULT to adapt
to the situation.

-2 A DIFFICULT SITUATION I
would like to avoid.

No. Type of Situation
Circle the rating describing your
feelings about each situation.

Performing duties which change
frequently

+2 +1 0 -1 -2
.

Performing routine tasks. +2 +1 0 -1
.

Planning and directing an
entire activity.

+2 +1 n -1 -2

Dealing with people. +2 +1 0 -1 -2.

Influencing people's opinions,
attitudes, and judgements.

+2 +1 0 -2

Working under pressure. +2 +1 0 -1 -2

Making decisions using personal
judgement.

+2 +1
.

0 -1 -2

Making decisions using standards
that can be measured or checked.

.

+2 +1 0 -1 -2

Interpreting and expressing
feelings, ideas, or facts.

+2 +1 0 -1 -2

10 Working within precise limits
or standards of accuracy.

+1 0 -1 -2
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Directions: Part 2

List in ORDER OF YOUR PREFERENCE the ten types of work situations. Place the
situation type NUMBERS in the boxes below. Use the i'atinqs you gave to each
situation to help determine the order. For example, if you rated any
situations +2, they should be listed ahead of any rated +1.

First 2nd
Choice

3rd 4th

...
5th 6th

1 it

7th 8th 9th . Last
Choice

Adapted with permission from the Work Situations Checklist

Copyright 1978, Appalachia Educational Laboratory,

Charleston, West Virginia 25325

Directions: Part 3

Transfer the results of this activity to Page 2 of the Vocational
Appraisal Summary (VAS):

A. Look at the order in which you ranked the Work Situations in
Part 2 above. Select the three or four situations to which
you feel you could most easily adapt. Enter the word "YES"
in the corresponding boxes in column 1, Page 2 of the VAS to
show your strongest preferences for these Work Situations.

B. Enter the word "NO" in the appropriate boxes in column 1
of the VAS to show the Work Situations that you said you
would dislike the most. (These are probably the Work Situations
to which you assigned a -2).

C. Look at your "NO" responses again. Are there any of the Work
Situations you would be willing to adapt to if a job met
your other requirements? If so, put "YES" in the appropriate
box in column 2. This will indicate that you would be willing
to consider la job which involved the work situations if other
factors were present.

D. What "evidence" do you have for your decisions? Work history,

education, hobbies, or just a "feeling"? Use the rating code
at the bottom of Page 1 of the VAS to complete column 3. You
may use more than one code letter for each box, if you wish.

.2?2
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GENERAL EDUCATIONAi DEVELOPMENT CHECKLIST

Directions: Part 1

Use the information on pages 210-229 of the Handbook to

estimate your Current skills in Reatoring, Math and Language.

At the present time, I would rate my

Reasoning level at

Math level at

Language level at

My Total GED is presently at level

(Remember, the lowest of RML)

Directions: Part 2

Now go back and indicate the levels based on your 5elf-estimate of

ability and willingness. In other,words, if you needed higher levels.

of RML for a job you wanted to what levels would you be able and

willing to improve your GED?

My potential for GED is at

Reasoning level

Math level

Language level

Total level

Directions: Part 3

Enter the result from Part 1 in column 3 of the VA$ at the bottom of

page 2. Enter the results of Part 2 in column 2. Use the code on

Page 1 of the VAS to indicate the "evidence" for your judgements.

REGION - 1 RCEC, 1978
C. W. Robinson
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ESTIMATING APTITUDES.

Directions: Part 1

For each of the aptitudes below, place an X in one of the columns
to indicate your estimate of the quickness and ease with which you
can learn in that area.

- Although you may use previous experience as a guide, it
is important to rate your aptitude, not present skill or
whether you like the activity.

- Rate yourself in relation to the adult population in this
country and not just your friends or any other small group.

APTITUDE
LOWEST THIRD MIDDLE THIRD HIGHEST THIRD
10% 23% 33% 23% 10%

Level 5 Level 4 Level 3 ,Level 2 Level 1

General

Verbal

Numerical N

Spatial

Form
Perception

Clerical
Perception

Motor Co-
ordination

Finger
Dexterity F

Manual
Dexterity M.

Eye-Hand-
Foot Co-
ordination E

Color
Discrim
ination C 1i------ 4

Directions: Part 2

With extra effort, practice, and training do you believe you could
learn at a higher level than indicated by your ratings thus far?

2?4
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Go back and place an 0 in the columns if you feel that you could - with

extra iffort - learn at a higher level 'than you first indicated.

Directions: Part 3

Now, transfer your ratings onto column 1 on the VAS, Page 3. First,

look at the X you used to assess your general learning ability. Is

it squarely in one of the columns? If so, enter the level number in

the proper box on the VAS. If you placed the X near or on the line

between levels, you may wish to record two levels - such as 3-2.

Repeat these steps for each aptitude.

Now look at any O's you made. Translate them to levels and enter them

in column 2.

Finally, use thNode provided at the bottom of Page 3 of the VAS

to indicate the "evidence" you have for your judgements.

REGION - 1 RCEC, 1978
C. W. Robinson



SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL PREPARATION

Directions: Part 1

The principle consideration in rating your current SVP should be the

amount of time you are willing to spend learning the skills, techniques

and.knowledges required for average successful performance in an

occupation.

- Your ability to succeed in the training is not a factor to

be considered in SVP. That is included in your estimate of

GED potential.

- The availability of the financial resources required to support

you and your dependents is not a factor to be considered in SVP.

It is important, but only after you have decided the length of

time you are willing to spend training. .

In deciding on the time period you are willing to spend learning new

vocational skills, remember that during that period you would be a

student, apprentice or trainee. You would not have the status, recog-

nition or (perhaps)-the pay of a full-fledged worker in the occupation.

Enter the SVP code number that you decide on at the top of colvmn I on

Page 4 of the VAS.

Directions: Part 2

Now, reconsider the amount of time you would be willing to invest in a

new.occupation. If you really found a new occupation that met all your

other needs, would you be willing to spend a longer period in specific

vocatitinal preparation? If so, enter a new SVP code number in column 2

of the VAS. If not, just leave that box blank.

Directions: Part 3

Consider the "evidence" for your judgements. Using the code provided

at the bottom of Page 4 of the VAS, make the appropriate entry in column

3 of the VAS.

REGION - 1 RCEC, 1978
C. W. Robinson
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'PHYSICAL DEMANDS CHECKLIST

Directions: Part 1

The physical activities in which people engage as part of their jobs

vary widely. Some people have jobs which are very strenuous. Uthers

have jobs which require very little physically. Knowing what physical

activities you are able and willing to engage in is very important.

Read the questions below. Using information in Appendix D of the

WIG Guide and in the Handbook, circle the best response to indicate your

present physical condition:

At present, I could - and would be willing to - function on a job which

requires:

I. lifting, carrying, pushing, and/or pulling at level.SLMH V,

(circle one)

agility and body equilibrium for climbing and/or balancing. Yes No

full use of the lower extremities and back muscles for stooping,

kneeling, crouching, and/or crawling. Yes No

full use of the upper extremities for reaching, handling, fingering,

and/or feeling. Yes No

the frequent giving and/or receiving of information by means of

talking and/or hearing. YeS No

the ability to perceive the nature of objects by seeing them.

Yes No

Enter'all circled responses in column 1, Page 4 of the VAS.

Directions: Part 2

Reconsider each of the physical capacity factors assuming:

- the availability of phystcal conditioning services and/or

prosthetic devices such as corrective lenses, hearing aids, etc.

the existence of a job which in all other respects meets your

needs.

If you believe that your physical capacities could be increased as a

result of these changes, so indicate by making appropriate entries in

column 2 of the VAS. Don't forget to complete column 3.

2 7
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WORKING CONDITIONS CHECKLIST

Directions: Part 1

The physical surroundings of a job are important factors to consider

in.making vocational decisions. Knowing the working conditions to which

you are able - and willing - to adjust will contribute to your job

success and satisfaction.

Read the ouestions below. Using the information in the WTG Guide

(pages.419-20) and the Handbook (pages 331-336), circle the best

response to indicate your present ability to adapt to the seven

working condition factors.

t present, I could - and would be willing to - adapt to jobs which

require that I: (circle one)

1. work inside, outside, or both.

2. work in extremes of cold: Yes No

3. work in extremes of heat: Yes No

4. work in wet/humid conditions: Yes No

5. work in proximity to loud noises or vibrations: Yes. No

6. work in condition where there is danger to life or health

through bodily injury: Yes No

7. work in which I am exposed to quantities of fumes, odors,

dust, gases, or poor ventilation: Yes No

Enter your responses in column 1, Page 4 of .the VAS.

Directions: Part 2

Reconsider each factor assuming that you are willing to tolerate any

of the conditions so that the questions relat( to ability only Enter

any different responses in column 2 of 66 VAS.

Directions: Part 3

Use the code at the bottom of Page 4 of the VtS to indicate the "ev-dence"

for your ratings.

0 9
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DATA, PEOPiE. THINGS CHECKLIST

Directions: Part 1

All jobs require workers to relate to Data, People, and Things to some

degree. Estimating your present ability in each of these three areas

may helpyou to identify levels of work which you feel capable of

handling..

Using the examples on pages 73-83 in the Handbook, complete the following

sentence:

With my present skills and abilities, I would rate myself at the

level in Data

level in People

level in Things

Enter your responses in column I on the bottom of the VAS Form on Page 130.

Directions: Part 2

Now consider the levels at which you could function after further educa-

tion, training, or experience. You should be rating your potential DPT

level.

If I maximize the use of my potential. I would be able to function at

the

level in Data

level in People

level in Things

Enter your responses in column 2 on the bottom of the VAS Foln on Page

130.

Directions: Part 3

Using the' code at the bottom of the VAS Form (Page 130), justify your self-

ratings in column 3.

2?9
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APPENDIX D

CLIENT/COUNSELOR PARTICIPATION IN REHABILITATION PLANNING:
A MODEL

INITIAL INTERVIEW
- Explanation of V.R. Process
- Client History .

- Discussion of Joint Responsi-
bilit for goal setting & IWRP

Counselor collects and reviews data
to determine vocational relevance.

Tentative Current & Potential Q.P.
of client by counselor

I YES -1

3. Self-assessment of vocational characteris-
tics and vocational aspirations by client.'
-Completed current & potential self
-Identification cf vocational goal(s) if

possible.

4. Joint agreement that client has vocational
goals which can be stated by DOT titles
and which should be investigated further.

.0;fdiscussion of occupational
definition(s) and requirenients
and agreement as to information
requfred for vocational choice.

16. Joint review of self Q.P. and
selection of 1-3 occupational
titles for exploration. Back

to 04..

Vocationa Exploration/Diagnostic Activity
- -Specialty examinations (medical, etc.)

-Job'site tour(s)
-Interview perso;i(s) in vocation(s)
-Take (or audit) related course(s)

8
-Discuss appropriateness of vocations
with significant others

.-On-the-job tryout
-Occupational inFormation review
-Voeitional assessment

oint agreement t
match is ooten

t e specific occupational/clientl
satisfactog to all concerned. '

rrE 0, BACK TO 44 OR 47 !

9. Discussion and joint agreement on techniques and services required to resolve
major client deficiencies in areas required for occupation and/or likely
residual limitations of vocational significance.

1 IF NO, BACK TO 04 OR 07

Discussion and joint agreement on provisions 61
individualized written'rehabilitation pro2ram.1

IF NO-, BACK TO 09, OR FORWARD-
TO ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW

1

t YES J

11 Counselor prepares IWRP document for
supervisor and counselor signature.

1 4/
IF SIGNED BY ; ; IF NO, BACK TO #9, OR FORWADo
ALL PARTIES ; 1 TO ADMINISTRATIVE(REVIEW

pr. PLAN IMPLEMENTATION1

REGION - i PrEC. 1972
r. w. Robinson



VOCATIONAL EVALUATION PLAN
A MODEL

REVIEW OF REFERRAL QUESTTONS & EXPECTATIONS
- Reasons for referral.
- Translate intkspecific referral questions if necessary.

- "Is Marvin employable? If so, at what?"

- "Can Nanc be a wire-feed welder?"

4-
CAN DO j CAN'T DO! Back to referral source

2. REVIEW OF RE ERRAL INFORMATION
- Identify yardstick traits of occupations to be considered.

- Use referral data to make tentative identification of client characteristics
using yardsticks.

N D
?'CAN T DO ] -----Request additional data as available

PREPARATION OF DIRECT REFERRAL QUESTIONS
- Combine #1 and #2 to develop very specific questions which can be evaluated

- "What are Marvin's highest interests and aptitudes?"
"Which types of supervision can Marvin accept?"

- "Can Nancy lift 50 pounds required of this welding specialty?"
"Does Nancy have the math skills to compute proper gas/air ratios?"
"Will Nancy's family accept this occupational interest?"

[CAN T DO - Back to 111 & #2
- Back to referral source
- Postpone

4. TENTATIVE EVALUATION PLAN
- Select beginning activities for discussion with client.
- Must match #3 with available techniques.
- May need to make prior arrangements

CAN DO Repeat #1-3 as nescessary

-4

5. INTERVIEW CLIENT
- Confirm, expand, and update referral material.

- Obtain client statements as to vocational interests & evaluation objectives
- Present tentative evaluation plan.
- Discuss and modify as necessary.

d4
SATISFACTORY TO ALL I NOT SATISFACTORY TO ALL Back to #1

EVALUATION ACTIVITIES
- Check that client academic skills are adequate for assessment techniques used.

- Administer evaluation techniques agreed upon.
- Provide feedback and modify/add techniques as

- client goal changes occur.
results raise new questions.

- Determination that questions have been answered
- Develop tentative recommendations - with options.

24?i
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DETERMINE CLIENT SATISFACTION
- Present summation of evaluation results.

- Encourage client to synthesize results into career options

- Discuss tentative recommendations

8. DETERMINING REFERRAL SOURCE SATISFACTION
- Can you answer all referral questions?

- Have you at least two vocational options?
- Contact referral source if in doubt.

Back to #6

L9. TERMINATION AND REPORT



UNIQUE FEATURES:

* contains listings, by Work Group
and Sub-Groups, of all 12,000
occupations (except military)
described in the DOT.

contains an alphabetical index of
all 12,000 occupational titles in
the DOT (except military) and
identifies the Work Group or
Worker Trait Group numbers.

* contains line art illustrations.

* 7-8th grade reading level.

Reproduced with the permission

a

AIM

Though similar in

organization and

function, each

publication has

unique qualities that

make both an

essential part of an

effective career

exploration program . . .

See inside for detailed

listing of differences

UNIQUE FEATURES:

* contains listings, by Worker Trait
Groups, of 2800 "core" occupv-
tions which comprise the major
national employment opportun-
ities, as well as occupations found
in the most common occupational
resources.

* contains a profile section listing
related worker characteristics to
help individuals link their personal
characteristics to those identified
by the Department of Labor as
necessary for successful job per-
formance.

* illustrated with a . variety of
photographs providing minority
representation and balanced rep-
resentation of sexes.

* 6-7th grade reading level

of the publisher, McKnight Publishing Company

'3
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fr.

Subgroup
coOe
and title

Listing of Occupations by Work Groups . . .

Engineering Technology

05.03.01 Surveying
Navigator (air trins.) 196.167-014

. ' S.

Director, Photogrammetry Flight Operations (bus. ser.)
184.167-026

Grade Checker (const.) 850.467-010

Surveyor, Geophysical Prospecting (petrol. production)
018.167-042

Chief of Party (profess. & kin.) 018.167-010
Geodetic Computer (profess. & kin.) 018.167-014
Photogrammetric Engineer (profess. & kin.) 018.167-026
Surveyor Assistant, Instruments (profess. & kin.) 018.167-

034
Surveyor, Geodetic (profess. & kin.) 018.167-038
Surveyor, Marine (profess. & kin.) 018.167-046
Surveyor, Mine (profess. & kin.) 018.167-050

.......(Seel.41.

WNW 468.

SISVOYIN GtOddic
SUM104 MOW!
SINVOIOr Milt.

-A:

- Abalone Diver (fish.)
03.04.03

able-bodied seaman ABLE SEAMAN (water trans ): 911.364-
010 05.12.03

ABLE SEAMAN (water trans.) 911.364-010 05.12.03
ABRASIVE-BAND WINDER (abrasive & polish. prod )

692.685-010 06.04.20
ABRASIVE-COATING-MACHINE OPERATOR (abrasive &

polish. prod.) 574.462-010 06.02.21
ABRASIVE G RADER (optical goods ) 570.682-010 06.02.09
ABRASIVE-G RADER HEL PER (optical goods) 570.686-010

06.04.19
ABRASIVE ORINDER (abrasive & polish. prod.) 673.685-010

06.02.09
ABRASIVE MIXER (abrasive & polish. prod.) 570.485,010

06.04.19
ABRASIVE-MIXER HELPER laorasive & polish

570.686-014 06.04.19 .

ABRASIVE SAWYER (abrasive & polish. prod.) 47ts;:4
06.04.08 o u.s.-""

ABRASIVB-W HEEL MOLDER (abrasiv
.

018.1 .03
018.167-038
018.167.046
018.1 7-050

A

... in the
Guide for Occupational Exploration

The organizational structure of the Worker Trait
Group Guide and the Guide for Occupational
Exploration are both built around the 12 Areas and

0 66 Work Groups identified by the U.S. Department
of Labor, except that the GOE further breaks down
Workr Groups into subgroups. In this example.
Surveying is subgroup 01 in Work Group 05.03.

z (The occupations listed are DOT Main Tides only.)
The Undefined Related (UR's) and the alter-

naie titles are not included. Within each subgroup,
the occupations are grouped by the industry desig-
nation and are listed alphabetically by industry.
Notice that a space divides each industry designa-

12 , don. Where there are multiple listings within an
industry, the titles are listed alphabetically. .

a.

0
b
C.)

. . in the`
Worker Trait Group Guide

Because the AEL Career Information System
does not utilize subgroups and in order to conserve
space, the Worker Trait Group Guide does not list
subgroup titles. The example here shows the listing
within Worker Trait Group 05.03 that corresponds
to the GOE listing above. These occupations repre-
sent the great majority of employment opportun-
ities in addition to ones found in the most common
occupational information resources for the Survey-
ing category.

Alphabetical Index of the

:FISHER. DIVING (fish ). 443 664-010

1

234
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Guide for
Occupational Exploration . .

This is the only Index that will provide the
Worker Trait Group code for a DOT occupation.
The Alphabetical Index is essential for organizing
and maintaining the Career Information System.
utilized with the AEL Career Decision-Making
Program.

The Index lists all DOT occupational titles
(except mtary). The Main titles are in all caps,
Undefined Related in initial caps and lower case,
and Alternate in all lower case.

If the title is an Undefined Related or Alternate,
the Main tide is provided. The first two titles shown
here are examples of this.

The first nine-digit number is the DOT code for
the occupation; the last six digits designate the
Area/Work Group/Subgroup. However, in the
AEL Career Information System, only the first four
of the last six digits, representing the Area and
Worker Trait Groups, are used.



Differences in career Area end Work Group
Tides Between the Worker Trott Group Guide end
the Guide/or Occupational Exploration
Lat-minute changes by the Department of Labor have resulted in sev-
eral Career Area and Work Group Ude differences between the just-
published GOE and the previously published WIG Guide. These are:

Career
Area No.

03
Q4
08
11

CAREER AREAS

1111TG Gable

Nature
Authority
Persuasive
Social/Business

Guidektr Occup.
Plants and Animals
Protective
Selling
Leading-Influencing

WORK GROUPS
Work
Group WIG Guide Guide for Occup. Engl.

01.06 TechniCal Arts Crafts Arts

01.07 Amusem, Elemental Aits
03.01 Managerial Work: Managerial Work: Plants

Nature and Animals
03.02 General Supervision: General Supervision: Plants

Nature and Animals
03.03 Animal Training and Animal Training and Service

Care
03.04 Elemental Work: Elemental Work- Plants

Nature and-Animals
05.08 Land Vehicle Operation Land and Water Vehicle

Operation
05.10 Skilled Hand and Crafts

Machine Work
06.03 Production Control Quality Control
07.04 Information Processing: Oral Communications

Speaking
07.05 Information Processing: !records Processing

Records
30.02 Nursing and Therapy Nursing. Therapy, and

Services Specialized Teaching Services

Differences in Work Group Assignment of
Occupations Between Worker Trait Group Guide
and the Guide for Occupational Exploration
The just-published GOE contains several last-minute changes in assign-
ment of occupauons to Work Groups that differ from those listed in the
previously published wrG Guide. The Appalachia Educational Labor-
atory recommends that some of the changes made by the Department
of Labor be included in the Worker Trait Group Guide.

However, some of the DOL chines do not reflect the AEL recommen-
dations and should be left as assigned in the Worker Trait GroupGuide

The GOE should be corrected for use with the Career Information Sys-
tem. These changes do not affect the use of either publication.

A. Titles which should be changed in the Aiphaber.
kal Index of the GOE to conform to WTG Guide
designations:

Occupational Title
WTG Guide
Assignment

GOE
Assignment

Astrologer 01.07 10.01
Cigarette Making-Machtne

Operator 06.02 06.04
*Counselor 11 02 10.01

Cruiser 03.01 03.02
Diver 05.05 05.10
DrIffing Machine Operator,

Automatic 06.04 06.02
Extension Service Specialist 11.07 11.02
Forester Aide 03.01 03.02
Foundry Supervisor 06.04 06.01
General Supervisor 0502 06.01
Group Worker 10.01 09.01
Inspector 06.01 06.03
Land Surveyor 05.03 05.01
Machine Molder 06.02 06.04
Motorboat Operator 05.04 05.08
Melling-Machine Operator 06.04 06.02
Oven Tender 05.02 06.04
Packing-Nouse Supervisor 06.01 06.02
Plater, Production 06.02 06.04
Probation Officer 10.01 07.01
Produce Weigher 05.12 09.04
Rug Cleaner 06.04 06.02
Slasher Tender 06.02 06.04
Supervisor, Cuffing-end-Sewing

2 3
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Department 06.01 06.02
Supervisor, Garment

Manufacturing 06.01 06.02
Supervisor, Paint Departmefii 06.01 06.02
Supervisor, Paper Products 06.01 06.02
Supervisor, Preparation

Department 06.01 06.02
Supervisor, Specialty Food

Products 06.01 06.02
Teacher, Blind 10 01 10.02
Teacher, Deaf 10.01 10.02
Teacher. Handicapped Students 10.01 10.02
Teacher, Kindergarten 11.02 10.02
Teacher, Mentally Retarded 10.01 10.02
Teacher, Preschool 11.02 10.02

*AEL has placed Counselor into both WTG 11.02 and 10.01 since the
specific occupational definition fits jobs in both groups.

B. Work Group numbers which should be changed in
the Worker Trait Group Guide to conform to the
Guide for Occupational Exploration designations!

WfG Guide GOt
Occupational Title Assignment Assignment

Assembler 05.09 06.03
Blood-Donor Recruiter 11.07 11.09
Chain Offbearer 05.12 06.04
Classifier 06.04 06.03
Conductor 09.04 09.05
Conductor, Yard 05.05 05.08
Customer Service Representative 07 04 05.10
Dean of Students I 11.02 10.01
Dean of Students II ' 11.02 10.01
Deburrer, Machine 06.04 06.02
Director, Religious Education 11.02 11 07
District Adviser 11.05 11 07
Drill-Press Set-Up Operator.

Single Spindle 05.05 06.02
Educational Therapist 10.01 10.02
Emergency Medical Technician 10.02 nun
Escrow Officer 11.12 07.01
Financial-Aids Officer 11.05 11.07
Guide, Hunting and Fishing 12.01. 09.01
Inspector. Electrical 05.07 05.03
Instructor, Physical 12.02 10.02
Mailing Machine Operator 06.03 06 04
Maker 06.03 05.09
Petroleum Inspector 05.06 05.07
Podiatric Assistant 10.02 10.03
Registrar. College or University 11 05 11.07
Residence Supervisor 11.08 11 07
Shipping and Receiving Weigher 06 03 05.09
Stand-In 01.07 01.08
Teacher Aide II 07 07 07.01

Tester. Motor 06.02 06.03
Watch Repairer 06.01 05.05

Reading Level Comparison Between the Worker
Trait Group Guide and the Guide for Occupational
Exploration
One Work Group from each of the 12 Areas of both publications was
selected for this comparison. The Lorge Formula was used to measure
the reading levels.

Work WTG Guide GOE
Group Work Group Title
01.02 Visual Arts
02.01 Physical Sciences
03.01 *Managerial Work:

Plants & Animals

Reading Level Reading level
7.8 7 8
6.8 7.9

6.8 8.2
04.02 Security Services 6.7 7.4
05.05 Craft Technology 6.7 6 9
06 (. Production Control 6.5 7 0
07.01 Administrative Detail 6.7 7.2
08.03 Vending 6.d 7 2
09.03 Passenger Services 6.3 6.6
10.02 *Nursing, Therapy, and

Specialized Teaching
Services 6.7 6.9-

11.04 Law 6 3 7.1

12.01 Sports 6.5 7.2

AVERAGE 6.7 7.2

Overall grade level difference: .5 .

*Title from the Guide Jar Occupational Exploration Is used here. Title

is slightly different in the Worker Trait Group Guide (see previous

Pagel .



GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE BOOKSTORES

In addition to the mail order service provided by the Office of the Superinten-
dent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402,
there are also retail bookstores outside of Washington, D.C. The locations of'

these stores are shown below:

ATLANTA
Room 100, Federal Bldg.
275 Peachtree St., NE
Atlanta, GA 30303
(404) 221-6947

BIRMINGHAM
Room 102A, 2121 Bldg.
2121 8th Ave., N.
BirminghamotAL 35203
(205) 254-1056

BOSTON
Room G25, Federal Bldg.
Sudbury St.
Boston, MA 02203
(617) 223-6071

CHICAGO
Room 1463, Federal Bldg.
219 S. Dearborn St.
Chicago, IL 60604
(312) 353-5133

CLEVELAND
1st Floor, Federal Bldg.
1240 E. 9th Street
Cleveland, OH 44114

(216) 522-4922

COLUMBUS
Room 207, Federal Bldg.
200 N. High St.
Columbus, OH 43215
(614) 469-6955

Main GPO
USIA Bldg.
Pentagon

DALLAS
Room IC46, Federal Bldg.
1100 Commerce St.
Dallas, TX 75242

(214) 749-1541

DENVER
Room 1421, Federal Bldg.
1961 Stout St.
Denver, CO 80202
(303) 327-3964

DETROIT
SOte 160, Federal Bldg.
477 Michigan Ave.
Detroit, MI 48226
(313) 226-7816

HOUSTON
45 College Center
9319 Gulf Freeway
Houston, TX 77017
(713) 226-5453

JACKSONVILLE
Room 158, Federal Bldg.
400 W. Bay St.
Jacksonville, FL 32202
(904) 791-3801

KANSAS CITY
Room 144, Federal Bldg.
601 East 12th St.
Kansas City, MO 64106
(816) 758-2160

WASHINGTON, D.C.

275-2091 Commerce 377-3527
724-9228 State Dept. 632-1437
557-1821 HEW 472-7478
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LOS ANGELES
Room:2039, Federal Bldg.
300 N. Los Angeles St.
Los Angeles, CA 90012

(213) 798-5841

MILWAUKEE
Room 190, Federal Bldg.
519 E. Wisconsin Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53202
(414) 291-1305

NEW YORK ,

Room 110
26 Federal Plaza
New York, NY 10007
(212) 264-3825

PHILADELPHIA
Room 1214, Federal Bldg.
600 Arch.St.
Philadelphia, PA 19106

(215) 597-0677

PUEBLO
Majestic Bldg.
720 N. Main St.
Pueblo, CO 81003
(303) 544-3142

SAN FRANCISCO
Room 1023, Federal Bldg.
450 GOlden Gate Ave.
San Francisco; CA 94102
(415) 446-6657

SEATTLE
Room 194, Federal Bldg.
915 Second Ave.
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 399-4270

.6000.3W00005.80


